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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

It is an interesting fact that, although the Nestorians of

Persia have for many centuries been conquered and out-

numbered, and have had very little share in civil affairs, and
their brethren in the Koordish Mountains have enjoyed only
a doubtful independence, they have preserved to the present

time a knowledge of their vernacular language. In Persia,

most of the Nestorians are indeed able to speak fluently

the rude Tatar (Turkish) dialect used by the Mohammedans
of this province, and those of the mountains are equally
familiar with the language of the Koords. Still, they have
a strong preference for their own tongue, and make it the
constant and only medium of intercourse with each other.

This is the more noticeable, as in modern times, until within
a short period, they had no current literature, and the spoken
dialect was not even reduced to writing. Their manuscript
copies of the Bible and other books were very scarce, and
were carefully hid out of sight, covered with dust and mil-

dew. Very few, if any, except the clergy, aspired to be
readers, and still fewer were able to read with any degree
of intelligence.

The first attempt worthy of record to reduce the Modern
Syriac to writing, was made by Eev. Justin Perkins, a Mis-
sionary of the American Board of Commissioners for For-
eign Missions, at Tabreez, in the winter of 1834-5, in con-
nection with the study of the language, under the instruction

of the Nestorian Bishop Mar Yohannan.
The first attempt to write it in a permanent and useful

form, was made by Dr. Perkins in the construction of school-

cards, in the winter of 1836, after he and Dr. Grant had settled

at Oroomiah. On the 18th of January of that year their first

school was commenced. Says Dr. Perkins: "Seven boys
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from the city attended. They all took their stand in a semi-

circle around the manuscript card suspended on the wall,

which Priest Abraham with my assistance had prepared

;

and as they learned their letters and then began to repeat a
sentence of the Lord's prayer, for the first time, with a de-

light and satisfaction, beaming from their faces, equalled

only by the novelty of their employment, I could understand
something of the inspiration of Dr. Chalmers, when he pro-

nounced the Indian boy in the woods, first learning to read,

to be the sublimest object in the world."

—

Residence in Persia,

p. 250.

In another connection, Dr. Perkins, speaking of the pre-

paration of the cards for that missionary school, says

:

"There was no literary matter for its instruction and ali-

ment, save in the dead, obsolete language. I therefore im-

mediately commenced translating portions of the Scriptures

from the Ancient Syriac copies, by the assistance of some
of the best educated of the native clergy. We first trans-

lated the Lord's prayer. I well remember my own emotions
on that occesion. It seemed like the first handful of corn

to be cast upon the top of the naked mountains ; and the

Nestorian priests who were with me, were themselves inter-

ested above measure to see their spoken language in a writ-

ten form. They would read a line and then break out in

immoderate laughter, so amused were they, and so strange

did it appear to them, to hear the familiar sounds of their

own language read, as well as spoken. We copied this trans-

lation of the Lord's prayer on cards for our classes. Our
copies were few. We therefore hung up the card upon the

wall of the school-room, and a company of children would
assemble around it, at as great a distance from the card as

they could see, and thus they learned to read. We next
translated the ten commandments, and wrote them on cards

in the same way, and then other detached portions of the

Word of God ; and thus continued to prepare reading mat-

ter by the use of the pen, for our increasing number of

schools, until the arrival of our press in 1840. This event

was hailed with the utmost joy by the Nestorians, who had
long been waiting for the press, with an anxiety bordering

on impatience; and it was no less an object of interest and
wonder to the Mohammedans. They too soon urgently

pressed their suit, that we should print books for them also

;

and a very respectable young Meerza sought, with unyield-
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ing importunity, a place among the Nestorian apprentices,

that he too might learn to print. The first book which we
printed in the modern language, was a small tract, made
up of passages from the Holy Scriptures. As I carried the

proof-sheets of it from the printing-office into my study for

correction, and laid them upon my table before our transla-

tors, Priests Abraham and Dunkha, they were struck with
mute rapture and astonishment, to see their language in

print : though they themselves had assisted me, a few days
before, in preparing the same matter for the press. As soon
as recovery from their first surprise allowed them utterance,
' It is time to give glory to God,' they each exclaimed, 4 that

we behold the commencement of printing books for our peo-

ple ;' a sentiment to which I could give my hearty response."

The first printing in the Nestorian character was an edi-

tion of the four Gospels published by the British and Foreign
Bible Society in 1829, the type being prepared in London
from a manuscript copy of the Gospels obtained from Mar
Yohannan, by the eccentric traveller Dr. Wolff, several years
before, and taken by him to England for that purpose.

This volume is all that has ever been printed in the modern
language of the Nestorians, otherwise than by the agency
of our mission-press, with the exception of one or two small
Papal tracts, published a few years since at Constantinople,

with miserable type prepared under the supervision of the

Jesuits in that city.

Since the arrival of our press in 1840, it has been busily

employed in printing books for the Nestorians, in both their

ancient and modern language, mostly in the latter.

Dr. Perkins has furnished the following list of our more
important publications, arranged nearly in the order in which
they have been issued from the press.

The Psalms, as used in the Nestorian churches, with the
Eubrics, in Ancient Syriac. 196 pp. 4to.

Instructions from the Word of God, in Modern Syr-

iac. (Extracts from the Bible.) 77 pp. 12mo.
The Acts and the Epistles, in Ancient Syriac. 8vo.
The Great Salvation, a tract in Modern Syriac.

Sixteen short Sermons, in Modern Syriac.

A Preservative from the Sins and Follies of Child-
hood and Youth, by Dr. Watts, in Modern Syriac.

Aids to the Study of the Scriptures, in Modern
Syriac. 109 pp. 8vo.
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Scriptural History of Joseph and the Gospel of
John, in Modern Syriac. 316 pp. 8vo.

The Gospel of Matthew, in Modern Syriac. 192 pp.
12mo.

Tracts on Faith, Kepentance, the New Birth, Drunk-
enness, and The Sabbath, by Mr. Stocking, in Modern
Syriac.

The Faith of Protestants, in both Ancient and Mod-
ern Syriac, in separate volumes. 164 pp. 8vo.

Scripture Questions and Answers, in Modern Syriac.

139 pp. 8vo.

First Hymn Book. 10 pp. 12mo.
The Dairyman's Daughter, in Modern Syriac. 136

pp. 8vo.

Useful Instructions, in Modern Syriac.

The Four Gospels, in Modern Syriac. 637 pp. 8vo.

The New Testament, in both Ancient and Modern Syr-

iac, the translation being made by Dr. Perkins from the Pe-
shito, with the Greek differences in the margin. 829 pp. 4to.

Scripture Help or Manual, in Modern Syriac. 192

pp. 8vo.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, in Modern Syriac. 712

pp. 8vo.

Questions on Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, in Mod-
ern Syriac. 99 pp.

Second Scripture Manual, and a larger Hymn Book,
in Modern Syriac. 131 pp. 8vo.

The Shepherd of Salisbury Plain, in Modern Syriac.

70 pp. 8vo.

The Young Cottager, in Modern Syriac. 98 pp. 8vo.

Smaller Arithmetic, in Modern Syriac. 24 pp. 8vo.

Larger Arithmetic, in Modern Syriac. 192 pp. 8vo. By
Mr. Stocking.

A Geography, in Modern Syriac. 302 pp. 8vo. By Dr.

"Wright.

The Lord's Prayer, Ten Commandments and Cate-
chism for Children, in Modern Syriac. 78 pp. 8vo.

A Spelling Book, in Modern Syriac. 54 pp. 8vo.

The Old Testament, in both Ancient and Modern Syriac,

the latter being translated from the Hebrew by Dr. Perkins.

1051 pp. large 4to.

Spelling Book, with Scripture Headings, in Modern
Syriac. 160 pp. 8vo.
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The Bays of Light, a monthly periodical, devoted to

Eeligion, Education, Science and Miscellanies. Fourth vol-

ume now in progress.

In press, an edition of the New Testament in Modern
Syriac, and Baxter's Saint's Best.
Beady for the press, Scripture Tracts, of the American

Tract Society, and Green Pastures, an English work, con-

sisting of a text of Scripture, with a practical exposition,

for each day in the year.

Our schools have been gradually increasing in number,
till the present year. We now have about eighty village-

schools and flourishing Male and Female Seminaries. Of
course, the number of intelligent readers is rapidly on the
increase, and the modern language is assuming a permanent
form. It should still, however, be considered as imperfect.

It is difficult to give in a precise manner either its orthogra-
phy, its etymology or its syntax, because the language is not
to-day just what it was yesterday, nor just what it will be
to-morrow. Until the publication of the Old and New Testa-

ments, there was no standard of usage. It was difficult to say
which dialect should have the preference. The same uncer-
tainty in a measure still remains. If we assume that the
dialect which is nearest to Ancient Syriac should be the
standard, this will necessarily be unintelligible to a large

portion of the people. We generally use the language in
our books which is spoken on the plain of Oroomiah, unless
there are obvious reasons for variation in a particular case.

Bev. Mr. Holladay, one of our missionary associates, pre-

pared a very brief, though excellent sketch of the grammar
of the Modern Syriac, about the year 1840. He also aided
much in translating works for the press. His health and
that of his family obliged him in 1845 to leave us for Amer-
ica, where he still resides, near Charlottesville, Va.*
Much time has been bestowed on the preparation of the

following grammar
;
although, as it has been written with

indifferent health and amid the pressure of missionary duties
and cares, it has not been subjected to so thorough revision
as it would have been under other circumstances. The
Syriac has been written by Deacon Joseph, our translator,

* Mr. Holladay has kindly consented to superintend the printing of this
grammar. Comm. of Pobl.
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who has had much experience in labor of this kind, and is

perfectly familiar with the grammar of the Ancient Syriac.

spoken, to the Ancient Syriac, and I presume no reader will

complain of the frequent references made to Hoffman's large

and valuable grammar. As some may find occasionally

Ancient Syriac words written in a manner different from
that to which they are accustomed, it may be well to sug-

gest that the Syriac of the Jacobites, which has generally

been the Syriac of European grammars, differs somewhat
from the Syriac of old Nestorian books. The latter are of

course the standard with us.

It may seem unnecessary to some to link in the Hebrew
with the Modern Syriac, and I have had myself many doubts

about the expediency of doing it. But, considering how
many Hebrew scholars there are in America, who would
take pleasure in glancing over the following pages, and how
few of them are at home in Ancient Syriac, it seemed to me
not inappropriate to adopt the course I have. The refer-

ences to Nordheimer's Hebrew Grammar certainly add little

to the size of the work, even if they do not at all increase

the interest of the reader.

Every thing serving to develop the Ancient Aramean of

these regions is worthy of investigation. And it has occur-

red to me, as not at all unlikely, that the Nestorians use

many words, and perhaps grammatical forms, in their daily

intercourse, which have never found their way into gram-

mars and lexicons, and yet are very ancient, and owe their

origin to the Aramean, which was once so extensively spo-

ken in Persia and made even the court-language.—Ezra 4

:

I at first designed to give in an appendix an outline of

the Jews' language as now spoken in this province. It is

nearly allied to the Modern Syriac, and Jews and ISTestorians

can understand each other without great difficulty. But
whether these languages had a common origin, within the

last few centuries, or whether they are only related through

the Ancient Syriac and Ancient Chaldee, we have not yet

the means of determining. The discussion of this subject,

which is necessarily omitted now, may be resumed hereafter.

trace up the language, as now

7, 8.

D. T. Stoddard.
Oroomiah, Persia, July, 1853.



ORTHOGRAPHY AND ORTHOEPY.

THE ALPHABET.

Medial. Final.

II*
Medial. Final.

J
Before final 2 > O

( sometimes $
^

The letters of the alphabet are the same in number and
bear the same names as in the Ancient Syriac, and generally

have the same power. New forms, however, have been
given to i^, 9 , A and X, as will appear by the following

table.

InitiaL

2

a

a

of

f

9

ft*

Initial.

*

xo

x

m

V \ Before final 2 ?

( sometimes \ /9*

^
The Estrangela is still employed by the Nestorians for the

title-pages of books and other occasional uses.

The letters 2, f , g and i, are never united with the
succeeding letters, cf and 6 are occasionally written in

* I is used in some manuscripts as initial, medial, or final. The same may-
be said of 2 : but % can only be used as a final letter, or at the end of a sylla-
ble ; never as an initial letter. «? and 2 are used indifferently according to the
fancy of the writer. a. l. h.

VOL. V. 2
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connection with the next letter : of with I and O ; O with 2,

d, *J & and X.

9, Sk,, a, A, X, are susceptible of aspiration as in the
ancient language. A large point above the letter (daghesh
lene of the Hebrew) which is often omitted, especially at the
beginning of words, denotes that the letter is not aspirated

in pronunciation. A similar point below shows that it is

aspirated. It is to be noted, however, that unaspirated,

is written without any point. When aspirated, it is writ-

ten 4-

Note.—It would not be an easy matter to lay down the rules by
which these letters are aspirated in Modern Syriac. Nor is it neces-

sary to attempt it, as the aspiration is indicated in nearly every case

by the point below the letter. "Wherever one of these letters is

unaspirated in a verbal root, it is unaspirated throughout the conju-

gation, and vice versd.

9, when aspirated, has nearly the sound of the English
w, sometimes inclining to v, and can hardly be distinguished

from a. The latter must, however, be regarded as the weaker
consonant. Cases will be mentioned farther on, in which
9 coalesces with the preceding vowel and loses its power as

a consonant.

when aspirated, has the sound of gh (the Persian £),

and is perhaps more deeply guttural than which seems to

a beginner to resemble it.

^ has the sound of the English j. Until the last two or
%

three years, we used it also to express ch. See a.

The aspirated 3 is not much, if at all, used in the province

of Oroomiah. In the mountains of Koordistan, its proper

sound is that of th in these, but it is said in one or two cases

to have the sound of th in thin.

Cf has a more decided and full pronunciation than the

English h, without approaching in sound to ** (M). The
latter cannot be distinguished in pronunciation from a.
Their equivalent nearly is found in the German ch (Bach)'.

Note.—The Nestorians pronounce *#, ^ etc., with much

stress of voice, in consequence of which the sound of their language

is at first unpleasant to an English ear. The Turkish of Northern

Persia in this respect resembles the Syriac, and is very unlike the

cultivated language of Constantinople. Whenever the Turkish is
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referred to in the following pages, the reader will understand by it

the rude Tatar dialect of this province, which has not even been re-

duced to writing, and is therefore noted in the Syriac character.

O, used for connecting words and clauses (the Hebrew 1),

is pronounced nearly like oo in hood, but with a more rapid

enunciation.

9 or X is equivalent to z in azure, or s in pleasure. These
characters are rarely used.

a, unaspirated, has often the sound of h in hind, as pro-

nounced by Walker, a y being quickly inserted after k.

A has the sound of ch in cherry and rich.

1 is sometimes pronounced like when it precedes 9 or

4, e. g. 9A&2, a store-room; \ i!tvA
, to stagger; &*kl\,

lazy ; to swagger, etc. So in Persian. So in Eng-

lish in the words imbitter, impatient 2D is also occasionally

written instead of i, as ^Sttofel, sound being regarded more

than derivation.

X, 2 and are readily confounded by a foreigner in cer-

tain connections, but are at once distinguished by a native.

We may take as an illustration the hand, and 2jjik, a

feast ; or i*2X, a jfo/, and XwV, mud. The difference in these

words may seem slight, but, unless the ear is trained to make
nice distinctions, a foreigner will be often misunderstood,
even if he does not fall into ludicrous blunders.

i| has been used more or less to represent thefsmdph of
other languages, but, as the Nestorians pronounce this sound
with difficulty, and it never occurs in words truly Syriac, we
have for some years past dropped it in our books. i| coa-

lesces with certain yowels, as hereafter stated.

jjj.—When this letter is used, the syllable fills the mouth,
as it were, more than when JED is used.

JO.—A very hard h, which can be represented by no anal-

ogy in English.

X, when unaspirated, is equivalent to the English t. ^
is a harder t, and sounded farther back in the mouth. ^ if

aspirated, has the sound of th in thick. This aspiration, so
common in the ancient language, is quite lost on the plain
of Oroomiah, but is retained in Koordistan.
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VOWELS.

a in father.

J between e in elate

( and a in hate.

O

O

o in note,

oo in poor.

e in me.

Names. Notation. Power.

a in Aa£

JiLdf Zkapa ~
lhaiA Zlama (long) ~

i'OLd J*j£f Zlama (short)—

JULoa K'wahha

2^9ft B'wasa

2jiu Hhwasa

Note.—The names of— and— in Ancient Syriac grammars are

just the reverse of those here given, but, as it seems more proper to

call — hard, the Nestorians follow the usage noted above.

Ptahha has generally the sound of short and close a. In
the great majority of cases, when a consonant follows it

(excepting 2, Of, X, and cases specified on pp. 10, 11), which
has a vowel of its own, that consonant is doubled in pro-

nunciation, e.g. Z&j, these; a wave; t^^S^, true;

where l, & and a are each doubled.

Note 1.—There is no doubt that at least the Eastern Syrians for-

merly used the daghesh forte, though, as now, without any distin-

riishing mark. Compare Hoffman's Grammar of the Ancient Syriac,

17, Annot. 1. Assemann states that in many cases _L is followed

by a dagheshed letter, but this is not the usage now, except in

^
v ^fttT and ^Vr, and then with questionable propriety.

Note 2.—It is perhaps unnecessary to state that 2, Cf and X, are

letters too weak to receive the daghesh. The usage is the same in

the Hebrew. Unlike the Hebrew, however, the Modern Syriac may

double and &, and does so constantly, e. g. i^k**9, to envy; ]**2B,
n i t

* i

to make alive; pronounced respectively bahh-hhul, mahh-hhee. So

too to wallow; 29bd, deaf; pronounced garril, karra.
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Note 3.—A few words, such as lUxl, iiolU ialiao (the
if
*

I II III
''mm*

first syllable) and 29u*9tX, derived from the ancient language, are
i i

exceptions to the above rule. The sound of -f- in these words is like

that of and the following consonant is not doubled.

P'tahha is lengthened, when followed by 2, C7 or X, as in

the second syllable of 1aZm9, where -f- is to be pronounced

like So in 2acf3, light; an arm; *UXa, a serf.

Sometimes the sound of -~r in a mixed syllable, beside the

cases hereafter specified, nearly approaches that of short u,
'>m I

e. g. 2aX2, pronounced uthra or utra.

Zkapa has properly the sound of a in father, but, in order

to give uniformity to the spelling of like forms, occasional

deviations have been made from this rule. Thus, we have

kttJtea, Imay heal; *£Cf, Imay he; *JMJ, I may read or

call, although in the first has nearly the sound of e in met,

in the second, the sound of a in father, and in the third, the

sound of a in ball.

Note 1.—It will thus be seen that the Nestorians have what Hoff-

man (§11, 3) properly calls the more elegant pronunciation of

So far as we know, this vowel is never pronounced by them as long o.

Note 2.—It may here be remarked, once for all, that several seri-

ous difficulties are in the way of an orthography which shall per-

fectly represent the sound of each word. Many words, as, for in-

stance, QUJ and Jcf, have a different sound from what they had
formerly ; and yet, for the sake of etymology, it is considered impor-
tant to retain the original spelling. It is often a matter of much
doubt how far we are permitted to go in defacing the escutcheon of

words, and obliterating all traces of their ancestry. One who had
not fully considered the subject, might often think we were arbitrary,

where good reasons for a variation may be assigned ; e. g. Anc.

3X9, ^Xd, Modern "pM.

The difficulty is still greater in regard to words which have been
transferred from other languages, the Turkish, the Persian, the

Koordish, and the Arabic. Even if we were thoroughly acquainted
with these languages, as we are not, the words derived from them in

Modern Syriac are often completely disguised, and years pass before
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we successfully trace out their origin. Others are more or less cor-

rupted, though not properly made over ; and still others retain very

much of their original form and sound. In the latter case, we intend

always to refer to the language from whence they came, to ascertain

the true spelling.

The varieties in dialect present another obstacle not easily sur-

mounted. As familiarity is acquired with the language spoken, in

all the dialects, reasons are often found for changing orthography

which was supposed to be definitely settled.

Long Zlama.—The sound of -r is not exactly that of long
e, nor of long a, but something between these sounds, ap-

proaching a little nearer to that of e than of a.

Short Zlama.—This vowel, though generally i, sometimes
approaches in sound to e. When followed by X, its sound

resembles -7-, e. g. *^£&^AX, hear.

The same rule which has been mentioned for the doubling

of a consonant after -f-, applies also to — . Thus in a
it

hear ; JiflUGD, a hoof; JaX, smoke ; the 9, !o and 1, are re-

spectively doubled in pronunciation. The fact that the

daghesh must always, as in Hebrew, be preceded by a short

vowel, needs no explanation.

It may be well to state, under this head, that of, *# and X
occasionally admit of daghesh forte in the Ancient Syriac,

after a short vowel, but not a.

Rwahha.—This is long 0, but is often undistinguishable in

pronunciation from O, which has the sound of 00 in poor,

but at times inclines also to the sound of long 0. When
precedes, O should follow; when -7- precedes, o should

follow.

Note 1.—As the Nestorians generally use O and O, especially in

the neighborhood of Mosul, there is no doubt that the former corres-

ponds to \ in Hebrew, and the latter to s|.

Note 2.—Unlike 1 in Hebrew, O is so far an essential part of the

vowel, that the latter cannot be written without it. The same re-

mark may be made of + in hhwdsa.

Note 3.—Hoffman, § 13, 4, speaks of these vowels as sometimes

u, but the Nestorians know no such usage. In the examples he

adduces, ^OJ* ,2£0*»2 ,VaS>— ,&o\B etc., the sound is as

given above.
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Hhwdsa.—This is in sound like a very long e in English.

The + has sometimes belonging to it another vowel, in

which case it performs the double office of a consonant (y)

and a fulcrum for hhwasa, e. g. iS****, thought, pronounced

hheyal; ^#3, of us, pronounced deyan. The word X*2, in

which the etymology is preserved, .is sounded thus : it. In
the perfect participle feminine, 1st Class, we have, for ex-

ample, lfr^.*a^,
braided, pronounced as if written 2iOt9^.

And so of similar cases.

Note 1.—After — , + is silent. This mode of spelling, adopted from
the ancient language, has been in a great measure dropped. Thus,

' * ' v~ * ' *

we now write *^OX*OCf, you may be, for ^*V*OCf; *^OX*!L#,

you may see, for *^X*)U*, etc. But utMu&S and some other

words transferred from Ancient Syriac, retain their original form.

Note 2.—There is a sheva in common use, as in Hebrew, though
without any distinctive mark. Sometimes there are two attached to

two successive letters, e. g. wC70JxjkSJa, that in his heart, pro-

nounced dWlibboo. In a few cases the mark called in Ancient Syriac

?1 I^CyabSb and placed above the line (Hoff. § 19, 1), has been used

for this purpose, but it is now dropped, as it is of no practical use to

ourselves or the natives. The ear soon becomes so trained that it

instinctively gives the sheva where it is called for. ~No one who has

spoken Syriac two months would think of pronouncing £&XdlL, fuel,
i

yalcdana, but, as a matter of course, yetfdana. So iSOJUk*, ya1-

cobh. Compare the Hebrew ip3>^ .

The sheva was no doubt employed by the Nestorians of old,

though, so far as we can judge from the disposition of the vowels in

the ancient language, with less frequency than in the modern. Those
grammarians who, according to Hoffman (§ 15, Annot.), wish to class
" inter absurdos" any who speak of a sheva in Ancient Syriac, should
properly themselves be classed there.
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MODIFICATION OF YOWEL - SO UNDS.

The letters i^, X, £ and A, and, to a considerable ex-

tent, also £, & and i, modify the sound of some of the vow-
els which are connected with them in the same syllable.

The general tendency of these letters is to make the vowels
joined with them somewhat like short u, though this is not
the uniform effect. As it is essential to a correct pronun-
ciation that this subject be understood, some examples will

here be given to illustrate it. The sounds of course cannot
be perfectly represented in English. Observe that a— a in

hate; d=a in saw; a, without a mark over it, =a in father;

a— a in hat; ee
}
at the end of words, = 7-. In some cases —

may more properly be represented by simple e. e=*.

1. These letters with -r, uJUdu*, fifty, pronounced hhum-

she ; "pSqbSp, turtiim, to murmur
;

umman, with us
;

Ski^Ato, mustar, a ruler for parallel lines
;

it!*, nukka, a

whale. Also with bo and a : uV.Vllrv mumte, let them cause

to reach
;

>DL>a£9, Muryam, Mary.

2. With Xa9u^, hhudrit, thou mayest walk about;

Jvy,.*!, butna, she may conceive
;

ewilkh, we are ;
jL&&,

Murya, the Lord
;
14-#3lO, Icier'yana, a reader.

These letters very often give ^- the sound of a. Thus

we have hhdtee, he may sin
;
l3^, tdshee, he may con-

ceal : dloola, a street
;

s&pee, he may strain
;

Ixd, &aree, he may read
;
Ja», rdma, high.

3. With — , no effect is generally produced.

4. With -r, the vowel sound is in most cases u : t*^X*»,

hhushle, I went
;
i\S>4

?
paft^ he may go out ;

l\flft.V wsra,

ten; Musreen, Egypt; Z^frtllfr
,
p'kudlee, he com-
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manded
;

rumhe, he rose
;
Uo&OOX, toomumma, com-

pleted. But X following lengthens it into —

.

5. O and a are affected rarely, if at all.

6. * is in many cases unchanged. When, however, these

letters are followed by •» or •» coalescing in the preceding

vowel -r (see next section under * -r), the vowel-sound is

not generally a simple one, as in other cases, but resembles

the sound of ei in height, e. g. 3a»V, teira, a bird
;

>Ll*X,

eina, a fountain, an eye
;

JJQ3u3, keisa, a tree. So with *

:

keimat, a price
;
ZvJ^, teina, mud.

FURTHER MODIFICATION OF SIMPLE VOWELS.

1. ? ~r.—P'tahha followed by 9 has the sound of o, e. g.

,
zona, time

;
2^3t\, gora, sl husband.

2. o -p.—PHahha followed by o does not often occur
;

never in our more recent books. But, wherever found, it has

nearly the sound of 6, e. g. *£tXXOX, totishoon, search ye,

now written *^>XTli|X. See A -4--

3. .» -r.—This has in general the sound of ey in they, e. g.

li^*2, ey^a, then
;

uh&*2, eyne, which of the two
; V*3?

tayta, a

house
;

leylee, the night
;

ZvjJC, sheyna, peace. Excep-

tions, for the sake of etymology, are JA**2, where, pronoun-

ced eka ; = Z^, there is not; ^2 = akh, as. *h*#Vu£,

a capital city, is pronounced nearly peitahht. Compare also

what is said above of **, etc., followed by

4. ^ .—P'tahha followed by j| has a sound varying be-

tween ow in 7i02#
;
and 6, e. g. wCTOJt^v3, b'nowshoo or Zj'tio-

sAoo, by himself
;
uM^l, Nowtale, Naphtali.

VOL. V. 3
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5. 3-*-, ft-*-.—Zkapa before 9 or O has the sound of o, and
* " *

is not distinguishable in the modern from 9 -f , e. g. uAS&V

0-de, they may do
;

wSJXJk,, o-re, they may enter ;
AXPft .»,

Yosip, Joseph
;
l*OCf, Aoya, she may be

; 2fOJ^, #6za, a wal-

nut; 2ft Oft, dora, a generation.

6. .» —Zkapa before .» has the sound of ey in they, and

often does not differ from .* -r, e. g. j'^ocif, weyta, being

;

^Hl»9l0, kreyta, reading. In such cases, .» may also have a

vowel of its own, and be sounded like our y, e. g. JjjrfLfiJkA,

h 'seyyatee, covers.

7. 9-,-, 0~, ^-r.—Short zlama before 9, O, or^, has a

sound nearly like that of ew in Lewis, e. g. lX9ft, honey, not

exactly divsha nor doosha ; IlSX, s£ra not fovna nor foona ;

tAD&V*0o2, ^6 ocean; >Ux*ftObd, a Cyrenian ; JPOft^ft.O,

Cyprus; JkJfraA, gwici, etc.
• //

8. .» —This has been alluded to in a preceding note.

See under Hhwasa.

9. ^O.—If O is followed by the latter has either no

effect on the syllable, or the sound is nearly that of ui in

rum, e. g. a winnowing fan, pronounced rooshta

(nearly).

It may be stated as a general rule, that **, X and ft, prefer

the vowel -J-, as in the ancient language and the Hebrew.

SOME PECULIARITIES OF 2, Of, O, * AND X.

2.-—It has already been mentioned that 2 quiesces occasion-

ally in and lengthens it. It quiesces far more frequently

in —, as in the final syllable of 2ftOu^, great, and a multi-

tude of other words. 2 may also quiesce in — , as in the
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last syllable of plurals, and in O, — . When it follows

the latter, it lengthens it into -7-.' At times the 2 in such
eases falls out, as in the preterite of verbs of final 2, e. g.

uAm= i*S2m, I poured.

When 2 is preceded by a letter without a vowel, but has
one of its own, it has a tendency to give its vowel-sound to

the preceding letter, and rest in it ; e. g. 1*13, to be pro-

nounced not Vennee, but bennee. So 2cfl3 = baha. So in

Hebrew (Nordheimer's Grammar, § 88, 3). Compare also in

regard to 2, Hoff. § 31, 3.

Of.-—In the suffix u*CfO, neither cf nor •* is sounded. At
the end of words UJ is generally quiescent, as in the Hebrew

;

and we often feel at liberty, e. g. in words introduced from
other languages, to substitute 2 for it, as really a better rep-

resentative of the sound. This may account for our writing

the verb Cji^*, 0jiL#, he is, she is,

O.—'This may be, and is rarely, the initial letter of a verbal
root. It is found often as the middle radical, and sometimes

at the end. Take, for example, to wail; kSOX, to

L '' .
It I II

repent ; and to reprove ; in all which cases it retains its

full consonant power. In 00 of, which is thus written for

etymology's sake, the final o is not sounded, and the word

is to be pronounced as if 2oof.

—This letter, when following o, does not flow into the

vowel-sound, but has a sound of its own resembling short

e, e. g. 23^0^, a wall, pronounced gooeda. Compare Hoff.

§ 12, 1, and and similar words in Hebrew.

X may in certain cases be treated as a quiescent, the Mod-
ern Syriac agreeing in this respect with the Ancient, though
in such cases it affects the vowel-sound, e. g. tA»ik*ax I
heard. Here, too, X admits a vowel which y cannot take in

Hebrew. So 23b»3, doing.

Some letters are otiant in Modern Syriac, being generally,
if not always, those retained for the sake of etymology, e. g.

* in Jh*2, t»^o\4 , etc.
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The representation given above of the sounds of the Syr-
iac language differs from that often made in grammars of
the Ancient Syriac, e. g. Hoff. § 12, 3. There is, however,
reason to suppose that the Nestorians understand the pro-

nunciation of their language better than it is possible for

European scholars to understand it. The Ancient and the
Modern Syriac are now pronounced nearly according to the
same rules, and there has probably been no essential change
in these rules, especially in Koordistan, for a thousand years.

TALKANA.

An oblique mark drawn over a letter, not under, as in the

Jacobite Syriac, shows that a letter is not sounded, e. g.

pronounced azin ; ^L9^9, pronounced m'de'ta. Oc-

casionally, other diacritical marks are used, as in the words

^o, ^9, which are explained in grammars of the ancient

language.

ACCENT.

It is almost a universal rule, that the primary accent is on
the penult, and the secondary accent on the pre-antepenult.

So strong is the tendency in this direction that a beginner
in English will come and ask for the Pee-po'v-day, meaning
by this the little book called "Peep ofDay,

11
It is, however,

to be noted that, in the pronunciation of verbs, the auxiliary

JjttCf is considered, in the subjunctive mood, an essential part

of the word, though written separately. Thus, in jL&Gf ySlZ,

he might come, lief ^ftVfl, / might bless, the accent is respec-

tively on the syllables 2X and So too when the pro-

nouns IaI, etc., are suffixed, e. g. %il 2lU# Via, I will see;

*JCk9B> if he seize him; where the accent is respec-

tively on the syllables 2f and wflLS. Compare HI b^ol ofAn-

cient Syriac, which takes the accent on 9Jto. The auxiliaries

*oJ, Vloi, etc.. do not follow this rule, e. g.
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Iam ashamed, has the accent on the syllable as if

were not written.

PUNCTUATION.

Our system of punctuation is imperfect, compared with
that of the English. The only characters we have intro-

duced, which are not found in the Ancient Syriac (Hoff.

§ 23, 1), are the Greek semicolon inverted, as the sign of a
question, the note of exclamation, and the parenthesis.

NESTORI AN MANUSCRIPTS.

Manuscript works among the Nestorians are sometimes
very beautifully written, and the best type can never ex-
ceed, and perhaps not even rival, them in elegance.
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ETYMOLOGY.

PRONOUNS.

1. Separate Personal Pronouns.

JaI, I(m. andf.). or u*~2, We.

^CU2 or ^fU2, Thou (in.). , , »

,
*

5 *£XU*2or ^OTU,2, You.
J*U2 or Jft*2, Thou (£).

Asr He, it.

°5' ' m*2, They.
*Cf, She, it.

Note.—It will be observed that there is no distinction of gender

in the second and third persons plural. Not so in the ancient lan-

guage.

These personal pronouns, with the exception of ocf, b*CT

and ua2, are not used in the objective case. And these,

especially the first two, are generally accompanied by the

noun to which they refer. Compare the usage in the An-

cient Syriac with ,^2 and f*2 (Hoff. § 41, 3), and in He-

brew (Nordh. § 859, f note).

Note.—OCT and c*Cf are sometimes spoken, both in the nominative

and objective cases, as if written %^&2 and ^*2.

2. Demonstrative Pronouns.

These are 2of2, this (m. and £), OCT, that (m.), J% that(f.),

]a2, these (m. andf.), and mj4, those (m. and f.).
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Remarks.

1. It is probable that %ll is a corruption of the ancient %^40f,

b*&Cf, and **&2 of ^^AOf, uACf. See, for the distinction made by

the Maronites in these words, HofF. § 41, Ann. 4. It will be remem-
bered that some personal pronouns are also used for demonstratives

in the ancient language.

2. In Tekhoma, the people say 1jDO©7 for this, and 2CflOO©7 for

On the plain of Oroomiah, the first of these is used for that,

and the other for that yonder. In Bootan they say %§Al for these,

and lCf&&2 for ^Aose. Whenever Bootan is referred to, it may be

be remembered that it is at the western extremity of Koordistan, and
farther removed from us than any other district of the Nestorians.

The plural pronoun JL&2 is also sometimes prolonged in Koordis-

tan, by the addition of 2©f, 2cp, or into 2©V*2 2efrl*2 or
* * »» i* i ,i ,i i *

Z&0U&2, without a change of signification. 2oV&2 is heard at times

in Oroomiah.

There seems to be a natural tendency in language to make demon-

stratives as emphatic as possible. Compare in Anc. Syriac JLiCf0Cf,
in Hebrew ftjft, 6 &vx6g in Greek, derselbe in German, cet homme la

in French, and this 'ere, that 'ere in vulgar English.

3. It is worthy of note, that the ancient feminine is some-

times heard corrupted into k*&2, and that too on the plain of Oroo-

miah. We also sometimes hear h*bi. Both and are

used with masculine as well as feminine nouns. 2a Cf is also used

in such expressions as ]&# 2fllCf, it is so (it is this)
; 2acf VtAS, on

account of this, etc.
" '

m

4. 007 is pronounced sometimes with the sound of ow in now,

and sometimes, and oftener, simply as long o. «J(Df is pronounced
sometimes with the sound of ay in aye, and oftener as a in fate.
They have always, however, the sounds of 6 and a when used as
demonstratives.

S. Relatives.

% is the only relative, and is of both genders and num-
bers.

^
So it is in the ancient language. The use of this rela-

tive in grammatical construction will be explained in the
Syntax.
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4. Interrogatives.

These are or w»**b, who ? (m. and f.) (ancient ^ib)

;

t*l£03, whose? u*30£0, what? i*l*2, wfocA 0/ $5 foyo? (m.

and f.) (ancient ; and UAd, Aow mwcA, or Aow; many ?

as in the ancient language.

Note 1.—In one part of the plain of Oroomiah, in Salmas, in Ga-

war, and perhaps other districts, t*l£0 is prononuced u£itt. u*30£9

is very generally contracted in vulgar usage into *L0£9 or

* ' '
.

'

O£0, especially when preceding a noun. t*a£9 t*&*2, which of them ?

I HI!
is vulgarly contracted into iminey. We hear also rarely &2 (m. and

f.) instead of w**2
;
compare the ancient feminine form 29u*2. In

Bootan, for which of the two, they say u£Aau2, which is no doubt a

* i
'

contraction of m£>B

Note 2.—^b in the ancient language is sometimes applied to

things. See Luke 8 : 30, 4(^aX ^b. So in the Hebrew ^fcttTE ;

but we find no such usage in Modern Syriac.

Note 3.—The ancient }£0, what, is retained in the common idiom

^1r\ Jib
?
what to thee from us ? i. e. what have we to do

with thee ? Of course we may substitute any other suffixes. So too

we have in daily use such expressions as 5^*3 i&Cf JlD, what

to me a house ? i. e. of what profit to me

29fSiX, what may be to us so many sheep ? In some parts of the moun-

tains, 2of£0 is used to denote what, wdO^d perhaps = u*S>2 )io.

5. Indefinite and Distributive Pronouns.

These are tSifr, any one, every one (vulgar &OJ>, perhaps

derived from ^b or ^9 any one, every one;

j\t iihd, each one. We often hear also 2ocf? whomever,

or whatever, you please, literally, any one that may.

Note.—It may be hardly necessary to state that iStd, as in the

kindred languages, is written defectively, and is to be pronounced kooL
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6. Suffix Pronouns.

These are few in number and simple in their form, and
are in general the same for verbs, nouns and prepositions.

The following is a list of them.

a. Personal Pronouns of the Objective Case.

7 me. 1*2* , ^ us.

4$ thee(m.).
,

***" thee (£).
y0U'

Iff, t*0fO him. *£0f, /
' i * '. '. \ them.

b,", Via her. >)
l

Remarks.ft* t t

The suffixes ^O and ^<ff are confined to verbs. wOp and pop
are used only in Koordistan. ^O0p is a common suffix in Bootan.

It will be seen that the suffix of the first person singular, having
a vowel, must always be sounded, unlike the corresponding suffix of

the ancient language. The modern differs from the ancient (Hoff.

§ 42, Annot. 1.) also in having verbal suffixes after the third person

plural. Beside ^ , , we have what is equivalent to a suffix in

the forms given farther on, under the head of Verbs with Suffixes.

b. Possessive Pronouns.

These are the same in form with personal suffixes of the

objective ease. Thus, for example, with a house :

My house wfcUS Our house j w&Jifui

v i s less frequently.

Thy house (m.) <jOTU3 , ,

, \ Your house 0X1*9

Thy house (f.) **a?fci*3

His house fc*Gjafcl*2f

Her house Cfcfeusi

Their house J*ft*9
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In the same way the suffixes are applied to the plural, e. g.

wVCofrlS my houses, 5^VuofrlS thy houses, etc. When the

noun, as in this ease, terminates in a vowel-sound, final I is

dropped, to prevent the hiatus which would otherwise occur

in the pronunciation. When the noun terminates in a con-

sonant, no change is made by its reception of the suffixes.

Note.—In our books we have often written Of as a noun-suffix for

3d pers. sing, masc., and Of 'for 3d pers. sing, fern., e.g. ofel*9

his house, Cf*\*S her house. We now substitute for these, in all

nouns, h»OfO and CtfO , in accordance with Oroomiah usage. U&l ,

' ' »• ".

0}M, etc., retain the other suffixes. Of and u07O are both used in

Gawar; the first only in Tekhoma and Tiary. In Nochea and

Tekhoma, we find only Of' ;
but, on the other hand, this is not used

at all in Gawar. In Tekhoma and Tiary, the suffix wOV*' is the

noun-suffix for 3d pers. plural. In Bootan, *4I©JU (m.) and ^+OW (£)•

We, however, employ now only as the noun-suffix of 3d pers.

plural. We have also, in such expressions as ffilOOJS,

dropped the suffix which is employed both in Ancient Syriac and in

Chaldee. (See Jahn's Grammar, § 28.) It is not in accordance with

present usage, and we now substitute 2 for the Of. The expression

- O^td will be referred to in the Syntax.

Emphatic Possessive.

Sometimes the suffix, for the sake of emphasis, is separa-

ted from its noun by a preposition, e. g. JiXSI thefather

ofme (and not of you), KyC^b thefather of thee, etc.

Note 1*—Compare in Ancient Syriac. This form, which is

always emphatical in the Modern, is by no means uniformly so in

the Ancient Syriac. (Hoff. § 122, 6.)

JST te 2.—Such forms as iAwi J)C&OA]d9, John 4 : 34, &
liLa, 2 Cor. 5 : 19, or *Ji0*3, Matt. 3 : 1,

cannot properly be admitted in the Modern Syriac. It may, how-
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ever, be remarked here, once for all, that in the translation of the Old

Testament from the Hebrew, and of the New Testament from the

Ancient Syriac, idioms have been designedly more or less introduced

which are not in accordance with vulgar usage.

7. Reciprocal Personal Pronouns.

k*iikt myself. J^V^ or ourselves.

<jO^ thyself (m.). , , 4,' '
, Oivii^ or ^a^aaV yourselves,

thyself (f.).

»WOj£^ himself.

. '

j Jxli\ or themselves.
VtQAsi^ herself.

The word XiiL^ soul (Persian o^)> which is thus con-

nected with the suffixes, corresponds nearly to self in Eng-
lish. It may indeed have two different significations in the

same sentence ; e. g.^ Jii^ my own soul, ^Ot&ikj* iiik^

thy own soul, etc.

Vx^i is also used in connection with the suffixes, but with

a different meaning. If we wish to express the ideas : "by

myself," "by thyself," etc., Z'x^* receives the suffixes, and

has the preposition 9 prefixed. Thus, mJC^iSI by myself,

declined like t**X. above. Compare the use of JLXSLi and

fa*UB in the Ancient Syriac (Hoff. § 127, 1), ttJM and mi in

Hebrew (Nordh. § 873), and u5D3, etc. in Chaldee (Jahn §15).

VERBS.

The roots of verbs in the Modern Syriac are in many cases

identical with those of the corresponding verbs in the an-

cient language; but the terminations and inflexions, and the

general scheme of conjugation, are different. Indeed, it is

interesting to observe how the Modern Syriac, like the Mod-
ern Greek, and other languages, has broken up the original

form of the verb, and employed new auxiliaries, both in the
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active and passive voices. These changes will be discussed
hereafter. It is sufficient to remark, here, that they have
been so great that it is useless to keep up the old distinc-

tions of jtfB, 3B, etc.; and that the object will be better

accomplished by classifying the verbs as now used, without
any reference to the scheme of the verb in the ancient lan-

guage.

Without attempting a complete analysis of the modern
verb, it is intended to give the paradigms of those classes

and forms of verbs which commonly occur, both on the
plain of Oroomiah and in the mountains of Koordistan.
As the verb in its simplest form is alwa}'s found in the

third person singular masculine of the future, this will be
called the root or stem, and the other forms will be derived
from it. For greater convenience, however, we shall begin
with the present indicative, after giving the infinitive and
participles.

The auxiliary and neuter verb, the verb of existence lACf

to be, is given below, inflected both positively and negatively.

INFINITIVE, ilooy, jLocf^ to be.

Presen t Participle, jloc)3) Perfect Participle, ilooif, ^+OUj

)

Being. ) Having been. )

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

I am (m.).

ii} I am (f.>

Thou art (m.).

wVlOw Jtl&i Thou art (f.).

OCT He is.

iSL* w07 She is.

<^Ota* We are.

You are.

%U> uJkjl They are.
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Present Tense, negatively.

tAb* %%l I am not (m.). ' ^ l ' '

"
. / « , <*6J ]A k**»2 We are not.

^JL^Jil Iamnot(f.> 7
«'

v
'

'

»«

Thou art not (m.). , , »

. ,
*

. . X\J »^tXW2 You are not
JlUk* %J> JlU2 Thou art not (f.> '*

'

' »• *

1^ OOf He is not
* ^ l

k^ * . lw u>&2 They are not
jjL* X-t k*U1 She is not

**

Note.—In these forms, .» has a vowel (hhwasa), whenever pre-

ceded by a consonant ; when preceded by a vowel, it receives talkana.

OOf is an exception, as it is followed by >lS**. Otherwise, the rule

seems to be universal. '* '

When .# has talkana over it, it still comes in for its share in the

pronunciation, changing the character of the vowel which precedes it.

Thus, kdCL* ill is pronounced as if written hdft*£2, kA* jMxASI

as if ^Ob*£Jb&2J, etc., the .# coalescing with the preceding (See

previous remarks on the sound of .# -*-.) The auxiliary £oOf is some-

times written juftOf, and sometimes jiocp, and the same remarks
apply to this .# also.

'

In some mountain-districts, is used for l'i*, and inBootan

through all the conjugation of the verbs. Thus, ?\^V4*f

or lSLSk*i*t they are going out; %lZ i-Xja or u£ l3al3
they are coming, etc.

Imperfect Tense.

20Of lr^-# llj. I was (m.). * x * ' J

, , OOOf AObi We were.

ioOT^ i4 I was (f.).
' '

'

foOfVLOu^Clii Thouwast(m.).
% ^

,

"
J , OOOf ^aL* ^aL^ You were,

ioor WlldOb* J*l4J Thou wast (f.).
'

'

OOf He was.

t , m 00Of u*4 They were.
lOOT i*#Of She was. '
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Imperfect Tense, negatively.

TLAVf li^ PCT He was not.

j x / . 00Of 1^ They were not.

JLoOf ]Jb uOf She was not
'

There is generally an elision in the pronunciation of this

tense, which is so very prevalent that we can hardly call it

a vulgarity. The final 2 of the pronoun in the first per-

son singular, and the letters a* are not sounded. Thus, we
have the pronunciation anin wa, anan wa. So when any

other word which ends in a vowel precedes
;
for exam-

This elision is not confined to the first person singular. In
the second person, the sound is atit wa, atdt wa, and in the

first person plural ahhnanukh wa.

Of the negative form, the first person singular is pro-

nounced (ana) levin wa, leyan wa; the second person, leyit

wa, leyat wa; and the first person plural, leyickh wa.

Preterite Tense.

OOf He was.

2^OOf wOf She was.
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Preterite Tense, negatively.

The negative is formed by inserting 2^ (not i!^) between

the pronoun and the verb, in all the persons and in both

numbers, e. g. l^OCf li£ OC7 he was not

Note.—When u^OCJ is not used as an auxiliary, it has the sig-

nification / became, Iwas born (comp. ylvo/iai^. A similar remark ap-

plies to the perfect and pluperfect tenses. %&hf , thus employed, is

conjugated as a verb with final 2, having for its present, ^^b* 2*O0Ji3

I am becoming; and for its imperfect, 2-*OOj£l I was be-

coming.

Perfect Tense.

uOu* llocf i%l I have been (mA , , ,
.XT ,~

' T -.Ar i t^,tJ We have

^ ^*O0r li} I have been (f.). ^ v
' '

Deen'

V* a x * 'm.^^m 4 Thou hast

S»*'V V,.'?' Thou hast
V »^ WT been.

# Z^OOr D« He has been. They haye
' J -

, , V# ,
* been.

>iiV» ^-*OC7 w»C7 She has been.

Perfect Tense, negatively.

2^ is to be inserted before and fc*6C7 comes last in

order. We thus have J«*©07 ^Ou 2^ This is inflected

regularly, except that there is some elision, which has been
spoken of under the Imperfect Tense. Pronounce hyin
weya, etc.

Pluperfect Tense.

u*t& ****a^ ^ ^f been-
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jfcib. lUocf u*w Thou r,* f™~*,M»wi yAu^vvr
been

(
f#

)
# You had been.

^lOrlloorOOrHehadbeen. . '.They had

&*<J»ft "Br
She had been.

Pluperfect Tense, negatively.

jJ^ is to be inserted before f/Ou#, and jlocj to be placed

last. We thus have l*OCf lofTf kA* JA. The direct form is

to be pronounced ^ez/m wa, wetan wa, weyit wa, wetdt iva, and
the first person plural weyukh wa. The negative form is to

be pronounced leyin wa weya, leyan wa wetd, etc.

Note.—In Tekhoma, the people say 2jOC7 ZjBC7, which corre-

sponds in form nearly to the ancient pluperfect ; but they use it

rather as an imperfect.

Future Tense.

uftOT Vl3 %l} I shall be (m.). f * , , ,

" _ ABCf IUJ We shall be.

^OCT IIS Ji'i I shall be (f.).
" 1

'

Viatf ViaViij b (m
) ^VuofcVia ,^fouji Youwiiibe.

iOOT OCT He will be. , v
/ ,

"
m

^OOfXlS They will be.

J^OCT Vl3 JcT She will be. ' " '

Future Tense, negatively.

This is ji> inflected as above in the different per-

sons and in both numbers.

Note.—As this future in Syriac is rarely, if ever, used to express

determination, but denotes only simple futurity, "shall" is employed

to translate it in the first person, and " will " in the second and third.

/ will be, that is, / am determined to be, would be expressed by some

intensive, as, e. g. Vl3 SI OF.
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SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

^AC7 I may be (m.).

^OCT I may be (f.).

Thou mayest be (m.).

w\\«+OC7 Thou mayest be (f.).

t

JOC7 He may be.

XwtOUf She may be.

<jOC7 We may be.

t
OtiaOCl You may be.

t

wOCf They may be.

Note 1.—The pronouns will hereafter be omitted before the dif-

ferent tenses, and in all the paradigms.

Note 2.—This tense with and lis is often very much clipped

in pronunciation. Thus we hear JOCf %OCl jloOf lii,

JLOCT 2A, etc.

Imperfect or Pluperfect Tense.

^ _ *L I might be or might
have been (m.). * , s *

OOC7 ^pCT We might be, etc.

%ACf ^»OC7 I might be, etc. (f.).

JMUJ^UI Thoumightest>

etc. (m.).
OOOT ^OVUOOT You might be, etc.^ J*uo*r T

^?ff
test

'

lOCf IOC/ He might, etc. ^ x ,
»'

, OO07 u*OC7 They might be, etc.

lOCf ]»*OC7 She might, etc.
1

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

h+OCf Be thou (m. and f.). ^OJttOCT Be ye or you.

General Remarks.

The preceding verb not only may be an auxiliary to other verbs,

but is sometimes an auxiliary to itself, e. g. in the imperfect, signi-

vol. v. 5
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fying / was becoming—lOC? ^Ju* iLoofS. So too in the expression

X+OCI JOCf JOCf X*b ^ if he should not be, or if he had not been,

born.

It may be difficult to account for the precise form of

etc. It seems, however, pretty clear that they are made up of O, the

principal letter in jfoCf, the old verb of existence, or, better, of O of

the pronoun OCT, which was used so much in the Anc. Syriac to ex-

press the idea of existence, having the talkana on it (H. §121,2, c),

and fragments of the personal pronouns. See in this connection a very

interesting statement of the relation of the corresponding pronoun

K!) ft to the corresponding verb J-pSi in Heb. (N. §647), from which
it seems certain that they had a common origin. It is not so easy

to say whence comes the a which precedes. In Bootan, they use for

the second person plural present ^ofrl^OC/, which gives us a It

can hardlv be doubted that and ji^* are really 0fi*»* and OJ^-*.

As to >Ll*», it is probably a fragment of »^Ol2. Compare the an-

cient *£h&2 fcjOJkO/ with the modern Ji* t*&2. The resemblance in

sound is very striking, and the signification identical.

CLASSES OF VERBS.

There are two great classes of verbs in the Modern Syriac,

which are always distinguished from each other by their

mode of inflection, and sometimes by their general signifi-

cation. Each class embraces several varieties. These vari-

eties might indeed be designated as distinct classes ; but it

is thought best to enumerate only two classes, because the

general resemblance to these leading forms is discoverable

in all the other varieties.

Class I. Regular Verb.

The first and most numerous class of verbs has almost

invariably but three radical letters, as >V^V^, h£&&, 9*VXD,

the verbs which respectively denote "to go out," "to finish,"

and "to support" or "prop." The peculiarity in the mode
of conjugating runs through nearly all the tenses. Verbs
of this class are usually, though by no means uniformly,

intransitive.
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Let us take as a model, httaJl, which signifies to finish
(intransitive).

INFINITIVE, J-Ol^A to finish.
//

Present Participle,XJBX&J3) Per/. Participle, 7 ft \ A, %ti \ ^
Finishing. ) Having finished.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense,

I am finishing (m.).

iJ I am finishing (f.). ^ - finishing.

Thou art finishing (m.).

IS" lijVAa You are

JhA:^liAa Thou art finishing (f.).
"

" finishing.

^ idiAa He is finishing.
They are

She is finishing. "
finishin^

The present tense of this class is always formed by prefix-

ing the present participle to the present tense of the verb
of existence, in its several numbers and persons. The pre-

sent participle is formed by prefixing short zlama with 3 to

the first radical, making zkapa the vowel of the second radi-

cal and also of the third, and adding the quiescent 2 to the
third radical.

The present tense of any other regular verb of this class

may be formed by precisely the same process.

Note 1.—If the first radical be 3 or J^,the sound of the pre-

formative 9 in the present participle is scarcely heard, though always
written, and in vulgar pronunciation it is entirely omitted. Indeed, in

the rapid enunciation of the people, many other verbs, and especially

those beginning with drop this 9. Thus we have ^r#iXto^f

anointing, sounded m'shahha, ?*h'Sifr?i*T becoming meek, sounded

m'kakha, lx3L±>13 doing, sounded wada, etc.

Note 2.—This tense is often vulgarly contracted into prakin, pra-
kan, etc., and the remark applies to any verb of this class.
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Imperfect Tense.

^~w-w
ing (m>)> ^ ^ •y-H a We were

to tix&a Lg
a

(
f.).

nish
' ^ "

finishing*

X<ict\xa^ laiAa Thou wast

„ „ finishingim.). * is - -a You were

rk«f Ih'.An He was fin-

lshing.
.

lAi&a They were

Zflor i&Aa si
?
e was fin" "

finishing-

From the present tense is formed the imperfect, by add-

ing the auxiliary tactf. In the third person singular, JAOT

takes the place of iSj', liL*, instead of being added to them;

and in the third person plural, OOC7 takes the place of jL*.

Note 1.—The elision spoken of in connection with the imperfect

tense of the verb 2O07 to be, takes place here also. Thus, the

first person singular masculine is pronounced biprakin wa, or prakin

wa ; the first person feminine, biprakan wa, or prakanwa; the sec-

ond person masculine, biprakit wa, or prakit wa ; the second person

feminine biprakdt wa, or prakdt wa; and the first person plural,

biprakukh wa, or prakukh wa.

Note 2.—Instead of this form, we occasionally hear i*,Socf

JUd'x&M, in which case k*\oCf seems to be equivalent to 2b 07

k*\oC7 may be thus used with the present participle of many verbs,

but it is not necessary to allude to it again as a regular tense.

Preterite Tense.

iAi.BVA I finished (m. and f.). ^.0x4 We finished.

^»Ob^*0Jt£ Thou finishedst (m.).
y

'
,

" *^0&J9*J4 You finished.^Vm'iA Thou finishedst (f.).

XSkdl^ He finished.
,1 w

jSLdib^ She finished.

^g\.flV fl They finished.
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This tense has no preformative letter. A short zlama is

inserted between the second and third radicals, and the fol-

lowing terminations are subjoined: 1 sing. m. and f.

;

^A, 2 masc. sing.
;
uA2t, 2 fem. sing. ; 3 masc. sing.

;

3 fem. sing.
; ^,1 plural; »j^Q^ , 2 plural; %0^, 3

plural.

Note 1.—In Bootan, the third person plural (m. and f.) is

and so in all verhs. This usage is not confined to that

district. We also have sometimes oJk£x£ for *^k.0x£.

Note 2.—When the last radical is l or a. the terminal ^ is

dropped. Thus, from \
—V to grind, we find the preterite

,

not fc»Vu»V ; from 9hAl to saw, we have the preterite w3dQ3£.

When the final radical is ^ , this is not doubled in pronunciation.

Thus, from J^S^h to kill, we have the preterite b*lk^O. This

rule applies to the preterite of all verhs of both classes.

Perfect Tense.

^ I have finished (m.). ^ U^AA We have

J^ttLX* I have finished (f.). ^ " '

******

W: Thou hast finished (m.). , Youhave

u*IL0j ^tJLxd Thou hast finished (f.).
''

'

:d(f.).

He has finished.

1*L She has finished. ^ filUshed'

This tense, like the present, is a compound tense, and is

formed by prefixing the perfect participle to the present

tense of the verb of existence, exactly as the present parti-

ciple is prefixed to it to form the present tense.

The perfect participle, in all regular verbs of this class, is

formed by inserting * after the second radical, and adding
2

' to the last radical, if masculine, or 2X , if feminine. It

will be noticed that the participle takes 2
f

in the plural.
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Pluperfect Tense.

lk#* <' k 4 I had finish-
<,<w XT* finished.

Ihadfinish

ed (f.)

* finished(m.). * ^ ^ Iflb&Jl

*»?7 maia* #<m»»
finished (f.).

^^•W i^ 1 d He had fin-
i*C? Ut-*S

ighed _ They had

fs
h
h
e

e(L

had fin" ^
This tense is formed by adding the auxiliary Jjacf to the

respective persons of the perfect tense; Jj»Cf taking the place

of ii^ and in the singular, and Ji-^ in the plural, as in

the imperfect tense.

Note.—In pronunciation, the same elision is made as in the im-

perfect tense. Thus, we have prehin wa, prektan wa, etc.

Future Tense.

shall or will perish (m.). We, etc.

I shall or will perish (f.).

Thou, etc. (m.).
// //

JXiJBX& ^fX3 Thou, etc. (f.).

# //

He, etc.
// //

TJBxh She, etc. MbfilSJl V\3 They, etc.

// * »»

To form this tense in regular verbs of this class, zkapa is

almost universally used with the first radical, and the sec-

ond radical is included in the first syllable ; but the third

person singular masculine is an exception, as the first sylla-

ble in this case is a simple syllable, not including the second

radical. The terminations subjoined to the third radical are

^ , 1 masc. ; 1 fern.
; ^, 2 masc. ; 2 fern.; the

vowel — between the second and third radicals of 3 sing.

masc.
; 5^, 1 pi.

; , 2 pi. ; and 3 plural.

You, etc.
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Note 1.—In some parts of Oroomiah and Koordistan, \\2J is con-

tracted to 2J. Instead of a', the termination is often vulgarly

given to the first person plural, making it Atix£. Instead of the

termination J&X*,we sometimes hear Jot)\A ,
making the second

person plural Jcb\AM\&. On the plain of Oroomiah, this person

is in some villages pronounced ^£tl*£j'xJ& , which is probably a

contraction for *^0b&0XU,BX3.
/

Note 2.—Instead of the personal pronouns being prefixed to this

tense, we occasionally find them suffixed, thus :

ill Xa'iS Via 1st sing. masc. , .

;
" ^2^X3 113 1st plural.

Ill UbxB IW 1st sing. fern. "
^

2nd sing. masc.
// I* //

«^CUl Xhi£ 2nd sing. fern. >*&'x£ 3rd plural.
" // ii a

We have rarely, if ever, written any of these forms, except for the

first person singular. If
, as has been assumed, is a fragment of

Mil they, it is often very improperly joined by the ignorant villag-

ers to a verb in the singular, e. g. tJBxS Vl3 he will finish.
i a a

The pronouns may in the same manner follow other tenses besides

the future. Thus, in the present, we hear %%1 ^A-T ?tJ%^*f / am
finishing, ^Till VlOu* IJBX&& thou art finishing. The" accent

coming before—
,
lengthens it. Pronounce bipraJceyweena. The •» in

kdOu* gives the preceding the sound of ey.

These remarks apply to all verbs. The similarity between the an-

cient and modern language in respect to these forms is worthy of no-

tice. Thus, in the ancient, we have X*l or Vi,VlX
, Xl} J±£3,

^9J9, etc. The relationship, however, of the ancient to the

modern language in the inflection of the verb will be discussed far-

ther on.
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Second Future Tense.

*''M ' g< ALV%« I shall haveUL»* ^ocr^a
finished (m.

)wiL^- lstpluraL

1st fem. '

"

/ ^ »

2nd masc. . n ,

3^U3^ JjCUodf 2nd fem.^ ^ <

*"
« plural.

3rd masc. . « *

" ^IjUabfl wOCT X13 3rd plural.

3^ttLSb£ i-OOr 3rd fem.

This tense is formed in all verbs by prefixing the first future of the

substantive verb to the perfect participle.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

The Modern Syriac verb, as used in dependent clauses,

resembles sometimes the subjunctive of the Latin, French,

or German, and sometimes that of the English grammarian
Murray ; but for the sake of greater brevity, not to say sim-

plicity, these varieties will be considered together under the

common title of Subjunctive Mood.
The verb assumes the same form in the present tense of

this mood as in the future tense, the auxiliary Vl3 being

generally dropped and Ju&Cf being added to form the imper-

fect tense.

Present Tense.

^0>£ I may finish (m.).

^BX& 1st fem.

VuSJtS 2nd masc.
H

2nd fem.
t

3rd masc.

JjBjJi 3rd fem.

lstpluraL

2nd plural.

%kM\f\ 3rd plural.

Though this tense is properly used in dependent and hypo-

thetical clauses, by prefixing or »2 to it, it becomes a
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generic present. The particle la is used in Salmas and

Oroomiah, while w2 is the common prefix in Koordistan.

We thus have ^.diS la I am in the habit of finishing;

la I am in the habit ofgoing out, etc. This la or *-*2

is used with all the persons and in both numbers.

On the other hand, )PJ0
1
derived from the ancient >^£«fl,

prefixed to this tense makes it a preterite, equivalent to

kSjBxA
, e. g. ^fi&B )tiM Ifinished. This is but little used

out of Oroomiah, and is used there for the sake of euphony,

in cases where the regular preterite does not readily take the

suffixes. Thus, OV&>UCD "pM I supported him, would be pre-

ferred to crf.^2 tAatUtt.

When 1^ (not li>) is prefixed to this tense, it is also a

generic present, or a future, the idea being expressed nega-

tively, e. g. llAy, 2^ / am not in the habit of finish-

ing quickly, or / shall not finish quickly. These statements

apply to verbs of both classes and all varieties.

Note 1.—In telling a story we sometimes hear a native vulgarly

use the form la almost exclusively as his "narrative tense." It

seems then to have the force of our English present, " he goes," " he

tells," " he does so and so," and to the mind of a Nestorian gives a

sort of vividness to the story.

Note 2.—Before verbs whose first radical is 2 or la has the

sound ofa with a simple sheva, e. g. %^w2 la ,
pronounced tfatin.

Second Present.

IflJbSlS **$Cf I may be finishing (m.). , , , ,

„. ^ " liraJia lst Plural -

^OCT 1st fern. " /

2nd masc.
// //

J*UOCf 2nd fern.
// /

JJOxAa loCT 3rd masc.
// <•

lAJt&S llocf 3rd fern.

2nd plural.

wOCT 3rd plural.
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This tense is formed by prefixing the auxiliary, ^&cf, ^*'ocf

,

etc., to the present participle.

Imperfect Tense.

X'aGi ^JQxh I might finish (m.). , , ,

, " m u OO^f 4h\£ 1st plural.

lACf ^JBxS 1st fern.

2nd masc. , .

, ^ * OOOf «^iXU0xS 2nd plural.

ZoCf JlVOIB 2nd fern.
1

3rd masc. < ^ _

,
"

, OOC7 fc*£JJ» 3rd plural.

iicf 3rd fern.

With X* or u*2 prefixed, this tense denotes a past action

habitually performed, e. g. 2bc7 %3* he was in

the habit offinishing quickly. So too with J^, the idea being

expressed negatively.

Perfect Tense.

^ finished^). ^ , , M
^OCT 1st fern. '

/

2nd masc. _ . , ,

* , JuttLabd ^OlUOCr 2nd plural.

&£L3b4 JfcUOCT 2nd fern.

3rd masc,

? 1% A ^ btOCT 3rd plural.

J^tiL5b£ 2^007 3rd fem.

This is formed by prefixing the auxiliary, ^&C7, etc. to the

perfect participle.
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Pluperfect Tense.

*kA* fa ^* L™
g
hed

have

^M . ^ ist

&* ^o*r ist fan. - ^ pluraL

2nd masc. _ . . „ ,. a„i

%JL>±&X*6l lAllocff 2nd fern. '

plural "

Zjt*A£ lief laCf 3rd masc. . ^ , „ or j

' ^ - . / - Plural

This tense is formed by prefixing the auxiliary, liof
etc. to the perfect participle.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

wHOaJ& Finish thou (masc).
, ,

, . . %^uBOX£* Finish ye.

kibdOJbd Finish thou (fem.).

The imperative is formed by inserting o between the sec-

ond and third radicals, and giving the plural its appropriate
termination.

Note 1.—Sometimes we have the following imperative : wO07

Itji^a be finishing, and the plural ifllls +$£06$! ; but this

is not common.

Note 2.—When the middle radical is 9, it is not ordinarily pro-

nounced in the imperative; e.g. ^OdAX, pronounced shook. When

the middle or final radical is O , to avoid the coming together of two

O's, one is omitted in writing, e. g. the imperative of *V|»^is k^<&V;

of 0^4 it is oV& , etc.

VERB WITH THE NEGATIVE PARTICLE j£ OR lV

Only the first person singular of each tense will be given,

as the other persons can be easily supplied by the learner.

As every verb in the language makes its negative form pre-



I have not finished.

I had not finished.

I shall not finish.

I did not finish.
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cisely like the subject need not be alluded to here-

after.

I am not finishing.

)MJk&JS3 %AGf %S I was not finishing.

I did not finish.
i a

t ^ It ,1

Note 1.—For the pronunciation of the imperfect and pluperfect

tenses, see previous remarks on the elision of Oh*. Thus, the imper-

fect is pronounced leyin wa bipraha, and the pluperfect leyin wa
preka.

Note 2.—It will be noticed that the future, in taking the negative,

drops its preformative Ml. Sometimes, however, ^IfjJl \\2f jL^t

is used as an emphatic future, e. sr.
^ II m ii u II

neither will I come, nor will I eat.

Note 3.—The proper negative of wJQXSi ^DLO is given above, but

kMlB %± *pJB is allowable.

Note 4.—The subjunctive takes J»» before its different tenses,

which are not inverted. Vulgar usage sometimes employs 3^ in-

stead of i^L with the subjunctive.

Note 5.—Though the' inversion of the present, imperfect, perfect,

and pluperfect indicative, as a general rule, takes place only with- the

particle sometimes the inversion takes place without that parti-

cle. For example, I ?Sb.V A— ^*'qMJB why are you going

out? " "

VERBS USED INTERROGATIVELY.

The verb (as in English and French) takes no new forms

in an interrogative sentence ; and the interrogation is known
only by the inflection of the voice or the sign placed at

the end of the sentence.
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PASSIVE VOICE.

This will be most advantageously considered, after we
finish the paradigms of the Active Voice.

VERBS OF THE FIRST CLASS CONJUGATED LIKE

It is to be understood that when a verb is marked "1 or
2," the verb is either of the first or second class, its signifi-

cation remaining unchanged. On the other hand, "1 and 2"

denotes that the verb is conjugated in both methods, but
with a change of signification.

It is not to be presumed that all the regular verbs of the

first class are given here, or that any of the following lists

are complete. An effort has, however, been made to collect

as many of the verbs in common use as possible.

Although one meaning is placed opposite to each verbal
root, this is by no means a dictionary. Frequently a verb
is used in four or five or more significations. Only one, or
at the most two of these are noted down.

- L ''
''

9bJ^9 to become lean. §3b9 to dry (intr.).

* L m m t

to thrive. 1 and 2. <^9t3 to kneel.

m % « ?

to be scattered. 1 and 2, to lighten (flash).
// //

mam 4. 4.4. f j\t o S to be or become cooked.
kX3%3 to scatter (seed). 1 or 2. >J>I3 < ^ ^

\4^i 5 t° be or become useless
******

l or idle. 1 and 2.

^^i9 to conceive. iS>^V^ to fashion
;
mingle.

^ \

to

ni)
pressed (with busi

" to many-

tAlSkS to bruise, crush. iV^I^ to braid.

ri!nd2.
e11

' ^ PleaS6d
' to blaspheme, lor 2.

%Mk to be devoured. 1 and 2. &*k^ to stack up.
// 0t

h^Sl to diminish (intr.). land 2. Jk£^ to move (intr.).
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to cicircumcise. to buy.

*
il (to laugh. The present is w - *

. , . „ .
N

<fr*«s. 1
to

^ % lASf to struggle (in fight),

"
( generally ^Jk* 3 Vnn.V.tl, "

to conquer.

to lose the bark. 1 and 2.

Skdfli^ to full (cloth).

kXttV, to grasp firmly, wring.

tSL^, to steal.

Ot&V. to snatch.

d&A^ to efface, scrape off.

I stripped off.

k^aJi^ to slip.

JQlV£^ to grind (in a hand-mill).

5
to snove^ on<

i
sweep away

\, I
(as a river).

^^V, to slide.

tX&i^ to draw.

u*3d to sacrifice.

to seize or hold.

9t93 to lock, to bar.

d&d to thresh.

4^03 to lie down, to sleep.

to oppress.

S^SOf to fill (to the brim).

^aOf to look sullen.

SmBf to sing.

9dSf to weave, knit.

* t

f>f to become ready. 1 and 2.
//

t^^f to scratch (as a board).

to scratch (with the nails).

m $

hA>f to rise (as the sun).

to mix, confuse (tr. and
intr.).^ it

tXSU* to confine, shut up.

to start (with fear).

)9u# to walk (around).

90m* to become white.

9bJy^# to pound, to beat.

to milk.

>.\yV*# to err.

^dJ^J# to dream.

fclLS? to leak (as a roof). 1 or 2. &&k~ to change (intr.).

t^*93 to be seared. 1 and 2.

9b03 to touch.

kSLM to argue.

^ '' < to squeeze ; to escape.

J£7~ \ 1 and 2,

to lock ; to set (as fruit).

ijkM m to bear, to be patient
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to be or become sour. to ask for.

t^jJ^ to beat up (as eggs).

^aJ^ to grow fat.

t&SUfc to thrust in.

ft
to migrate, remove from
place to place.

L \
to

4

be become rotten,
tQ sink dQWJL 1 and %

,, \ to putnfy. ~,

Ail ^andttrf
^'^ ^ ***** to dip (tr. and intr.).

^A3U# to prohibit, keep back. ?^ V) to drive away.

tSt&U* to wean.

to be deficient.

to embrace.

!X&J# to dig.

to reap.

9b£L* to honor, praise.

to spoil (intr.).

J^3b*» to expend. 1 or 2.

^X** to arrange in order.

to scoop out.

to be singed. 1 and 2.

kAX*# to grin.

to be or become sharp.

to think.

to be worthy.

to thresh, pound up.

to seal.

to be boastful.

to anoint, to paint (as eyes).

nanSkfr to be or become faint

>*j>ft to seize by violence,

to split
" ?,

to be or become mature.

k&lA to sweep.
//

',

to prune (vines),

to fold. See »SAk

to be or become hungry,

to deny (as one's religion).

k£\2* to be or become angry,

f3bA to thrust through.

i>>*t V) to crush, break in pieces,

to grind.

m'Xa to climb.

to be evident

to write,

to tie a knot
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y»^lV to flash.
//

to put on (clothes),

to be fitting,

to beckon, wink, etc.

to lick.
//

.V S to peck up (food) ; to em-
N „ I

broider.

\j}SO to mix (liquids).

hM>^3 to be found. 1 and 2.

to be or become meek.

to pluck.

hS*3£0 to rub off skin, to be bald.

to be or become bitter.

dt$XZO to scour, to be polished.

um*t*b to anoint

k*+X\$Q to stretch out.

to tell a parable. 1 or 2.

u»3U to bark (as a dog).

Obi^l to reprove.

a^Ll to hew.
//

Stdbi to vow.

J^O£ to pine away,

ftOb& to shy (as a horse).

to sift.

to be or become ashamed,

to drop (as water),

to keep.

to pull or root out
>n,

SJQtt to saw.
//

>MiAl to blow (with the mouth).
//

to fall.

to shake (as clothes).

tS^fei to plant.

XtX& to be slender or thin.

%JO& to peck.

Atill to peck at

9bita to drive (a nail).

fcXflLl to paint 1 or 2,

to skin.

k&kXi to drain off (tr. and intr.).

to kiss.
//

9bX& to make an onset

iVli to fall (as leaves).

bJ&XD to trust.

9^JQ> to worship.

^\ff> to fill up (tr. and intr.).

to abstain from meat, etc. ^dJQD to be or become quiet
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to plunder. >DU*& to reflect. 1 or 2.

to redden, blush. i»\yi^ to open out, become Hat.

Sk&AD to support, prop, to be or become crooked.

JlL»toneed. j

t0 work- Present part-

"
, " ( ciple may be ^VnVfl.

>A»&» to rot
t0 gQ out j and %

to become empty. 1 and2. ^£ tQ be crooked> deceitful.

t0 wait
to fight

XtlA> to be or become weary of. , Id
to exuit.

±JXXD to be beautiful. 1 and % ygfa tQ command. x or 2.

"PJXXO to reproach. ,,.»B& to blossom.

to deny.
?^ to flee (ag deep) _

»k» to bolt (as flour). wjJ^ tQ fly<

\*XD to scratch, trace.
tQ^ wear QUt

t0 SUck in
- to rub, use friction.

hXtXXO to comb.
tQ burst cut) tQ make burgt>

a^JtV/S) to undo, pull down.
to cut.

to do. 5
t0 *F**> as wi"gs <*•

• „ "I and intr.).

9bSX to pass. >Xabfl to separate (tr. and intr.).

to spin, to rend. 1 or 2.

See under
, p. 63. tc stretch (out).

OMlL to be baptized. $
to
,

be
o
0r become B0TTy-

ii h (_
x. or

9t*&£ to dwell. vfllT^ 5 to be or become straight.

// * „ \ 1 and 2.

9b£& to dig out Sk&& to melt (intr.). 1 and 2.

kOX^L to flee. to open.
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to wind (tr. and intr.). 9w^L^ to tremble.

to scorch, as food (intr.).

>^yi dg to squat.

y#)^ to be or become mad.

to string (as peppers).

to receive. 1 or 2.

yTl\ft to stone.
IIT,

klk^ to be numb.

u»OSk to be broad,

to run.

jEk*J* to have mercy on. 1 or 2.

btJL#3 to be far.

to complain.
$

t0 Future some"

to bury.

mVB to joint together.

times kA^fc .

. »',
v " »

to be or become soft.

to kick, stamp.
a<r^ ^ ^ to be or become holy. ,/

ft / 1 and 2. « mm *
. ,

"
, > . .

J
X03 to dance.

^ V ^ v to put on (the outer gar- "
//

*T l
ment> to delineate.

\\M to kill.

" ^ wX3 to boil.

t£J^yA to gather (grapes).
"

kS^JO to turn aside. dtkSLX to let, let go.

.4C.fr S to lose the bark (as atree).
to confuse, to be confused.

„ ^ 1 and 2. 77*

s * ^

uiri^itf to be crushed, to crush. SlOtX to leap.
// "

*f to twist. to be or become warm.

^OLd to pinch. y^V^ X to spread out.

to be wrinkled or puckered. ^^OC to pluck.

±Ah to fold. 1 or 2. JLk\ to

do^. °f a
(

n
a
d
S

2
.°
ne'

S

bSXd to partake ofthe sacrament. >AS*X to be dislocated. 1 and 2.

\9J9 to bite. JtA^JL to be parboiled. 1 and 2.

^EfXd to win ; to overlay. \\y VXX to break.

mIQI to sweep, rake. 1 and 2. to overflow ( intr.). 1 and 2.
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to be or become palsied.

jUt to level. 1 or 2.

to be pleasing to.
//

>S*tlX to take.

to perish. 1 and 2.

to perish, be lost. 1 and 2.

u*4A to spill (intr.). 1 and 2.

^\ to mould or be mouldy.

l

t0

and2.
t(aS M^ 1 tomeet

t^XX to sag down.

» m t

<^9tX to partake. 1 or 2.

m t

t.OabX to eat out.

to transplant. 1 or 2.

to be or become silent

',

to be or become numb.

9kSX to break.

bJQ3U*X to thrust.

3b^X to remember.

to fall down (as a wall).

to sneeze,

to weigh (tr.).

to be reformed. 1 and 2.

MX to crumb up.

to be mended. 1 and 2.

faBdX to be buttoned. 1 and 2.

^BLVSm to be or become thick.

^Lfk»i* to wither (intr.).

^XSk^D to press out (juice).

Note.—Some verbs of four radicals are included in the above
list, as they are in every respect regular, except that the second

radical takes -f- in preference to -'- (according to the analogy of

the ancient language) in the present participle. Thus we have

Z^KlVSnx.a dreaming, £a^£A2kS withering, ? Sx3fl£l press-
t ii i, I t, ii t, * a

ing out.

Class II. Regular Verb.

Verbs of the first class are very often intransitive. On
the other hand, the majority of verbs of the second class

are transitive. A number of verbs, which, when conjugated
according to the first class, are intransitive, when conjugated
according to the second class, become transitive. For ex-
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ample, tfryVft , if it conform to the preceding paradigm, de-

notes to go out; but if it conform to the following paradigm,

to bring out or to cause to come out The same is true of

wdaJ& : when conjugated as a verb of the second class, it

denotes to finish, in a transitive sense, or to save.

It is, however, to be remarked that a few verbs are used

indifferently as verbs of the first or second class, without

any change of signification. Thus
,
following either

paradigm, is transitive, and means to command. More rarely

a verb is intransitive in either conjugation, as kfiA? to leak,

which is properly of the first class, but used in some dis-

tricts as if of the second class.

Verbs of the second class have regularly three radicals.

A to is prefixed to the root in all its inflections by the peo-

ple of Tiary, Tekhoma, Nochea, and the western slopes of

the Koordish mountains, but is not heard on the plain of

Oroomiah. It has been for a number of years omitted in

our books.

The rules for the formation of compound tenses being the

same in all verbs, it is unnecessary to repeat them. The
two conjugations do not differ in this respect, but in the

form of the infinitive, the participles, the preterite, and the

imperative.

To N form the present participle from the root, the first

radical takes -2- when the root has — , and -
r when the

root has -f-. If is the first vowel, O is inserted after the

the second radical ; and when -f- is the first vowel, • is in-

serted. The third radical takes — with final 2. We will

again take wB&S as the model.

infinitive idOaJi^ to save.
»*

Present Participle. Perfect Participle.

saving. 2*tDOJ&, J^dioJi having saved.
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INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

I am saving (m.). ,
,

; „ ^jbJ ^0O9lS 1st plural.

1st fern.

2nd masc. lt . ,

>'

, , XOOSbS 2nd plural.

JlUO^ ZJBo5k£ 2nd fern.

3rd masc. < ^ ,

.

, , U-* l0O2k3 3rd plural.

jibJ XddaJ^ 3rd fern.

Imperfect Tense.

was
(m.).

, "
, >. u OOCf ^Jbu ^0O9lS 1st plural.

XOOSbB I was saving (f.).

2nd masc. „ f , , ,

"
, , OO^ JLd©5b3 2nd plural.

2jOCT oTLO^ USO&iS 2nd fern.

Joey JJSoaJd 3rd masc. , „ >

, , OOCT 3rd plural.

ZjOCT UfOObB 3rd fern.

The same elision takes place which has been repeatedly

noticed. We are to pronounce parookin wa, etc. Notice

this in the pluperfect.

Preterite Tense.

I saved (m.). k^BdOtS 1st plural.lot > / // I

AJOb^OaOj^ 2nd masc.
,^'

, ; ' »^aX0aa4 2nd plural.

u^iO^O^ 2nd fern.

3rd masc. . .

; ' ^0^0304 3rd plural.

MMOB 3rd fern.
// >

This is formed like the corresponding tense in verbs of

the first class, except that a is inserted after the first radical.
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Perfect Tense,

2JB30J^ I have saved (m.). „ ^
/' , .

' *jOJ 1st plural.

]^03&4 1st fem.
'

2nd masc. lL „

," , ' ^OZU JJBaod 2nd plural.

J*ULi ^d^O^ 2nd fem.
'

jiiflbd 3rd masc. ^ . .

, ' lW idaObd 3rd plural.

VLi %JB*a£ 3rd fem. ''
'

Tlie perfect participle is formed by inserting O after the first

radical, and giving the last radical the vowel with final 2

.

Note.—In some cases, is inserted between the second and

third radicals, as, for instance, ?SLrfftT1 having envied. This vowel
// /

always appears in the feminine participle.

When the root takes -'- instead of the perfect participle,

with scarcely an exception, takes this — between the second and

third radicals, and the same vowel appears also in the future ; as

/ will envy. By inspecting the catalogue of verbs of

this class, it will be seen that this usage is founded on the principles

of euphony. For example, verbs whose second and third radicals are

the same, take this vowel ; and also verbs whose middle radical is O

.

If it should be objected that vflOX to repent, and similar verbs, with

radical O, have in the root and — in the perfect participle, it

may replied, that, although is written in accordance with the

rules of the ancient language (HofF. § 12, 1), the sound is that of

-;-. ThusaaJa, *Vof.

Pluperfect Tense.

V . .' 1 } * OOCT AJDu i«Ojl 1st plural,

li^f^ ]^tt*OB 1st fem. ^ '

2nd mi

%AVf JtiA^ £jB*OJ& 2nd fem.

3rd masc.

1*91 ]$JB*a£ 3rd fem.

OOOT IBZOA 2nd plural.

OOCT 3rd plural.
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Future Tense.

^BsJl Vl3 I will save (m.). Via 1st plural.

This is inflected like the corresponding tense of the first

class. Those verbs, however, which have in the root, or

in the perfect participle, have the same vowels here also

;

e. g. 39^p to return (tr.), cause to turn, has its perfect par-

ticiple 2a5*0£» and its future *^9^ Via.

Second Future Tense.

*k Via 1 shal
i !?

av
?V*om^ *a

saved (m>) .

i^ ^ ^
%JB**& ^eef 1X9 1st fern. '

7

J*UOC^ 2nd fen,.^ P^.

ihzaA iacrVia 3rd masc. . ,

' " ^OCfVia 3d plur.

iLoaC^^OOrVia 3rd fern.
'

HI II

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

^B&S I may save (m.). 4^3f9j£ 1st plural.

This is inflected like the corresponding tense of the first

class, and takes
-f-,

as well as --, between the second and
third radicals, whenever the future takes them.

Second Present Tense.

X&OQbJB ^BC? I may be saving (m.).
,

tf

.

>l

, . *
"

* IflOSbS 4±&k 1st plural.
Xfl09bB ^OCy 1st fern.

^
2nd masc.

©G? 2nd fem.

3rd masc.
it ji

3rd fem.

2nd plural.

fc^OCIf 3rd plural.
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Imperfect Tense.

XaUl ^.dab^ I might save (m.). OOCf ^Bbk& 1st plural.

This is inflected like the corresponding tense of the first

class. Like the present tense, its vowels depend on the

vowels of the future, to which they always conform.

Perfect Tense.

, .
' ?T SaVed(m' )

- UB*0AM 1st plural.

I^»a4 ^OC? 1st fern. '
7

2nd masc. . . (i

'
. . iOaOS ^lUOCf 2nd plural.

&j£o4 JlCoCT 2nd fern.
'

it i t

3rd masc. . . <

'
, , wOCT 3rd plural.

£»&i»a4 t^OCr 3rd fern. "
'

Pluperfect Tense.

zacr ^cr saved (mJ- , , , lst

. ' . *
°0fn ^O0y

plural.
J^OaO^ ioOT ^OCT 1st fern. ' '

/ i'

2nd masc. « „ < o„j

II I t

%JB*a& TLA&I JLOCT 3rd masc. . ^ , ^ * ^
^ - ' . V *

» OOC* r0Cy
Plural.

]^03O4 ioCT l*OCT 3rd fern. ' '
'

1

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

save thou (m.). ^.BaJ^ )

ulfV^ save thou (f.). ^AYfcfl'VJB \

It is to be particularly noted that the verbs marked i in

the following table make the plural imperative by simply

adding ^ to the singular. Thus, ^.Vimfl envy ye,
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answer ye, etc. The second form given above, ^IftrtJl,

may be used with other verbs, but is not so common, and

is now omitted in our books. iVHIS^ forms its imperative

plural thus : ^O^JLi^

.

VEKBS OF THE SECOND CLASS CONJUGATED LIKE

Note.—r, following a verb, shows that it conforms in every re-

spect to *03j|
;

i", that it takes -'- in the present participle, — in

the perfect participle, etc. Verbs are not repeated in this table

which are used as verbs of either class, without a change of signifi-

cation, and which have been given already in the first table.

9b^9 to cultivate, r y«\frL to strip off bark, r

39bS to scatter (tr.). r dfeJ&\to spy out. i

to glean, i dfibi^ to tempt, r
-

t

" i*

to envy, i kSb&Jbk^to wallow, i

to search, r h«<to be dizzy, t

iV\^ i*J to render vain or idle, r wtlxi^to look, r

^XlQlS to heal, r

9JQ*S to deflour, r H?* to mVV^ nourish, r

igfl to degrade (to), r
to lie

'
r

to ask a question, r
to seaj*' r

^9b9 to bless, r 14'
" "

„ *VVjff to provoke, i

J^xatocook. r v*;
"

, MCjf to make ready, r

9b&a to do skilfully, r
" 3uOf to help, t

\\^\ St
to wrangle, r to Relieve. *

kSObiL to answer, i hSpcjr to beget r

VOL. V. 8
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to sell, r 09^0 to find time ; to supply, r

tVo? to join, i d9^9 to return (tr.). i

to disturb, be disturbed, i >5L*ftO to love, i

Uo defile, or become defiled, ^ ' . , ^

|
with milk, etc., during fast, t

t0 heat (tr,)
-

*

f to prepare, r

uV^*t >» to incite, r

to become cold, r

to ask after one's health, r
//

VlX«# to renew, i

m ',

jSLSk** to rule, r

to wash, i

to be or make strong, i

to escape, r

<*9l*# to singe, r

\SkHS^ to play, r and i

to indulge, i

9bM^ to bury, r

hMA to drive away, r

t&fkd to hem ; to brush up. r

5j}9bi* to roll up. r

rto carry (away), r

to find, r
ii%,

)&£b£Q to blacken (tr.). i
a t

m ',

tffi>fWb9 to cover, shut, r

AflkfrJ to bow (tr.). i

to pay a debt, i

to teach, r
//

nmftVO to smell, i

\g$C£0 to nurse, i

^3UQ9&9 to apply (attention), i

AttUSO to cause to ascend, r

t**Afr9 to cool (tr.). t

to burn (tr.). r

»

^3Ldb9 to raise, t

OLtlto to chisel out. i

hXflbO to cool (tr.). t
// /

to cause to hit. i

"pi^O to lift up. r
//

9b&>9 to kindle (tr.). i

S& Sk I
This root is also t^a^ ? *sAte9 to place, r

" [iiib»,or &Sk.
"

to blQt i
" 'jflUA to raise (the dead), r

n
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to empty (tr.). r

>S*tiUCP to ornament, r

to maim, i

tS^«X to wonder, r

to vex or be vexed, i

dOto£ to gape, i
a i

to atone, r

xx£ to muse, r

im^\> ^ to bring out. r

t^^S to cut out. r

to gaze at. r
T, ii

A^XJ^ to stretch out. r

kfc&Xj^ to translate, r

XX3 to chew the cud, to digest, r

AxX to entice, r

to be or become sober, i

to refine, i
">

to anticipate, r

tXXfl to make holy, r

to promise, i

^Xd to happen, i

&&S to look, r

to peel, r

to squeeze in. t

ksmAX to glorify, r

*XX to be or become foolish, i

3XX to send, r
//

to long for. i

» •

XXX to praise, r
//

>jy>S>X to strip, despoil, r

>S*jkX to be or become quiet, t

to dislocate, r

to parboil, r

tX^&X to perform a burial service.r

k&X to be or become peaceful, i

to make overflow, r

m I

9XX to be acquainted with, i

<?XX
> « '

*xx
/ // /

tSOX to repent, i

to cause to perish. ?•

//

to destroy, r

>BL^9X to finish. %

to sigh, r
//

AXPX to prop, r

to spill, r

Am m ',

tX^X to abandon, r

to make, r

hOlfcX to button, r

to be partaker, r and i
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A verb of four radicals may follow this paradigm, e. g.

to shed tears; X being regarded as a quiescent. A
few of the above roots beginning with to are really causa-

tives, a weak radical, as. for instance. 2 in the case of ,

having fallen out. The rules for the formation and conju-

gation of causatives wiH be considered hereafter.

Irregular Verbs of the First Class.

First variety. First radical 2. Root tkd^ to eat.
$*

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

I am eating (m.). , , ,

„ Li I <JXi Vk*V3 1st plural.^ %!L2>%S 1st fem. ^ '

2nd masc. *

\ * JtC 2nd plural.

JlVOb* Xte%3 2nd fem. ' '*

jkl ilaZS 3rd masc, f .
•' ' •' VU ViAtS 3rd plural.

HiL &»Z3 3rd fem. ' "

The onlj irregularity here is owing to the 2. This is

heard but faintly, if at all, and the — is lengthened to —

.

Imperfect Tense.

iicT^ J&*J3 I was eating (m.). OOCT ^Ow J&dJLS

Preterite Tense.

iJks4 I ate. We ate.

Perfect Tense.

I have eaten, J^^i eaten.

The perfect participle, by the aid of which this tense is

formed, is regular ; but the first radical is silent, as well as

in the preterite.
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Future Tense.

The future tense is regular, and the imperative also, ex-

cept that in the latter the I is not sounded. It is written

eat thou, ^oAadj eat ye.

Note.—It will be understood, both in regard to this and the fol-

lowing varieties, that those tenses which are not mentioned are per-

fectly regular.

LIST OF YEEBS WITH INITIAL 2.

30^ to enter. to go. hfllXD? to go up.
h « «

b^o} to say. 9JQ9? to bind. tXUjl to cod (intr.).
// a n

The verbs i©| and 9£o| are entirely regular; i. e. they

conform to the preceding paradigm. The same is true of

i ,
except in the future, where S is for the most part not

sounded (see Hoff. § 27, 4, a), and in the imperative, which

is if in the singular, and in the plural. Compare

the imperative of the same verb in the ancient language,

etc. In the modern, we often hear go

thou, just as &f in the ancient, and m the He-

brew. This suffix is used with the imperative of but few

verbs : etc. The idiom will be

referred to farther on, when the relation of the modern to

the ancient verb is discussed.

Future Tense of iSf£,
//^ <

*US I will go (m.).

*'*SS~'L „ , » 1st plural,

^f? T13 1st fern.
^

2nd masc. '

. .

^ 4-'\ ^ " ^xUiTfl VlS 2nd plural.

J*l*fjT» 2nd fern. ' "

i^fI *)Cl£3 3rd masc.
^

.4^**. 4^
' uSfi *UI 3rd plural.

113 3rd fem.
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Note 1.—With a negative preceding, I is not sounded in com-

mon conversation (e. g. Jbtf\ an(l three syllables are reduced

to two.

Note 2.—In Bootan, we have the following form of the future,

which is well worthy of a place in our grammar, as it throws light

on the relation of the ancient to the modern language.

1 sing. (m. and f.). iifi *X12I 1st plural.
I II |l / //

5»0^fi 2nd masc.
,V " * " i I\3 2nd plural.

uJ^fj XlS 2nd fern.
//

3rd masc. L * *

' " tAfj A3 3rd plural.

2Jtf{ 113 3rd fern.
//

Note 3.—On the plain of Oroomiah, the verb tX*#3 is generally

used instead of m aU the tenses of the indicative, except the

future, and in the imperative. The present tense is ^Ow l&*#9t9

(in some villages kuOw lX*#Z3) 7
the preterite w»ikX*#, the perfect

^OulX**# , and the imperative iXdA*# . This is no doubt the an-

cient JU#3 to crawl, and, sometimes, to move one's self. We occa-

sionally hear in the mountains the future kSU#3 It would
i

"

have been better to write the preterite mjJU) , and the perf. part.
'' '

"

, had the thing been originally understood. As to the drop-

ping of 3 ,
compare l^u* with the ancient 2£u# , >A^> , and the

corresponding words in Hebrew.

In regard to 9bAjI
9
d&ttj, and tX0l, there is some ques-

tion whether they should stand here, or be classed with the

second variety. If we regard the usage on the plain of

Oroomiah only, it would seem that they ought to be con-

sidered as verbs with medial 2. The present participle

is almost always spoken in this province as if written

jfcJdtoa, and 13UA3, i. e. like iauAa ; and the
// // // ^ //]

futures are often lr a**fiD Jl*XD*ha, kflUB A>9, i. e. like
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tJUj4 ^XiS . On the other hand, the usage in Koordistan

makes them regular verbs with initial 2, like *m>J. The

ancient root of is also X»2. "We have therefore pre-

ferred to class them here. It should not be unnoticed that

when »^JQD V\3, etc. are not used in Oroomiah as the fu-

tures of these verbs, we have instead *^A3u*h9
,
hUttu Vlfl,

etc.

Second Variety. Middle Radical 2 or

The middle radical in this variety inclines sometimes to

2, and sometimes, especially in Koordistan, to the sound of

(See Hoff. § 33, 3, b.) Nordheimer is probably correct in

saying (§ 397), in regard to such verbs, that the root prop-

erly consists of two strong immutable consonants, in which
the fundamental idea of the verb is contained; and that

between these a weak letter is inserted to complete the usual

form. This falls out often, as will be seen hereafter, in the

causative form, and always in the reduplicated form.

For the sake of uniformity the roots are now all written

with medial 2.

Take for example kXlS to remain.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

yOb* I am remaining (m.). AjDy ZX*As We are remaining.

This is regular, if we consider .» the middle radical.

Preterite Tense.

I remained (m. and f.). wXXS We remained.

Whether the second radical here be called 2 or a , it is not

at all sounded, and instead of t»Sjt^ or uiikXj^, we write

/ //

Perfect Tense.

^Ol* %X*& I have remained (m.). J X *A We have remained.
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The participle, which would regularly be 3AmA or X&*Mt,

is contracted into lX*J&, the feminine of which is

Future Tense.

I shall remain (m.). , , .

. .
" 4&*B 1st plural.

JUS JIB 1st fem.
^

2nd masc. tt , .

, ',' u .
" ^IU3U3 IVS 2nd plural.

iJwUS IUI 2nd fem.

3rd masc. ^ &

, " 3rd plural.

IO 3rd fem.

The vowel here forms a diphthong with the following

.» ,
excepting in the third singular masculine.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

tXAJI remain thou. ^OXA^ remain ye.

Here the middle radical falls out, and we write as above,

instead of *X6%& or *&OuJl.

VEBBS FOLLOWING THE ANALOGY OF tXil£.

S2^k* to make water. to sew.

t to curry (a horse).

+2$ to judge. '
,

y

T$%L to be or become hot
wfljjj to make fine or small,

to return.
it"

tXj& to tread.

1,^2-^ to bathe (of females).

• •
''

to look.

3^* to venture.

plf to increase.

hlf to swell. p%Sk to invite.
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f%E* to scratch.

to measure.

*P%& to be or become black.

k&l£* to bow.

• « *

SZfil to be alienated.

hX ;
l£ to be paid (an account).
//

t^l^t to curse,

to blame,

to make dough.

t*}£0 to suck (the breast),

to die.

u#jL& to rest

/Cfll to nod.
//

£M to sting, to bite.

tSjjCD to be or become old.

*P%J& to ordain.

dZX to weed.

UJjX to be or become narrow.
//

to be or become cool.

<fp>LS to lose the savor.

to dawn.

to hunt or fish.
//.V

to listen to, to obey.

m%JB to fade (as grass).
//

*p%fa to rise. (Imp. ^QJO .)

^J«0 to bruise or become bruised.

to chisel out.

\%h to hit.
//

to be high, to rise.

kJ®fe to sprinkle,

to spit.

to go down (as a swelling).

k&lX to rub.

h0}X to long for.

iiX to kindle.

to fasten (the eyes).

T^jN to finish (tr. and intr.).

d{& to come to one's self.

ij? is almost always on tlie plain of Oroomiah pro-

nounced in the present as if written j&jsjtS. In some dis-

tricts it is regular.

VOL. V. 9
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*2lli^ to be worth, as spoken, is quite anomalous. The

present participle is &&^S; the preterite, n>V*<\^ ; the per-

fect participle, iiaJy ; the future, ^fcSy^a, ^ai^VlS; the

imperative, tSoJL.

il* has its future often, perhaps generally, irregular

:

In the third person singular masculine, it has

a]i zl9. Its present participle is *su3.

U$& has its present participle Ida13, and, were it not for

its etymology, might be classed with verbs with initial 2 . Its

future is also sometimes ^Oi'j\\fl.

VERBS WITH MEDIAL X.

Under this varietymay properly come verbs with medialX

.

They differ somewhat, but not essentially, from the preced-

ing. Take, for example, j*VA^ to thrust in. The present

participle is j^Vl\^*1 (a) or igiJbJpS (5). The preterite is

; the future, ^j^Jki^
; the imperative, gftV^ .

Some of these verbs have two forms of the present participle,

marked (a & 6), some only one. In Koordistan, the future

is not Vjf, but

Like ^k^y, inflect

VlXa to sweat (a & b\ S±£k to hew (a& b). ib±3* to tremble (6).

frf
v^ to taste (a& h). to shut (a). *StX» to rouse (b).

^tobear(a&6). J3X±S
\ ^^fif* ^ii to cough (a& b).

AL^tofold(a). ^todarn^ -^.SJgJ-"*
Third Variety.

This variety is characterized by the transposition of *

,

which is sometimes the first ana sometimes the second

radical.
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Example, to learn.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

^flL* t&LS>3 I am learning (m.). <pOb» jftkiiiSflf We are learning.

It will be seen that this tense is perfectly regular, except

that * becomes the second, instead of the first, radical.

Preterite Tense.

»Vf>\j I learned (m.). jSj^Vi We learned.

Here .» becomes again the first radical, and is silent.

Perfect Tense.

I have learned (m.). 9 ^ L x
' ^flL> iHuV > We have learned.^ fcAA^ I have learned (f.).

The only irregularity is that the first * is not sounded.

Future Tense.

I shall learn (m,). ^ftWi ^\SJ We shall learn.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

h£Oh^te» Learn thou. ^OjdoAh* Learn ye.

It will be seen that the + is not sounded here.

Note.—In some villages, and perhaps districts, the future is spoken

like the future of verbs with medial 2 or * : thus, ^A/l^ VlSJ , etc.

If this were generally the case, we should with propriety call this

one of that class of verbs, its root being , its present partici-

ple, preterite, and perfect participle, being written like the correspond-

ing forms of iXjLS . Indeed, there is no special objection to writing

them so now, and considering the future irregular, as generally spo-

ken. We should then have the preterite , and the perfect

participle JA*^. These remarks apply also to the verbs which

follow.
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to bring forth (young). <tX* to lengthen or be long.

ft^L» to hasten. ^\X» to inherit

At to be distressed, to sit.
</ II

gJJL to born.

Fourth Variety. Third Radical 2.

Example, ii? to pour.
**

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

>L»39hS I am pouring (m.). 4ft0b* }*39lS We are pouring.
II 11 r a

This tense is regular, with the exception that, two alephs

coming together, as in 22&9JS, according to the analogy of

the ancient language, 2 is changed into .»

.

Preterite Tense.

I poured (m. and f.). hJ^M We poured.

The radical 2, when it becomes a medial instead of a final

letter, as in this tense, ought, according to the analogy of

the ancient language (see HofF., paradigm of liwkj, to be

changed into This, however, is not the case. The 2

serves merely to lengthen the preceding — into —
,
and,

being itself not heard, is not written. Thus, instead of

we have .

Perfect Tense.

I have poured (m.).
^

<»Ob# We have poured.

I have poured (f.). ' "

Instead of the regular perfect participle, which would be

jjUM , the first and second radicals take — and form one

syllable, the 2 being changed into as in the present par-

ticiple.
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Future Tense.

Jgl I will pour (m.).
m, s

*
" *ISI We will pour.

^aa iia i wm pour (f.).

"

The first syllable of this tense, in the masculine singular

and the plural, is simple, not including the second radical

;

and the third radical 2 is dropped, except in the third per-

son singular masculine, 2ii, where it appears as the final

letter. In the feminine, 2 is changed into •»

.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

This is quite irregular, making dBbJ& the standard ; but

in the singular it is exactly like the ancient. In the singu-

lar, 2 becomes * ; and in the plural, it is dropped:

Pour thou. ^0^93d Pour ye.

VERBS FOLLOWING THE ANALOGY OF {M.

As a number of these verbs are both of the first and sec-

ond class, they are noted here just as in the table of regular
verbs of the first class.

29b9 to rave, talk wildly. ZOl^ to vomit.

to weep. to flow (out).

to wear (out) (tr. and intr.).

jilSl to build, to count

mm *

to create.

i^i 5 to be or become pure.

I and 2.

to resemble. 1 and 2.

to become.

)JmCl to be pleasant to.

?*lV^ to foam up. 1 and 2.

?*lV» to beg, be a beggar.

4^ \
^1 and!

beC°me Baked
' t0 crack

<
u Slass) (intr->-

to lean (down). %lf to commit adultery.
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to fill (tr. and intr.).
#*

IViD same as 2&S , to count.

JA&O to wash (clothes).
#•

jt^9 to be able.

j9b*» to rejoice,

to see.
»•

7V.M to sin.

to be or become sweet,

to keep (intr.). 1 and 2.

lw to be supported (by),

to incubate.
»

,« *

{9u* to go to stool.

to broil (intr.). 1 and 2.

?S»^. to sleep.

j9h^ to drive (an animal).

Ixiy to be or become hid. 1 and 2.

to be seared. 1 and 2.

to stop.

jlfrflLJfr to go out (as fire).

rt^k S to be or become covered. to be difficult 1 and 2,
^~7"

} 1 and 2. -7

jx£ to be or become short

%XZQ to wipe.

to leap.

1Al to butt.

%Xl to forget.
i'

)+*XQ to bathe,

to dart

to be or become blind (reg.).

J\n to hate.

to dip out (as water). 1 and 2.

to be or become bad.

*a£ 5 to be or become covered.

I land 2.

to lap up.

to devour greedily,

to lap (reg.).

2*i£B to strike,

to arrive.

j9bX to rain. 1 and 2.

to search after.

to separate (intr.). 1 and 2.

to be delivered. 1 and 2.

to burst out

jx A to be lukewarm.
»• v

to be or become broad.
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to descend. 1 and 2. %&% to be or become drunk.
i« *

%*k S

t0

lnad2
beC°me Cl6an

" to pour out, run out.

to rend.
J

to

an
b

d
e

2
OT become loose; 1

m ' m '

1X0 to gather (tr. and intr.). tSkX to be like. 1 and 2.

3AB to be or become hard. %AX to be spread. 1 and 2.

^
J

*
1 Sd2 ^ C°m) (intr0

' *V* t0 Sag*

X&JB to scorch (intr.). l^Jt to be or become quiet.
#• # i«

%UB to gain. to faint. 1 and 2.

%±0 to gripe. %%X
I

to

an
°

d
os

2̂
become loose

-
1

I** ^
t0
/u
bre^ t0 be br°ken ii to drink.

Jp^ } (bread). \»

ibjQ to call, to read. & *

«• to suspend.

^ y |y
< to be or become thick or »•

C
hard * %XX to repeat. 1 and 2.

)2k3* to be or become weary. X&\ to stick (intr.). 1 and 2.

^33 to be pleased with. Ja\ to be or become wet.
"

*•

Notes on the Preceding List.

JAGF is quite irregular, and, were it not for its derivation, might

perhaps better be written 2<fti . The present participle is X*&13 ;

the preterite, u^CfA ; the perfect participle, iLc^l ; and the future,

. The future feminine of this verb is either ^nV^j ^CUJ or

all of which have -
#
- in the root.

. This is sometimes, though vulgarly, pronounced in the

present jjjfcfrVI, and in the preterite w^^9, as if from
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to suck. The future, or rather the present subjunctive, with %S* pre-

ceding (
«\J*^&

V* ), is generally pronounced Mm sin.

Those of the preceding verbs which have medial 6 , make their
2 t Z

perfect participle irregularly, as %*OJB from ?Afl, except lAOf,

the peculiarities of which were noted in the first paradigm.

Fifth Variety. Third Radical X.

Root >V^flLX to hear.
//

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

ufiL* ^AfrfcSM I am hearing (m.). <hOu» We are hearing.

The present participle is only irregular in this, that the

third radical, being a quiescent, coalesces with the preced-

ing vowel, and * is then inserted, which takes the final 2

We, however, often hear A fctklfl , and the infinitive AazV
i n i ti

which should not be considered a vulgarity, as it is nearer

the ancient language than the ordinary form.

Preterite Tense.

AV»1 I heard (m. and f.). ^kfcMlX We heard.

Perfect Tense.

^Ow £*£bMX I have heard (m.).
% ^

$ s>
^Ob* >L£t£&X We have heard.

^JkMX I have heard (f.).
7

The perfect participle takes — as the vowel of the first

syllable, which includes the second radical. The X is not

sounded, and the last syllable is lL

Future Tense.

A>flJ6 a\9 I shall hear (m.). ,

, f , " AMfli IUS We shall hear.

t&*X XUS I shall hear (f.).
^
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The peculiarity of the future consists in this, that the
second radical is pronounced as if doubled, the first tso be-
longing to the first syllable and the second to the second
syllable. The X affects the adjacent vowels, but is not
sounded separately. This peculiarity is not found through-
out Koordistan.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

m^SftX Hear thou. *£JA&tMX Hear ye.
//

Like
, conjugate

to bore (a hole). &Al to bubble up.

to swallow. M »

" ' AJLXD to be satiated.
// #

AfrflJ^to assemble (intr.). land 2. , u
" tXX&3 to step, march.

t\ TbiV^to shave. " L
" ' aJSLS to crack (intr.).

// i

hXAf to fear. to recompense.
"i o i

iXftf to sow. ,

iVSjg to dye.

tV Yl ** to ferment. , ,

m
" / iVyi3 to break off (tr. and intr.).

t\i*l\y to sink (intr.). 1 and 2.

n i, i ™c j • J^SX to adhere to.

m , C to be sick. Of four radi- » >

I L
a

\
S

ne
b
rL

r

t!

gUlar, ***** to make a breach'

Notes on the Preceding List

iX^f in the future feminine follows the paradigm of the fourth

variety, thus :

S
XiSf , ^SAf *tia . The masculine has not the

peculiarity of sound of ^OX. All the preceding verbs except

and even this in some districts of Koordistan, may in the

same way take .» in the future feminine.

vol. v. 10
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The perfect participles of A»5U and have sometimes been

written lUfcSOiA and ]*NMktt, to express more exactly the sound

;

but there is not sufficient reason for this deviation.

Some of these verbs with final X are both of the first and second

class, and some of the first class only, as noted above.

Verbs of the First Class Doubly Irregular.

One who has made himself familiar with regular verbs of

the first class, and the different varieties already given, will

have little difficulty in learning the conjugation of those

verbs which are doubly irregular.

Some of these have both initial and final 2

.

Root i^l to curdle.
i»

Present Participle. wJ^ftj Preterite.

, 3-*ii Perfect Participle.
$

V Future.

,
'
m s \ Imperative.

The future is sometimes Vis masc, fem.
\f IH V

I II

>Sv? to come, is inflected in the same way, except that the

imperative is JX in the singular, and in the plural.

We also occasionally hear IX for the imperative sin-

gular. The ancient language has the same imperative, the

initial 2 being dropped.

In Salmas, Gawar, and perhaps other districts, the root of

this word is corrupted into 1*2 : present participle J .oVI ,

preterite y^S, perfect participle Ju£ or 2*S{, imperative

2*S . In Tiary, X is substituted for X throughout the con-

jugation: we thus have ilxja, k&*tj , «tc. Indeed, the

substitution of X is not confined to this wo*d: e. g. 2X*»
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a house, for j&*S . Moreover, in some places we hear J-?hJ

as the perfect participle, which is quite as near as any form

to the ancient.

Some verbs have initial a and final I.

Take for example Ufiu to swear.

, .
" i Present Participle. r V.7 %*i'r Preterite.

or UoV*\ '

5U*U , ji*U P*r/ec* Participle.
%

"
s

"
\ Future.

, ' V Imperative.

Thus conjugate to lament, and to Ja&e. The pres-

ent participle of the former is like the first form given, i. e.

jli^S. that of the latter is like either the first or the second

form, i. e. or In some parts of Koordis-

tan, JSd'J and %&} are the roots, instead of ZiflUand jAJ.

Compare W»i and in the Ancient Syriac.

Somewhat different is the root iX9l» to know.

jiJkaua Present Participle. Preterite,
ii i a

Vis)
^>a>X» , ?»V\ > Perfect Participle. ", . . " \ Future.

,
'. ,f Imperative.

Note.—The ft of the future is pronounced as if double (see the

future of £*!AX), and in Oroomiah is almost hardened into

Many of the Nestorians lazily pronounce ^Xau t#JIO£B what do I
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know, or how do I know ? mood-yan, there being little, if any, dif-

ference, whether the speaker is a man or a woman. This tense is

also habitually shortened in other connections by some of the people.

The verb %*L to live, is perhaps more regular in the mod-

ern than in the ancient language (Hoff. § 76, Ann. 1), but

has some peculiarities. It is thus inflected

:

X*+*3 Present Participle. mS**** Preterite.

2jm» Perfect Participle Future.

Imperative.

Like the preceding, inflect 1*A to make afence; %*JB to be

.set on edge (as the teeth) ; the latter regular, except the

The verb to search after, has been generally written

in accordance with the usage in Koordistan, and is inflected

as follows

:

^ifcfrjyiM Present Participle.

^ , 3 Perfect Participle,

Preterite.

Future.

.

' > Imperative.

This, however, is very unlike the usage in Oroomiah.

As here spoken, it is an anomalous verb of the second

class, and is thus inflected : present participle ? ftV^, (or

jL&OO&J^); preterite iAft V ; perf. participle ?i>Vn>y,

,

^O.Va\; future <r£*4r *h9, ^O^^VS; imperative
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There are a few verbs of four radicals, besides those enu-

merated with regular verbs, which in general conform to

the verbs of the first class.

Take for example
2-f^j£

to thirst

XLcjgSl Present Participle. Preterite,

Future.J^Ofjj, >Lef|* Perfect Participle,
*

#

'

\ Imperative,

Like X*&fm>, inflect X*a& to flame.

As another example take 3*4*3 to msA.

WkifcSI Present Participle, i*Sjk3 Preterite,
* " i it

5^*4^3, 2*^9 Perfect Participle, Z*t ,
"

\ Future.

#
' V Imperative,

Thus inflect 2*14^ to Jfea*, ^LJkA to &?come smo^A, 2*S&i to

churn, Z*X3 to ^raze, and J*ikX to p&wfer.
i* ' »« *

In regard to JU^to, it may be remarked that, while the

present participle, as used in Koordistan, conforms to the

preceding paradigm, on the plain of Oroomiah we generally

hear it thus : V^lkaaa

.

As another example we may take JLJJk* to be or become

weary.
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>Ljy*J Present Participle. i-V?V Preterite.

2S»»2\, J-»3V Perfect Participle. ".
'* " >• Future.

uiij
,

' * > Imperative.

The root tS*90p to grive, like its predecessor in the

Ancient Syriac (Hoff. § 73, Ann. 4, and § 80), is singularly

irregular. Being in constant use, it should, however, be

made very familiar.

%30f+S Present Participle. uikSOjL* Preterite.

iLShSOP, ISCfOb* Perfect Participle. _ ,
"

\ Future.

- - •
'

, . ! V Imperative.

It should be remarked that the perfect participle resem-

bles the perfect participles of the second class rather than
those of the first, and the preterite is often pronounced as

if written kAaoj-Oc*. In some districts the preterite is

Irregular Verbs of the Second Class.

First Variety. Four Radicals.

Verbs of four radicals are far more common in the Mod-
ern Syriac than in the Ancient or the Hebrew. Many of
these, however, are produced by a reduplication of biliteral

or triliteral roots, and are exceedingly expressive. The idea

is often that of repetition, as in to bruise in pieces,

fcXflbXa to trample. AttXto to grope, 3bJX9 to whirl,
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to creep, and numerous others. Still oftener, per-

taps, the idea is that of repeated sound, as in aofaoT to roar

tvith lauqhter, to wail, 9b*#aJ» to snore, >iLflL£LB to

cluck.

The second radical is included in the first syllable of the

root, as well as of all its inflections.

As an example, take }tftt9C7 to speak.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.
, t

^boOttOC? 1st masculine. , ,

Z „ ' '
! 2*0**9 Cf 1st plural,

t^t* XfeOttSOT 1st fern.
7

'* '
I

VloJ ZtoOttBOT 2nd masc.

,
'J „ '

#
' ^TU Z*0**CT 2nd plural.

JlLOw teOfbOCT 2nd fern.
i i* i i

ISOOttOOT 3rd masc. , ^ ,

- ' U-* i!»Ott90f 3rd plural.

XlL> Z»OJb9CT 3rd fern,
i* ' '

The present participle has - - as the vowel of the first

syllable, with its corresponding O in the second.

Preterite.

uiktoJbaOCf I spoke. &&$&*Vf We spoke.

This differs from tA*03O*£ only in having one consonant

more in the first syllable, rendering it a mixed syllable.

Perfect.

^Qu llttJdOOCf I have spoken (m.). , x
,
"

,
" ^»Ou* 2£0£&OOf We have spoken,

24COttOOOT I have spoken (f.).
' " '

Future.

hMfttoOf AS I shall speak (m.). 4*0*toCf *3 We shall speak.

Imperative.

*p1bQOl Speak thou. ^O^OttOOT Speak ye.
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Like ^pmci, inflect

^ %i to be bashful. i&^fL^ to foam up.

* f3<! to become cheap. k*lxV to be leprous.
^ II I K ll I

to delay (tr. and intr.). ^AjkJk^ to growl.

to creep.
t0 gr°W'

V««m 5 to enlighten, to become 9^9^^ to whiz.

light. " '

9±a*a to prick. **S*^ t0 ims <*•)•

n i

^\y>3 to grow fat and be antic. „

l ' A^&\
J
to make to wallow, to

to confuse or be confused. „ ^# ) wallow.
// i

^>3Lj»3 to twinkle.

to dazzle or be dazzled

to crown.
n i

utik3LBL3 to bubble up.

i^ij
J
to enlarge or to be en-

/"t^l larged.

i C to make to sing (as quin-

tX^JUkx ine does a sick man's
" ' q head), to sing.

to be two-sided, ride

the fence.

£99b3 to scatter (tr. and intr.).
a i

m . • m I

9Jk±J9tS to roar.
n i

m • • I

SkSiXS to assail.
n i

i

to stir up.
n i

to make bud, to bud.
^ it* i

to tumble (tr. and intr.).

>Cl^ftTJk^ to hum, coo.

tV&i^ to abhor (with ^0 ).

to rust (tr. and intr.).

to torment or be tor-

mented.

// > (

i

5f}3^? to make trot, to trot.

^ to thin out, become
?, ; \ sparse.

* to shelter, to find shelter.
*n "i

^fab&SI to make or be bloody.

j
kCIXSft to make fine or small.

« i

• » i

to wound or be wounded.
v

// i

tX&M \ *° ma^e Pme away or

t I
to pine away.

m i

3033 to rock (tr. and intr.).

3333 \
to ma^e a clatter (of

7, \ words).
- >

MB33 to apply (remedies).
v « i

^A33 to become late.
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k£»aer to demolish. S*JU» to strut.

gorier
// *

to neigh.

icrier to laugh aloud.

to buzz.

to wail.

to whisper (as the wind).

// i

iftttr-fh — to breathe hard.
// /

tj^Ltifi^^r to make faint, be faint.
// i

to push.
// /

JBLgaJw to clasp.

bObb to have a diarrhea. ^
,

"
\ *

.
f
>^ / 5 to make to gnash, to

JQPOJQDO to make whine, to whine. ^? , f
gnash.

to snore.
\ to make subject, become n i

\ subject. pUU. to reckon.
\ to litter, be littered (as a v

// /

\ room, a field, etc.). *XmXj* $ to ma^e *° ratt^e
>

to

A , ,

1

// , ( rattle,
to become pale.

m\ — S to crush or be crushed.
to make tinkle, to tinkle.

to delay (tr, and intr.).

to tear off, be torn off. *r i*

\ \. * \. to hum.
to ring (tr. and intr.). v^

' d y cl V j to flicker or make to

9b&if to swagger. /V \ 1 flicker.

-il'-* ' frlV^V to murmur,
to batter.

~

J
to defile ceremonially or t0 m0VG (tr

'
and intr,)'

I
be defiled.

to make mighty, be mighty. to make heavy, be heavy.

^A)f to make yellow, be yellow. ^ j to sputter, to make sput-
"

'# hi, i t, v ter.

3f3f to bray. ^ ^ ^ j to shiver in pieces (tr.

" '
//,, ^\ and intr.).

to injure,become injured. bSl^A to arm, to be aimed.
a t ^ii i%,

iVumSuj \
t0 wasn awav

>
be wash- j to tear in pieces, be torn

„ ( ( ed away. ^Tv* ( in pieces.

tfiOftl jto excite fever
>

have
to throw.

// , ( lever. //% , %
vol. v. 11
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fc uB^P to make appear, to appear.

fS+3L!50 to abstain from food.

* *

>fl\.Xb9 to make glitter, to glitter.

^0L2k^Ad to parboil, be parboiled. to gnaw,

to let down, to sink down.
// 1%,

SVS&A to tear, be torn.
// in,

Jkld to chink (intr.).
1%,

*H t0 Swil« (
tr

-
and intr-> J^kib to freeze (tr. and intr.).

a ' *l m* ISMd to roll (tr. and intr.). a ' .

" hi>VT3 to make sprout, to sprout.

to take a fine.
// v »

Irtrfjfob to mock.

to forbear, be reluctant.
// /

k«V££9 to blister.

i to borrow or lend on usury.

tlkJQStfkltt to be lazy.

fX£>^9 to preach.

to make pant, to pant.

to toss about.
'"V it,

A\A to tingle (as the ear).
11 "V >1,

to tear (tr. and intr.).

to clap.

\S&& to defile, be defiled.

httobtlp> to rattle (in speech).
n%. i%,

m m *

9tafe.Va to scream.
ii%. i%,

m I

to have mercy.

^4V^ <jtogiggle,gurgle,tomake ,
,

" ' \ giggle or gurgle ' JUiVia to hasten (tr. and intr.).

fcflC^TkS to wither (tr. and intr.).
to constrain.

up.to gather

A y S^«Y j to wrap in a vail, to wrap
» ,%. \ one's self in a vail.

ilWjA^O to make green, to green.

h%fft^ to make poor, be poor.

kStAtXS* to scare away. m J^ x . * . , . A N
„ ,

J
k**MO to rest (tr. and intr.).

V <vSl y i to crack open (as the

// , ( earth). JBt'VfcSa to reprove.
// t

>jwS»^W to make glitter, to glitter. i^fldkSB to fix a price.
t> // %y i a . i

t*»S»*m^ to snuff around.

t0 SPeak- -VT-J i journey).

>S»1^?.^ to make lame, be lame. \*^SO to listen.

.^itf fj^l |
to give one a start (on a
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ygto^SB to be or become hushed. ^OuX to make cloudy,be cloudy.

to cry. ^>ULjk to make wise, be wise.

^XflbO to wrangle. J

m.\ \
to cause chills, to have uA\±. \ *° ma^e ancient, be an

* /7* , ( chills. v7
, (

«^3£0 to make bold, be bold.

3*3^9 to defile.
// i

%% i^y^O to miscarry.

> TJlfl to arrange in order.

tftUBAl to sprinkle.

to growl.

^\fcfctV> to proclaim the gospel.

cient.

4^Ldfc£ to whisper.

to feel after.
// /

.y €^ 5 to make stagger, to stag-

// , \ ger.

htlAitt^ to laugh out.

kj± 5 to lay waste, become
^T* , 1 waste.

to beseech.
// /

to undo, destroy.
\ to make a Mohammedan

or become one.
t(J whM (tf> and intr )

to grope (after).
"

^ J
y#\X9 to crumb, be crumbed.

wCUX^O to whistle. "
J ,

<J\aJll to make to escape, to

/ „ , \ escape.

•Ml to make to sob, to sob.
tQ^ (fc and

ami
4QAmm\>l to groan.

to be a stranger,

to hesitate.

to whisper.

, A , ^**&r-* to pour or flow out.
j to reconcile, become re- -^T-^
( conciled. ^h*! ' \ *° ma^e to smart» to

to visit.
smart.

tVifftiffl
I

*° come ^own (fr°m

smart,

to sob from pain.

father to son).

aJkjXXD to make totter, to totter. iV V H to cut up, to be cut up.

yDLXDa^XD to stun, be stunned. to make light, be light,

to scream, to cluck.
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< to cause to approach, to
.M^m± to rMke smart to 8mart

^BLftXB to wrinkle, be wrinkled. hOaJJLX to empty out.

^D3JS to wrinkle, be wrinkled. JSLXJiX
{

to

d^ t0 clatter
>

t0

to buffet, be buffeted, to make proud, be proud.
II I HI

to make or be ready. to make spout, to spout.

HbflJbid to caw.

tt flVtt to gather up.

39bXJS to venture (intr.).
// *

kXAXJO to rattle (as rain).
» i

J^aJk^b to crawl.
•t, " a. '

to brood.

tflTLDa to make thin, be thin,

to tremble violently.

to alter (tr. and intr.).

iftVfcfct, to alter (tr. and intr.).

to guide.

hftU*^tX to pant for breatli.

Sb&flL^X to disciple.

*P&$Ob> to whine.

to make tardy, be tardy.
// i

to make smoky, be smoky.
// i

JQDX&X to sprinkle, be sprinkled.
// i

frlSk^X to chastise.
a i

to stamp the foot

to search.

*^**X to blacken, become black. dti&JBK to make neatly.

JOSJOX to knock.to crush in pieces.

* ^ , , 11 L S to b
%^&**X to sou, be soiled. ^33 A.

| ^
^Xii

{

t0

^f
e ab°Ut (tr

*
and

t0 trim a candle.

^BLX&AX to make faint, be faint

to sob.

4k&£Lx to glide (as a snake).

besmear with tallow,

besmeared.

L $ to make stumble, to

„ , I stumble.

^XdX to make pale, be pale.

tSXftX to stitch together.

Notes on the Preceding List.

As *3CV3 has a talkana over the Of, it may be considered as a

verb of three radicals, following the paradigm of >.dV^ , second class.
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jLVjaS and 9JLS9h3, though having five radicals, differ so little

from the preceding model, that they need no special illustration.

^BlS»XX may in some respects be considered as a verb of three
a i i

radicals, having its perfect participle JLttNtOX, and its future

VERBS OF FOUR RADICALS WITH FINAL 2.

Take for example l*>x£ to understand.

lOOAifrbffr Present Participle.

In Koordistan, instead of the above, we have ]-»0&BSLd

.

As to the substitution of O or ^ for 2, see Hoff. § 33, 3.

Preterite.
i i

1 '

The 2 is here dropped, but lengthens — into —

.

Perfect Participle.ii ii
In this participle .* is substituted for 2, and takes, in ad-

dition to its own appropriate vowel, the vowel .

)" ' " i Future.

Here the 2 is dropped in the masculine singular and in the
plural, but * is substituted for it in the feminine singular,

just as in the perfect participle.

,
'

\\ \ Imperative.

i» *
'

Note.-—This verb evidently has a relation to the ancient ^Zf9b£ f
i

but perhaps a still nearer relation to the Persian . In Bootan

we hear it thus : present participle,
;

preterite,
;

f . 5. . in
perfect participle, jfrfthfl

;
future, &3 ; 3 having the sound

of/.
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VERBS INFLECTED LIKE 2»9bjL

to paw, dig into. jXlbO to show favor (with £9 ).

jaAJk^ to clean out,become clean. ?VjQ3^0 to "despise.
»* ' »' i

}fOf to howl. >LOOJQP to twitter, to peep.

j>S>y to paw into. jjjAfcX to deceive.

to go round, surround. }fSl£ to cut up.

]\\*% to switch, be switched. %&X& to rinse.

jLdSkA to bedaub, be bedaubed. j| to search.

^O^j to

to

h^r;

n Koordistan,
tQ^ up or be rolled up.

%l*+SO to long after (with t& ). 3„flabX to snap (tr. and intr.).

m ' m 1

iVlVP to plaster. ZXSbX to fag out, tire out.
»» % i »» *

>L&J£9 to forget JjQDdX to nourish, be nourished.

Note.— hXiX/Vrt , which is inserted in the above list, does not

differ in pronunciation from the others, which end in 2 instead ofX

;

but the X is retained in writing out the different tenses.

When o is the second radical, from a kind of necessity,

one o is dropped in the preterite and perfect participle.

Thus, if we take to beseech, the present participle is

%AO&oi ; the preterite, tAaOb* (instead of A&OOd ) ; the

perfect participle, Z**Ob* (for Z**OOA); the future masculine,

^kol Vus ; the future feminine, ^aoi ^13 . From what has

been said in the Orthography, it will be evident why is

here used in the present participle, instead of .

Like Uoi, inflect

JAOA to chirp. 2»A*
J

t0
to bleat

}^C^O to acknowledge. Aft90A> to mew.
f^^JS

to
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CAUSATIVE VERBS.

We are now prepared to understand the formation of

Causative Verbs. Some of the simple verbs of three radi-

cals already given may be used in a causative sense, as

to strengthen, or to cause to become strong. Verbs of four radi-

cals have still oftener a causative signification ; but the
ordinary method of forming causatives is by prefixing to

the three radical letters, and then considering the verb as

one of four radicals, and inflecting it accordingly. Thus,

tV^V .̂
, when of the first class, means to go out; when of the

second class, to put out or bring out; and t^S»4*W (which is

inflected like ^•i90f), to cause to come out

The verbs which thus form causatives are very numerous,
and comprise the majority of those of three radicals in the
preceding lists. The mode of formation is quite regular,

with the exceptions hereafter to be specified ; and the mean-
ing bears in almost all cases a close relation to the meaning
of the first root. A few causatives have been placed in the

list of verbs conjugated like ^itoOf. These are either not

used in Oroomiah at all in their simple form, as to

listen; or the signification of the simple form is much changed,

as tS^tAfra to accompany, or, better, to give a start to (a trav-

eller), from i\,t4 to stretch out ; or the causative form, as

generally used, is neuter : e. g. ^*5utt to appear.

m t

Note.—~3Jb£0 was inserted in the list of verbs inflected like

^DfJSDCf , with the idea that it was not properly a causative of any

verb in the Modem Syriac. But it may be the causative of wkfl

(a verb of the second class) to squeeze in. Compare jg9U9 in the

Ancient Syriac, and y^p in the Hebrew, to tear asunder, " to bite

in malice."

When the last radical of the ground-form is 2 , the caus-

ative verb follows the conjugation of 1S»X» instead of
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^ttbscf . Thus, from JA3 to weep, we have 2&£& to cause

to weep ; and so of a great number of others.

Verbs with final X do not differ in the causative form

from verbs with final 2, except that X is retained in those

tenses where 2 is dropped, and slightly modifies the sound.

Thus from &M& we have iXaaXfra of which the present

participle is lA±J*MX$o
; the preterite, uVVSftafttt) ; the

perfect participle, X»^*ftXA2tt ; the future, frkSOOtea I\S

(masculine), ^ittX^ JIS3 (feminine).

There has been perhaps an unnecessary irregularity in

regard to verbs with initial 2. Thus, from and *o},

we have tV>7V) and ao2*9 ; while from JOJCO}, &*0{, and

t*Dj,wehave tilAte, tXflba, and As 2 is heard
II II It I HI

very feebly, if at all, it is best, for the sake of uniformity,

to drop it altogether, and treat these causatives as verbs of

three radicals, second class. The other verbs with initial 2
m I

have no causative form. The future of fl>Ojb», though

spelled regularly, is often pronounced morin.

Verbs with medial 2 of the first class sometimes drop the

2 entirely, as from ?Jf , in which case the causative i&

inflected like a verb of three radicals, second class. But it

is far more common, at least in Oroomiah, for .# to be sub-
i

stituted for 2, throughout the conjugation : e. g. X**b» of

which the present participle is }*0*>9&. Here the verb is

regularly conformed to the paradigm of ^*toC7 , and no-

thing more therefore need be said on the subject.

Verbs with medial X retain the X, and are conjugated

like yOMT.
Verbs with initial a , when used as causatives, are quite

irregular. , and *S\*, become respectively

AYte , gJlto, <S&b9, and are conjugated like verbs of the
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second class having three radicals.. >Sfc&» (toplace), however,
m it t

when it denotes to cause to sit, to locate, retains the + trans-

posed; thus, *SUte9 . becomes and will be

noticed farther on. l^flu becomes Ja&lab or 1*90^9 , the lat-

ter conforming nearly to the Ancient Syriac. See under

£&9b£ .
, , ,

4pbJ> , Via** , transpose the * and

become respectively ^9^9 , JkA^o
, , ^>9£t and

&«*9£9, and are regular in conjugation.

2^9x£ to understand, has for its causative ^3JS^9 , and is

distinguishable from to cause to cut, 6nly by a slight

difference in pronunciation.

OTHER IRREGULAR VERBS OF THE SECOND
CLASS.

VERBS WITH MEDIAL X.

One of these, and perhaps more, is inflected as a veib of

the second class, viz. to revile.

Present Participle. %*$o£*Ag Preterite.

^n30jM}»», jsJLd^ Perfect Participle. "
, " \ Future.

, ^ f Imperative.

The causative of is l\i^S9 to cause to revile.

jaJkjO^M Pres. Participle. **9bX^0£9 Preterite.

^9JkpA*9, 29bXr0^9 Perf. Participle. *^ 4
" i Future.

roL. v. 12
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Verbs three Radicals : Third Radical 2

.

These are mostly inflected as verbs of the first class, but
not all of them. As an example of the second class, we

may take l&M to deliver.

IftoAflP , Present Participle. u^^OkXD Preterite.

JLeb Via
)

Ji£a», Perfect Participle. ) " ~
" I Future.

'
'

' ^*?)
u&tt

)

Imperative.

In Koordistan the present participle is ; and it is

to be understood that in all verbs resembling this, + is there

substituted for O

.

Like JA», inflect

3*Ti\^ to select, collect

to uncover.

Idft to make pure.

}£0St to liken.

4321 to winnow,
i'

jikCf to meditate, to spell.
•

>L0Cf to narrate.
»

XbfiLd* to keep (tr.).

to broil (tr.).

>LX^ to conceal.

/nObft to sear.

jfiXfr to cover,

to cover.

>L^50 to weary.

to make alive.

% m ''

JAl to prophesy.

2j*X to render difficult,

to patch.

to divide (tr.).

2£j& to deliver (from),

to pray,

to strain.
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7 S».fl to parch (tr.). JXX, to depart.

to throw. 2 9bX to begin.
* »

iitX to liken. Z*X to tell.

ZAiX to spread. X&X to cause to adhere,
i* »

-Afofes cm the Preceding List

)\SO is a causative from to become weary. %+*&Q , a caus-

ative from to live, and ?Vft are irregular by having -* in

the perfect participle and the future feminine, thus : 1*1^0*^9

,

and in the future, fruVSO &9, hn«»fr> Ml,

k*^k£ &£l . If we do not distinguish between JmZO in the future

and subjunctive and 7 to stfn'fo, we shall be likely (in prayer,

for instance), when intending to say "O Lord, revive (or quicken)

me !" to say " O Lord, strike me !" l^i in the perfect participle is

often written as well as pronounced >&63.

Verbs of three Radicals: Third Radical X.

These verbs, when inflected as verbs of the second class,

do not differ essentially from the paradigm of verbs with

final 2. For example, »k*aJ^ to assemble (transitive).

3 ftV AiVlA^ Present Participle. >A»Vb9ftV Preterite.
I> f II, t H I t,

• > „ T^lPaHidph.^^ or ^tec&y* )
ture -

Imperative.

// 1%.

It will be noticed that X is retained throughout, and that
the perfect participle and future feminine singular (in one
form) take — as the second vowel.
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Like tibttVt inflect a causative from to know;
, tt t% "'ml "ml

t^ASP to make smooth; to pasture, from to graze;

and tihXto to cause to plaster, from £*JkX to plaster.

The irregular verb 2a2 to curdle, of the first class, has for
• ' '* •

its causative 2&JJB, and is thus inflected

:

» i

JL&OSljbS Present Participle. w^ijOk!© Preterite.
i> > i i »' i

%^»JjOA9, i-ajAS9 Perfect Pmiciple. ," ', " [Future.

,
'

m ! > Imperative.

So inflect Jill* from lSu to The verb l*3u to swear,

besides the causative 1*00^9
,

already noticed, sometimes

makes its causative in the same way. Thus we have JtoliG

,

inflected like 2ajb&

.

i

The anomalous verb 3-*l*& to c<mse to come, to Jrm<7, which

is doubtless derived from the ancient 2foA0
,
may also be

classed here. As used on the plain of Oroomiah, it is thus

inflected

:

JLttJto Present Participle. Preterite.
,« * * **

i» i« i

lL»2dOtt, Perfect Participle. 'J
', " [Future.

, > >• Imperative.

»

As used in Koordistan, its root is J^A> , which is evi-

dently from the Afel form of the ancient verb (Hoff. § 78, 3).

It is thus inflected

:
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' •
[ > Present Participle. ftftft Preterite.

, . ~ Ml
£JxUU», 2J(Ub» Perfect Participle. " ', .

"

*
# t*

,
' "

I > Imperative.

The irregular verb to flame, has loi^tt for its caus-

ative, and is thus inflected

:

>L£dC^*a Pres. Participle. tJ^tO^tOte Preterite.

>-ov*a» , ;wo»
^ ^ y J>utu, e.

,
' > Imperative.

The irregular verb to wisA, has for its caus-

ative,

I ftVH*T^9 Present Participle. %*Sk£t90£9 Preterite.

J^MSOJO , **.V30JD Perfect Participle. , "',."> Future.

,
' .If Imperative.

// »

Note.—The verb of existence ^Aere is, ^ere is wo£, is

used in the Modem Syriac differently from the idiom of the Ancient.

It will be referred to again in the Syntax.
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Imperative.4*tfl.^qi:1 $;};•(

!

Future,

1st

pers.

mase.

and

fem.

2J'J \2\3J\3JJJ\3J\3\3'

^JJJ s

J'JSJ \3JJJJJJ'

|

Perfect

Participle.

^ -3 s"3 3 *3 3 3-3.3.

|

Preterite.

[Pres.

Participle.]

Root.

,
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PASSIVE VOICE.

The Passive Voice, especially as formed by the first method
given below, is very little used in the colloquial dialect of

the people of Oroomiah. This results probably from the

warmth of their feelings, which instinctively prefers a direct

mode of expression. Where we should say "You will be
delivered," they say "(Such a person) will deliver you;"
for "You will be beaten," we generally hear the expression

"They will beat you;" and so in a great number of cases.

In the mountains, the passive voice is freely used in conver-

sation
;
and, as it is employed also in our preaching and our

books, it is desirable to become well acquainted with it.

This is, however, an easy task.

There are three methods of indicating the passive voice,

which will be in turn considered.

Method 1st.

The passive voice of any verb may be formed by prefix-

ing to its perfect participle the inflections of the root OCjii,

in its different moods and tenses. This root properly means
to remain; but, when thus employed as an auxiliary, it is

equivalent to the verb of existence. Let us take for exam*

ample the passive voice of to strike, the perfect parti-

ciple of which is , X**+Za and the infinitive passive

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

lap!*
lam struck

*~*7 rr M
(m.).

, ^ ^d We areM 1st fern. ^ V 8truck

2nd masc.
n a

^>»Y» JkLOu >LxL& 2nd fern.
i i

3rd masc.

2^-** liL Zxl2 3rd fern.

lkl£ 2nd plural,

i iC ikid 3rd plural.

VOL. V. 13



We have been accustomed to drop the 9 of the present

participle of this auxiliary.

Imperfect Tense.

struck

fa &4 l

St ^ struck.
1

fem.

jLjo was struck

Preterite Tense.

lkM?& I was struck (m.). „r
" ' tV»4 We were

^*j»*0 JkX^lstfem. " '
"

masc. i

" ' ' " ^^iftVt4 2nd plural.

uA$kXA 2nd fem. "
"

I m II

3rd masc. , t

" " U*»*f* «^MB 3rd plural.

3rd fem.
"

Sometimes u^OOf is used as the auxiliary, and we have

uJ^OOT etc.

Perfect Tense.

& iXt^ struck (m.). i^^fcix^ We have

^0b# 1st fem.

ik*£ 2nd masc. ^

"
, * X*+*ZO *£ZW J3U3 2nd plural.

5^~» JkLfiJ 2nd fem. "
"

U~*Q 1^ 3rd masc. , „ .

" «' , ' l****9 2XhS 3rd plural.

^yJtt %xJk 3rd fem. '
"

I have been

been struck.
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Pluperfect Tense.

4

„
h ^ struck (m.)., _ ^/ * x . M ^

5^*
,

*
st êm

* We had been struck.

)

%'*~*Q fall ^hdPu 2k*4 2nd masc. , , M

ZIm^O 2jOCT ]Xk4 3rd masc.

, „ ,
' ©ber ix*4

)

Js^iOCT V*^ 3rdfe- " " Srdpi'uial.}

Future Tense.

In this tense either the future of the verb or the

future of the verb locf may be employed. The significa-

tion in either case is nearly or quite the same.

„ struck (m.). *AJk Sl« We shaI1

5^0 (LA *3 1st fem. ^ ^ -
be Struck-

2nd masc,

2nd plural.

JhXdJi I\3 2nd fem. *
"

jii**9 JCi^ Vl3 3rd masc. , 4
"

, . " uJU^IVa 3rd plural.

V~*9 l'X*S 113 3rd fem. " '

In the same way inflect

kjocrVia >u*»*9 ^ocr^ia.

Note.—There may possibly be, at times, a difference in the significa-

tion of these futures, arising from the signification, on the one hand,

of Jti^ to remain, and, on the other, of to become. Thus :

SSI he will be or continue in a state of holiness.

2X3Ob0 2oe7 &3 he will become sanctified.
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SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Here either ^Xk& or +$91 maybe used, as in the future tense.

Thus we have, for the present, or uftCf

;

// " // ft ^ o

for the imperfect, AOC7 ^UB or 2**J0 JjftCT ^OC7, in

a perfectly regular manner.

It is to be particularly observed that, where a verb is

used in both the first and second classes, with the same sig-

nification, the shade of meaning in the passive will de-

pend on which perfect participle is used in its formation.

To illustrate : hBftfj , as a verb of either the first or second

class, means to scatter seed, to sow. But iiSL*d j^Xi^ means

it was sowed or scattered, as if by itself ; while jldf021 j^A^
means it was sowed (by some individual). The signification

is sometimes, however, such that this distinction cannot be

kept up ; e. g. %XX*X& i^*^ and X*XXA& ^4 he was

grieved or sorry, there being in neither case reference to the

agent causing the sorrow. liLflUllSj^and llaoU^JL^
he was received, on the other hand, must both of them indi-

rectly refer to the agent.

Where the same word is used in both the first and second

classes, with different meanings, of course there is a similar

distinction in the passive
;

as, he was lost,

he was destroyed.

Note.—It has been sometimes supposed that ? in the ex-

pression jnfk >\*1 j^A^ , is a perfect participle. But as <p9t9 is

of the second class, and such a participle does not belong to verbs of

the second class, this expression should be translated, not, he was

made blessed, but, he was a blessed individual, )\ »a^| being an

adjective.

Note 2.—Sometimes the verb &%S is used as almost or quite
//

equivalent to the verb of existence, although the perfect participle of
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another verb is not joined with it. Thus, <^L9 ^Pu %X*& I have

remained in doubt, or / am in doubt, may be employed wherever

^Ou> would be allowable, and vice versa.

Method 2nd.

There is a curious form of the passive, in daily use among

the people, in which the verb to come is employed as

an auxiliary, and the infinitive active of another verb is

joined with it in a passive sense. We will take for illustra-

tion as before the root l**ib to strike.
»•

I am struck.

I was being struck.

I was struck.

I have been struck.

I had been struck.

I shall be struck.

The subjunctive so much resembles the indicative, that it

need not be written out.

Sometimes this form, especially in Koordistan, is a pas-

sive of capability, as, for example, X*+**o\ IXl ^ if it can

he struck, i. e. if it come into the position in which it may be

struck. This is perhaps the primitive idea of this form.
There is, however, another mode in Oroomiah of expressing

the sentiment, viz.: JjOCT where Um*o is used as

we should use strikable in English, if such a word were

allowed. So ]mLX loci J^—ifit be takable.

Method 3rd.

Instead of the form the perfect active

is often used in a passive sense. For the preceding, we thus

have ^A* ih+*lo Ihave been struck. The explanation of this
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probably is that the perfect participle is passive, as well as

active, in its meaning, while ^oJ is merely a verb of exist-

ence, 7* am .... having been struck. The pluperfect active

is also frequently used in the same way for the pluperfect

passive
;
thus, VMl ^fiu l**+zo may signify I had struck, or

I had been struck.

VERBS WITH SUFFIXES.

Although the suffix-pronouns of the Modern Syriac are

few and simple, it requires much practice to use them readily

and accurately in conversation. It will be desirable there-

fore to examine the subject carefully.

The verbal suffixes do not differ, except in one or two
instances, from those used for nouns and prepositions. A
list of them has been already given. It will now be shown
how these pronouns are suffixed to the verb in its different

inflections.

Boot ^SUQ&9 to heal.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

k ^ ^ t*+4 5 I (m.) am heal-^^«»» ing thee (m.) ^a**** \
1 am heal"

k a . yA*odfca} 1 am ^alm^ ^ *^
- <

mgyou.
rjr,

1

.
1

l thee (f.).

1 him. ^^jQ^i I a™ heal-

th CfOiOOdfea j

1^ healin£ ^ < W them.

When the person speaking is a female, we have the same

forms as above, except that is throughout substituted

for ^oJ.W *»kMk\ ^ngltW j
Thouartheal-
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Here, as before, if the nominative be feminine, is to

be substituted for XoS .

He is heal-

ing us.* 7— me.

^TT XT Mhee(m.). .4 '^^'^\Ue isheal-

lk* -^^A^i He is healing^ i^*™ 8**"^ ing you,

^77 . ^ thee(f.).

,
him. ^ «£^^eis

u
heal-

jki %^^a| I

|
e

ej

shealing
' ^< ing them.

If the agent is a female, jk* is to be substituted for jk*.

^ £ ^ M **** We are heal-

*V ^r"~ thee (m
.). . ^oiDOJQSfl) We are

^ ' OfA^ttJftia \
We are heal-<^

,

<MM
I
mg him. *j ^4»a S Weareheal-

^^4ma^e^ heal" x:
c

ins them-

' -^i-S Ye are heal-

AlT Ye are heal- < ^ i
us'

,
(ingmm. # ^ Af*i ) Ye are heal-

q\* cra*ajG«

)

Ye are heal" ing them.^ mrmm uutiw \ lng her.

*
,

f
mg me. A*7 ^*

^ mg us.

iL i^OJ^fl ?hey,areh|al
'

mg you.
,

k*»»»«»
^
mg thee (f.).

flfa^&AS $
They areheal- mg them.

m
' 7^ ^ing her.

One wbo has familiarized himself with the preceding suf-

fixes of the present tense, will have no difficulty in using
the suffixes with the imperfect, perfect, pluperfect, and
second future tenses. In every case the suffix is to be
joined with the participle, and not with the auxiliary. Take
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as examples mm h&* wCrotoOdQtf i was healing him,

1** ^AaiKXXDCWtf Aa5 healed you, OOCf utSflUEDftB

&aa? healed me, Cf0£aunpO9 Aave healed her.

Preterite Tense.

The regtilar preterite, tfcVfrlfl)ftg
?
since its appropriate

terminations so much resemble the suffix-pronouns, does

not admit of their use except in a single case. In the third

person singular masculine we may have Ut&JBMQSJie healed

him, of being substituted for the terminal 2

.

When it is desirable to employ suffixes with the preterite,

the form )tiJO is much used in Oroomiah. While

the suffixes of this tense are, in the main, like those of the

present, imperfect, pluperfect, and second future, it takes

in many cases a sliding letter ^ , and uses for the suffixes of

the third person singular VJ, and 91
'

, and of the third per-

son plural ^ and J&Vj . The future tense follows this form
of the preterite in every respect, and so too those tenses of

the subjunctive which resemble the future in their form,

except that, where iicf is used, the pronoun is placed after

it, and always takes the sliding letter ^

.

-i a •^ w m i I (m.) healed

I thee (m.). ' %AU«t4 m i u i a
' " , i f t i_ i j »Q.ftftVfrHffi^1 jSJO I healed you.

m«m w m I healed ^ . „ 7 J

*********}} free (1).

CA»dM*£ >DLd I healed him. *£4MAS %M )

m
"

„ I .
"

, ! \ I healed them
V>iXXf&a "pJB I healed her. uV^tlftl^ *pJO ) (more rarely).

When the verb has a feminine nominative of the first

person singular, we have, instead of the preceding form,

4^*fcA9 "pJB, ifcVviAfffc^ ^9LO, etc.
^» i mi i

i*^ ^AA9 )3J3
1 heaie(jst me. ^ fr^ft^f 'H^? 1 edst us -

o± (smmZ nu$
\ Jd

h
8

°u
h
>al

- ^ovSmmu *«]Thou hed.
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4 I 1 *

When the agent is a female, the form is *>MX%Mn *pJB
,

etc.

>DLA9 *p*JB He healed me. i«S *JBUQ£f ^SL0 \ .|l
ea^e^

I ii I ^ I II I v US.

w j He healed

^CT* »«3 VM
\ thee

(
m.). • « • f He healed

.^V'^^ w 15 He healed ^ ^7* you.

, ,, ^7 ( thee (f.).

I hl^
eakd ^ He healed

•4* wiLi He healed V wj^i- w m I
tliem

C£J> 7*«a pLij
her>

wL> P»9 ) (more rarely).

The form is the same as the preceding, when the nomina-

tive is the third person singular feminine, 2ifltA9 being sub-

stituted for . When the verb is in the plural, whether

it be of the first, second, or third person, its suffixes are

similar to those of the second and third persons singular

;

e. g. 0^ 4tUAA» "pJO we healed him, & ^fe4AJttdl ^9L0
»• ^ i{ » } i

K
* * i

ye healed its, >4A tfcillftflVI ^LtJ tfAey healed thee (£).

Where ^ is employed as a connecting letter, the suffix is

generally written separately from the verb, though this is

not essential.

There is a very common form of the preterite, in which
the pronoun, instead of being suffixed, as in the preceding
examples, to the verb, is embraced within it, and precedes
the terminal letters. The perfect participle of any verb
being known, the pronoun is to be suffixed to this, after the

final 2 has been dropped, and the terminations , 4joJ^

,

,
etc., added to form the different persons. After

we have simply 4jj$, etc.

The pronouns are as follows, and are evidently fragments
of the separable personal pronouns.

*— me. £JL us.

•K— thee (m.).

\f- thee (f.).

— her. them.

The pronouns for the third person singular masculine
and the second person plural are wanting; but this gives

VOL, v. 14
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rise to no practical, difficulty, as the idea may always be ex«

pressed by
^
.VKK&tf )3JB with the appropriate suffixes. From

its termination being dropped, we have tttttOtS.

Adding to this the pronoun of the first person, with the

terminations given above, we then have

:

77 I me. aaoI»»afli You healed
i Thou (f.) healedst . H , I me.

Thou (m.) healedst

, I me.

^Vd&tt&S He healed me. , , mi . , ,

// , jQ^^HQim t They healed

JjMJQaa She healed me. " '

1 me*

By a similar process, we have

:

*A*kUflUtt*9 I healed thee (mA t& VuflUCDOS \

We Sealed

; ,
v r ~ „ , I thee.

4^MOA9 He healed thee. , . . mi , , ,

lii She healed thee. " ' *
mee*

I healed thee (f.). ^ Vl4flU»03
1

We
th

h
^
aled

ji» Jta&OaS He healed thee.
, , , , „,,,,,

'
: ' ^Vm»osJ They healed

She healed thee. ' ' *
toee-

A*U»09 I healed her.
J

W^e

r

aled

^ "
f edst her. ^aJ^m^aJYou healed

^^©Oa 5 Thou (f.) heal- ^T^ T^
* her.

u-r ti -
edsther.

3^0jrpq*1 He healed her.
4 mt t , ,

' oJk&Bas J
They healed

l&*UtDaSt She healed her. ' <
her-

|
Thou (m.) heal

, . , t ( edst us.

edst us. ^ Y^g^^^ S You healed

• • # f <Thou (f.) heal- *^ . . # i < us.

? t ^ \BViflM^iT" He healed us.

^A.»ft>ft*1 She healed us. • '

They healed
ua.
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We healed
I healed them. (iViVfcCDA*!

|

^aktaauttoa
|

Th
.

ou (m#) heal

'
| edst them,

edstthem. JL^^^mmm lYoo- healed
Thou (f.). heal- ? i them.

jVfc^flLCDft fl He healed them.

J^ iilflLfDon She healed them. ' *
tJiem'

|
They healed

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE SUFFIXES OF VERBS.

It should be understood that all the suffixes given above
may be used in precisely the same manner with verbs of

both classes, whether regular or irregular. Some of these

forms, however, are not in universal use among the peo-

ple. For instance, in Tekhoma, instead of the expressions

tdOb* b»C70£OOdto9, hdOb* C7O£0OJ&9, we hear CftS wOu* >»OJQ&9,

CVS hOu 3*paflV1 . Nor do any verbs there admit of the

suffixes t*C7O and ©fd . The form ^ttiteS %JQ is neve? used

in the interior districts of Koordistan. In its place we may
hear the form of the preterite last given, which includes

the pronoun within itself; or, in case the idea could not

be expressed by that, as " I healed you (pi.)," expressions

such as ^gAoJ£l n\aaft>a3 would take its place.
• ft I H I

There are other local peculiarities in the use of the suf-

fixes, such as *-*CfoAlU# they saw Mm, on which it is unne-

cessary to dwell. The usage in our books has of late years

been quite uniform. It may, however, be remarked that

the suffixes ' etc*> are f°un(l much oftener in

the written than in the spoken Syriac of Oroomiah.

RELATION OF THE MODERN TO THE ANCIENT
VERB.

Before dismissing the Verb, it will be interesting to refer

briefly to the structure of the verb in the ancient language,
and trace, if possible, some of the changes it has undergone.
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And, first of all, it is obvious that regular verbs of three

radicals of the first class bear a strong analogy in form and
signification to the conjugation Peal. The imperative is in

both precisely the same, except that in the modern »^ is

almost universally added to the plural. We do, however,

hear in one district, Nochea, Q±*OA hear ye, OX come ye.

The perfect participle of the modern is also the same with

the passive participle of the ancient, except that it always

takes the termination 2', in accordance with the general usage

of the modern. Sometimes the ancient participle is used in

an active sense: e. g. likhAX, etc. So, much oftener,

the modern. Sometimes the ancient participle unites both

significations in the same verb, as in the case of .

So ordinarily the modern.

It also seems easy to see how the modern infinitive is de-

rived from the ancient, viz. t^JyGbd, being substituted

for so, or, rather, to being dropped, the usual 2'being added,

and the as a necessary consequence, being changed into

We thus have ;S>\,rtS

.

As to the preterite, when we find OV^ ^pJO in the ancient,

meaning "he rose to himself," i. e. he rose, who can doubt

that this is nothing more nor less than j^MLB ? So 0&
in the ancient is equivalent to ii^fX in the modern, OV^t tS*a£

to A*A* , CJJ> tCfxd to , and so on. Our mode,

however, of spelling the preterite, more correctly represents

the present pronunciation. In regard to the general idiom,

see Hoff. § 123, 6, and Nordh. § 868.

As to the future, it is very plainly derived from the pres-

ent participle of the ancient language. Any one who will

examine Hoffi § 57, 2, and compare the forms there given

with the modern, will be satisfied at once. The present sub-

junctive has of course the same origin. No trace remains

of the ancient future.
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As to the particle VlS, prefixed to the future of all verbs,

it is barely possible that it is identical with bidi, which
is employed in the same way in the Armenian verb. But

it is far more probable that it is a fragment of £S*S to wish.

In some parts of Koordistan the people use 2^3 for VV3;

e. g. »^9fa J^a / wish to sing, literally, that I may sing.

But in Tal we find a mode of speaking which seems to be

decisive as to the origin of *S23 , and also goes to show that

it should have been written 9t9 . Thus

:

3 ^9 I will sing (m.). ^ „ t

J * "*
' ^9b9f9l kl*Jk9 1st plural.

*^**a 1st fem. 7

Vl3t*0fa 2nd masc. ^OA-*9J»f3 ^O^AS 2nd pi. masc.

J*\2L*f? u*&&9 2nd fem. 2nd- P1- fem -

9J»f? 3rd masc.

^. A *-*5b2»« uibS or utibS 3rd plural,

i^f? i*^3 3rd fem. ' ' ^

In the same way the verb to wish is used as an auxiliary in

Persian, in forming the future, as J?ly> . In English also,

will and wish are in many cases identical ; e. g. What will

you f which may mean what do you wish ? So will in other
languages: vouloir, volo, fiovlofiai) which mean either to

will or to wish. Compare also the modern Greek future

Wkw yqayu, &eXw thai, etc., 1" will write, I will be. So
' '

'

too. from the ancient *0+*£o we have the modern 30m»2b
,

and from the ancient Aj**»fto
, the modern AV^D

.

". .
' " '

As to the present participle, the question may fairly be
raised, whether the prefix 9 is not really a preposition, the
present participle being in fact a verbal noun. If this idea

be correct, ^Ou XBfaLAs may be literally translated lam in

(the act of) finishing ; ^CL» 2&*£S / am in (the act of) eating.

The verb to laugh, which uses both forms ? fki^Lg and

?%n»^*1 in the present, the latter being clearly a noun, seems

to throw light on this point.
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On examining the second class of verbs of three radicals,

we see a resemblance to the conjugation Pael. Take, for

example, the verb ^P^9 (modern ^^3) to bless. In the an-

cient, the imperative is and the plural ftdb ; in the
m $ f a $

m' II I m ii t

modern, 4fc9bS
,
^ftBbB . The infinitive in the ancient is

" '»*
aA^a^o ; in the modern, lao&Ato or Xao&S, the first form

' ' i*

being no doubt the more ancient one. Here the resem-
blance in sound is very striking, and a transposition of the
O will make the written forms not dissimilar.

As to the present participle, e. g. , this may be

derived from the infinitive of Pael, and can be from nothing
else. It is therefore to be considered primitively an infini-

tive, though now used as a participle. The perfect participle

is evidently from the participle of Pael. Thus, the ancient

is JLaadtiB
, J&jfts&B ; the modern, ,

]La*aS*

.

ml mil ml m H I

O has been inserted here, but the sound is not materially

changed. The same remark applies to the preterite, which
has a derivation similar to that of the preterite of the first

class. Compare the ancient <*9£J with the modern
L m I ' II I

>Aaaaa . As to the future, a single remark may be made.

Since - - is the distinguishing vowel of Pael, it is not strange

that this should be often preferred to in the modern.

And so we find it, e. g. tSS^ and many other verbs of

the second class. The -f- is also naturally preferred in the

present participle.

Verbs of the second class often bear the same relation to

verbs of the first class that Pael does to Peal, neuter verbs

of the first class becoming transitive in the second class, as

has been already shown (Hoff. § 59).

The causative verbs, formed by prefixing to to the root,

are evidently connected, if not identical, with the participle

of Afel, or, if any one prefers, with the conjugation of Mafel.
m i m *

Thus, from the ancient tO&S , we have U9&ato : and from
£ ' m m I " * '

the modern hfiSkS, we have also dMJito . So too, from an-

cient ao*i&> modern Mw*to; from ancient AV*>to mod-
. i 1

1
a i a i

ern tSuk**to.
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While the signification of any particular verb in the an-

cient may not correspond to that of the same verb in the

modern, the general usage in regard to Afel and the modern
causative verb is the same. For instance, the Nestorians

sometimes simply change the intransitive into a transitive.

Thus, in the modern, from the intransitive #2k2J to dry, we

have f9bStto to dry, i. e. to make dry. Sometimes they change

the transitive verb into a causative, with an accusative of

the person and another of the thing
;

thus, from

to put on (clothes), we have to cause to put on;

Z^oJL OJ^ tSU&to put clothes upon him. Sometimes these

forms are used in an intransitive sense, as Afr^iP to freeze,

i***i&9 to rest; which, though they admit of a causative sig-

nification, are oftener intransitive. Compare Hoff. § 60.

We see also in the Modern Syriac traces of several of the

rarer conjugations. For example, the reduplication of a

single letter of the root : as iJbJkX, from ,from

m^Im; tUhJkj^, from *x5JK^; or the falling away of one

radical, and the reduplication of the other two ; as (Palpel)

kJO^JOp
, from AxAx , from &}X; or the addition

tt t nut it
f

of 2 to the root (in the ancient w) ; as (Pali) tekS , from

^Z&S; 23aJ», from 39y#; 2>S>^ , from : or the addi-

tion of *^to the root; as (Palen) (ancient ubi);

hJ^ , from from 2ief3; or the prefixing
N ft 1%, i% n t i

A °

of X ; as (Shafel) ASmmJE . , from A^«*
; or the prefixing

of JQ>; as (Safel) aik^ttt, from a^ikja ; probably

from 9h9U»; or the prefixing of X ; as (Tafel) icfcSkA, prob-

ably from (aAiXjil): or, in a few cases, verbs of

five radicals from verbs of three radicals, as in Hebrew, by

reduplication; as ikSIEI, from
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ARTICLE.

The Modern Syriac has properly no definite article ; but

the demonstrative pronouns OG7 masc., **Cf fern., and *&l

comm. pi. are often used as we use the definite article in

English. It need hardly be remarked that this is also the

usage of the ancient language. Compare the Hebrew arti-

cle J"J , which is no doubt a fragment of the pronoun ^TJ-J

(Nordh. § 648). Ordinary usage prefixes these pronouns to

the noun, and hardly admits of their following it.

The numeral 1** masc, fern., is also employed as an

indefinite article, in accordance with early usage. Compare

the Chaldee an^ the occasional use in Hebrew of ^JHK •

On the plain of Oroomiah, %J+ is prefixed to nouns of both

genders.

NOUNS.

The Nestorians formerly made no distinction between
nouns and adjectives

;
but, as there are many and obvious

reasons for treating them separately, the general practice of

grammarians will be followed.

GENDER.

The noun is of two genders, masculine and feminine, often

not distinguishable by their termination. Thus, a

miller is masculine, and jiiX time is feminine, though both

have the same termination ji . Only one rule of much im-

portance can be given for the gender of nouns as distinguish-

ed by their form, viz. that those which receive the ending

are feminine. This rule is nearly or quite a universal one.

a house, J^JLO^d a fist, death, and a gelding,

which are masculine, are not to be considered as exceptions

;

for in these words X is a part of the root, and not of the
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termination. The final syllable of the masculine noun is

often changed into 2x , or more rarely , to form the fem-

inine
; e. g. jatbflUrf a donkey, ^XSkddu* a she-donkey ; IttOJD

a horse, ^flPOXD a mare ; a ybx, J^lkXX a she-fox,

etc. lAOb## a serpent has for its feminine lj-*0©Ob*#, some-
.

•* ' ' '

what irregularly.

In a few nouns, the vowels are modified in the feminine

;

e.g. a dog, %S&*Sk a bitch ; a tooth, %AA a

little tooth, as of a watch-wheel, etc.

Some nouns ending in 2 are feminine ; e. g. a mill,

a hen-house. 1*4 a ^ma7

o/ cradle, {30* a manger, jASi
. » ^ ' ' *

a recess, jaaatX a ford. Also the names of females, as 1*3,

jfti, iw, etc. This rule has frequent exceptions, and

is given with some little hesitation.

A separate word is also used in some cases for the femin-

ine ; e. g. ,1 Vfal a male sparroio, iS3*&£S> afemale sparrow ;

js&XD plural (m. and f.); a male wolf 5>Soa a she*

wolf; uO^ d a male cat, ft a she-cat; l&O^ a drake,

4>330j a duck; liki a male buffalo, ^JUoJk^

a

female buffalo.

Gender distinguished by signification.—The names of males,

of nations, as Israel, Judah, etc., of rivers, mountains, and
months, of artizans, traders, and professional persons, are

masculine. So too, as in Hebrew, a multitude of material-

nouns, beginning with ja^A a body, such as those denoting

gold, silver, copper, and all the metals, excepting lead
;
wood,

stone (sometimes feminine), wool, flesh, grass, dirt, glass,

cotton, fire, lime, paper, spice, gall-nuts, copperas ; also

chair, table, book, lock, key, bread, etc.

On the other hand, all names of females, whether belong-
ing to the human race, or not ; relations of woman, such as

mother, wife, etc. ; the names of villages, cities, provinces,
countries, and islands, are feminine. The names of trees

VOI*. T. 15
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and fruits are partly masculine and partly feminine. Nouns
of capacity are generally feminine, but exceptions are not
infrequent. Abstract nouns are also in the majority of cases

feminine, beginning with 2J»03 spirit, and take for the most

part their appropriate termination or yfcLft. When
an article has two sizes, if the word denoting the larger is

masculine, that denoting the smaller or inferior is naturally

feminine ; e. g. the earthen vessels denoted respectively by

ZiLaSJ^and J^aaik,; liA and lk*>a~
;
%*ai\ and

> > tit % t

>$>&OU»X ; the copper vessels k\ and 2£dA0 : %XtO**MB a

box, and k+XLGJB a little box, etc. JuaJP and fc.l*aJP are

both feminine, but the latter does not necessarily denote a

small knife. The rule has, however, probably exceptions.

The rule in Hebrew that "members of the body by na-
ture double are feminine," has in Modern Syriac some ex-
ceptions, although the words used to express elbow, knee,
heel, ear, hand, foot, thigh, shoulder-blade, eye, cheek, etc.,

are evidence of its existence.

Some nouns are used by the people of one district as mas-

culine, and by those of another as feminine : as looy the air,

or the weather. In the plural, there is generally no distinc-

tion of genders.

The above rules and suggestions may be of some use to

the learner, and are the result, however unsatisfactory they
may be, of full and careful investigation. But it should be
understood that no foreigner can speak the language cor-

rectly, without a thorough study of the subject for himself.

NUMBER.

There are two numbers, as in English, the singular and
the plural. The plural, in the case of most nouns, is

formed by changing which is ordinarily the vowel of

the last syllable, into -7-, as apart, %ZX& parts, and

placing over the word the two square dots now called ? ftJED

,

but m the ancient language oftener w»09& . In a similar
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way, many nouns which do not in the singular terminate in

2 form their plural by adding 2
^

; e. g. Vl^So a people, plu-

ral 5^*Sb . These nouns are mostly of foreign origin.
« i ^

Nouns ending in 2x form their plurals by changing that

termination into 2fc* , and more rarely into 2XO or 2XA

.

Thus, V\|i fruit, %iAOSJj^ fruits; a cave,

caves : IX&XD a lip, IXoAXD lips; 2*a*S a woman,
ji I II II |« II ml
mm', *

2XN£*a women. In some cases, where the plural is formed

by adding 2A.O , the original X is retained, and especially

if it forms a part of the root. We thus have, from %A a

face, %&X& , and not 24Mk& ; from %*S$ a house, ^joVuS
;

*'t i i mm '* , * *'

from lb*** a sister, 2XA4N*; . Yet, in vulgar usage, X is

sometimes dropped from J&yttASa
>
the plural of 2&ib a vil-

lage. 2XM a yard, forms its plural irregularly, thus, i&Sp .

So a bride, 2K&»
;
%3LX a week, ihSU. ; a

' «'

burden, iMJLi. l\l an ear retains the and has for its

plural 5&JSu . The class forming the plural in lb* is very

numerous, and comprises the greater part of the feminine

nouns in 2K , and perhaps all in . ^KI9|JO testimony
$ mm i ' '

has generally 2&M0MD , but admits a regular plural.

In Koordistan, the plural termination of nouns of which

the singular ends in 2X is , , or 2XX , in accordance

with the usage of the ancient language. We thus have

^ibew, etc.
» m $ ii

The plural termination %*& is by no means confined to nouns

of which the singular ends in 2X . If a word terminate in

2
}
the 2 may be dropped and Jb"^ added ; e. g. ik^ a heart,

2lic&& a river,
<
faMoj*- . If the word terminate

,1 a 1 i* 1

in 2
#
, the 2 is dropped as before, and — is changed into -2-

;
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e. g. 2ao2 a manger, JABOJGB a Aorse, ft fftft 0>

.

%Am% a recess has either 2XOO£> or 2fe0hd . If the word

terminate in a consonant, this takes and then the term-

ination is added; e. g. &*iL^a pool, foA^cfl^; y^VffifcV an
4 mm'* f t «• A » *

army, niflk fllV . But it is to be noted that lUtflLX a

mercy does not take this -i-, but makes its plural ]^YiullSk&

.

A very prevalent, but vulgar, pronunciation of plurals in

IK*
,
1x6, or 2XA, is to change the sound of IX final into

that of long e. Thus, the plural of jXPOJO is pronounced

soosawae; of Jb^B, mawae, etc.

A class of nouns by no means inconsiderable form the

plural by changing the final
2

' of the singular into 2X
; e. g.

2 £ £ f mm £ '

2dh&2 a AeeZ, fc^fr2; X**302 a road, J$-*302; a
*
" *• * *

'* * " ' *'
'

'

Chud, jXUkmmmK.

Another class change the singular termination 2 into 1* ;

or, in case the singular does not end in 2 , add Zi to it.

Examples of the first are liLdw a Held.

vision, li'ijb* : of the other, <uio£a real estate. teikVofP

;

Still another small class is characterized by the doubling

in the plural of the consonant which precedes the final 2

;

e. g. zSo&X a shirt, ]^££&X ; %hoA a nostril, ;

Some few nouns are reducible to no rule ; e. g. 2X3b3

a daughter, ^kS ; a year, %i& ; a son, JL&O&S ;

^LSJSi an egg, 2i£b; 2aA^ a husband, JmLq^ or 2£a\j
I
1 #* l' ml $' I l>

m t

^immSmmB a city, ]^L#9b^9 ; 2ik%2k a church, 2X9Jk> . Some
# t> i i» i«

|i

have Turkish plurals, with the Syriac termination added

;

e. g. 2aJ*L an island, ImiS^L . So sometimes l£j a master,
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Some nouns have two or three plurals
;

as, a verb,

iXSo, %*QO* a day, £»0», ZvSoa* , •

$* *i $* tt i> t> i» i»

It is noticeable, in regard to a number of these, that the sig-

nification changes with the form of the plural ; e. g. 5^*atiX

a grape, JSUX grapes (by the quantity), J^AiX individual

grapes ; a grain of wheat, ?ly »> wAea/ (by the quan-

tity), fo ^iu grains of wheat So J^^Ojg a sAoe, l^Og,

^I^Om
; ffiib^TUrf a &eac?

;
2 3bSOU* , ]^9LMu# ;

]§j£&£kd a boot,

. mm * - ', mm I ', m I mm', ', mm '

i« i% / /a, ii i (
» « /

Some nouns are used only in the plural ; e. g. %*& water,

I*** life, J iftOUrfS mercy, etc. Some, such as names of metals,

do not admit of any plural.

The plurals of most nouns must be learned by practice,

as, with the exception of those in , no certain rule can

be given for ascertaining what form the plural assumes.
The design has been in the preceding examples to give the
plurals in most common use

;
but, as every native we con-

sult thinks, of course, the custom in his own village is the
prevalent one, it is difficult to arrive at certainty. In this,

and a great number of other cases, the forty pupils of our
Seminary, who are from places widely separated from each
other, have been questioned.

CASE. CONSTRUCT AND EMPHATIC STATE.

The termination of most nouns is not affected by a change
of case. Their different relations are generally expressed
by prepositions, as in English and many other languages.
The construct state, a remnant of the ancient language,

is also found in the Modern Syriac. Some forms, as, for

instance, w^MOZ t*iS the sons, i. e. people, of Oroomiah, are

in constant use. So, too, with the nouns ending in 1*

in certain districts ; e. g. ?*nt>A a baker of bread, for

jVuAa ?V>Vi . Moreover, to a limited extent, the first
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noun changes final 2' into *-* when in the construct

state. We thus have UtiXO the bow of our Lord, the

rainbow, for fcAP ;
2jb*. Jt\& the ear of a goat, for

2&A %i . The ideas also conveyed by a large number of

our adjectives are expressed by 2&!tt , in the construct state,

prefixed to a noun. Thus, 29uhS 2a£o lord or possessor of

usefulness; 2 foro? o/" wonder, i. e. wonderful;

2a^b ford ofprice, or valuable. Compare the usage of

Anc. Syriac with 2&& , , etc. 23^9 is sometimes omit-

ted; e.g. jSL* J^AuMf 2J#ao2 the road is (lord of) fear;

?\HfcV^ 2ctf2 this is (lord of) price, i. e. dear.

As the emphatic state in Anc. Syriac gradually lost its

significance (Hoff. §109, 2), so in the Modern it has disap-

peared altogether
;

or, rather, most nouns derived from the

Ancient have assumed the emphatic form as their only form,

thus virtually annihilating it. Thus, we have now only

IvSf , , etc. So, too, the plurals and ^o3J!^0

,

the latter being in Koordistan fcdOA!kfr9

.

DERIVATION OF NOUNS.

The great majority of purely Syriac nouns in the modern
language are derived from the ancient form of the verb, and

have continued in use from early times, without any material

change. Such cases as the modern 9t£ for the ancient

£j>9&n&, need no explanation. As this subject of deriva-

tion has been fully discussed by Hoffman, §§ 87, 88, it will

be sufficient, here, to speak of it as affecting directly the

signification of nouns.

Derivation from Nouns and Adjectives.

1. Patrial Nouns.—These are formed from names of dis-

tricts, countries, etc., by changing the termination into X*i

or ll
*

;
or, in case the word ends in a consonant, by adding
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one of these terminations ; )ii is tlie most common of them.

Examples are iliid^, an inhabitant of Gawar, from aoi^;

X'kibOOmb* an inhabitant of Tehhoma, from 2&Obi#X ; £*&Ao£l

a Russian, from dO03
; X»9ujy an inhabitant of Tiary, from

iVi*^ ; 2-*OMC7 a Hindoo, from fi**^> or, better, the ancient

. See the same mode of formation in the ancient

language (Hoff. § 89, 2).

2. Diminutive Nouns.—These are formed by changing the

termination of the noun into AO , as in the ancient language.

Thus, from iiLi a boy, we have jio^J a little boy; from

a priest, XlOJUB (a term of some disrespect) a priestling;

from li-O) an old man, XioAXD a grandfather (literally, a lit-

tle old man) ; from 2A9 a father, ikais a Ztftfe /a^er. So

J^ioVlL a fo'ftfe swfer, &c!t\J*SI a m/fe. 2ao**2 and

M09b9 , which in Anc. Syriac denote, respectively, a little

brother, and a little son, have now lost their signification, and

are the most common terms for brother and son. The di-

minutive terminations mD6 , ZiOJCDO , jioao , seem now to
» it it

have become obsolete.

3. Abstract Nouns.—These are formed in a great number
of cases from concrete nouns by changing the termination

into %A\ e. g. from 2?c%» a witness, %JV*0*m testimony

;

!x£n»o2 an artificer, mechanical skill ; fromml'
^ « '

I
'

^BUdGT a physician, % a.*auac7 skill in medicine, or the prac-

tice of medicine. Sometimes the termination is changed into

%A*
, or, where the word ends in a consonant, this is added.

Thus, from ^&X3 an enemy, % (lAyiX* enmity; from
" " I I* n tl

a relative, fc«flui» IL« relationship. ]h*OM forms its deriva-

tive in correspondence with ^99b0, viz. 3^u4J3aa£.
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Note.—Sometimes these abstracts are derived from other parts of

speech ; e. g. from how much, % 0>i>frO ; from iSoJ93^

opposite, fcift AObflaft

.

This general mode of deriving abstract nouns is probably
admissible in a much greater number of words in the Mod-
ern than in the Ancient Syriac, and is of great value for the
introduction of new terms.

In a very few cases, nouns of this termination are not

abstract. Thus, J^A*** a loom. Compare the same word

in the ancient language, denoting a shop.

Adjectives are changed in a similar manner into abstract

nouns. Thus, from t^oik^great, we have ^aV,greatness ;

from Z9t9h!B courageous, )^09t9£9 courage; from jbba high,

]gdO£03 height, etc.

Verbal Nouns.

A noun expressing the agent is in many cases formed
from regular verbs of three radicals, whether of the first or

second class, transitive or intransitive, by giving the first

radical or when the root has and adding Ja for

the termination. Take, for example, the transitive verb

htlsa of the first class, meaning, to hold. From this we

have Zvl»32> a holder, or one who holds. Take the transi-

tive verb tS&Jk, of the second class, denoting to tempt. By

the same mode of formation we have 1^3 aJk^ a tempter.

"When the verb is not transitive, the derived word partakes

rather of the nature of an adjective than of a noun ; e. g. from

%\^* to be or become lean, we have 2&9^<9 apt to become lean.

From to sleep, comes Wk&ft one who sleeps. This may

be used in construction with or without a noun; e. g.

i**2 X» O sleeping man! or, without a noun to

agree with it, ZaaUJ oJV. JlVna a sleeper in the grave.
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When a noun is derived from a verb used in both the first

and second classes with different significations, the connec-

tion only can determine the meaning of the derivative. Thus,

, when conjugated according to the first class, means

to squeeze, to escape ; and according to the second class, to save.

The derivative Ja^S*** may mean either a squeezer, one who

escapes, or a deliverer.

In the ancient language, derivatives of this form and

termination have often an abstract signification, as 2s9tS2

destruction; but this is rarely, if ever, the case in the modern.

, from to rain, is, however, sometimes used as

equivalent to 29^30 rain; e. g.

there is much rain this year. There may be other examples

of this kind.

When the verb is not a regular one, the derivative is in

some cases slightly different from the forms given above.

In verbs with medial 2 or * , as AjM , we have * for the

second radical, and the derived noun is isJUS. a2i has

Jia2a in Koordistan. In verbs with medial X , the deriva-

tive may be either regular, as from or irreg-

ular, as %ii*£Skq . In verbs with final 2 , •* takes the place

of 2, and the derivative is the same in form, whether the

verb be of the first or of the second class. Thus from lM we

have and from second class, Terbs

with final X are generally regular in forming the derivative,

when of the first class ; but when of the second class, as

tStdodkt to assemble, the derivative retains the --. We thus

have JUA SftV^. The derivative of the irregular verb

or may be regular, but as spoken is VuVftl^,

.

*0£BGf and similar verbs are very regular; e. g. jJbbteCT.

?Vi\4 and verbs which are inflected like it take * ; e. g.

VOL. V. 16
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; 2e^9 makes 2aI©&» , UHo makes iCjao ,

iol* makes jiiioj*) , iXtibo makes lixtibi

.

It should be mentioned that these nouns, nearly or quite

all, form a feminine in 2x ; e. g. ikl&JSI
,
^vA.fl . The dis-

tinction may be kept up in the plural. For instance, Zx^SLo

raaZes wAo reaa
7

,
^V^aLd females who read. But this is not

the common usage.

Care must be taken not to confound l^i^ a vjorker,

with work ; li*J&£ one who commands, with lAXOOii

a commandment; %\M\A one who saves, with X±JQZO& salva-

tion; a learner, with ZiiSAo^ learning ; jliJtLi a

burner, or one who burns, with jixttL jfaeZ, etc.

The noun expressing the agent is occasionally formed by

giving to each radical and adding a terminal 2. Thus,

from 9£9f to sm^, is formed 2&bf a singer ; from to

braid, iiiaJ^a braider; from ^ reap, 2a^^ a reaper;

from to 25b5u# a digger. These nouns do not al-

low -', with their first radical, as sometimes in the Ancient

Syriac (Hoff. § 87, 11). They differ from those terminating
$ $

in 1* by denoting the habitual action or condition of the

agent. Thus H^Of may mean, simply, one who sings on a

particular occasion ; while 29Jabf denotes one who makes

singing to some extent his business. Many verbs allow

either form of derivative.

Sometimes the noun denoting the agent is formed by in-

serting O between the second and third radicals, and giving

the first and last radicals with a terminal 2 . Thus we

have, from \fr^B to kill, fl a murderer ; 7 a

slapjack, from m i>N|3 to be broad; ldoaJ& a saviour, from

bCj3j& to save ; jJfti&Jj a crower, a cock, from IbdB to call.
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No one verb, so far as recollected, admits of both the

forms last given, although we find in Anc. Syriac 2 9^9f and

2sa&>9 • This indeed is unnecessary, as, if both forms ex-

isted, each would be the synonym of the other.

These two kinds of derivatives in the modern language
never have an abstract signification, and Hoffman, § 87, 12,

probably is mistaken in saying that they have in the ancient,

quoting Xb&Al£, etc., in proof of it. We, however, translate

wC/O^o^ by CffOOjjlk-* in Acts 7 : 10, as there is here

little, if any, practical difference between distressers and dis-

tresses. The form with O does not, in the modern, take —
with its first radical ; nor is there any such distinction as in

the ancient between 2aa^ a father, and 2a a child.

Following the general analogy of the ancient language

(Hoff. 87, 3), the modern forms many abstracts, from regu-

lar verbs of the first class, by giving the second radical

and adding 2
' for the masculine and 2x for the feminine

termination. Thus, from to split, we have XA&fr

,

splitting ; from *P*& to cut, 2*i5l4, ^93l4 cutting;

from to plunder, iiiLo
, fcJ^XP

, plundering. Some

verbs use either of these forms indifferently; as Xfc&X,

%JB&\ perishing, destruction, from wfll^X to perish; but one

or the other is generally preferred. Thus, from Ot^j£ to

fight, we have fighting, but very rarely from

xai^, to marry, 23*3^ marrying, but not so often 2kaJX^

.

It is to be noted that, while the signification of the mascu-

line and feminine forms, standing by themselves, is nearly or

quite the same, their construction with other words is some-

what different. Thus, &CiX i*£S %M and jZSo* l&^X Id

convey the same idea, viz., for drinking water; and yet

jinx and fc+tlX cannot be interchanged in these expres-

sions without doing violence to the idiom of the language.
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In all oases the masculine form is the same with the infin-

itive after it has lost its prefix. Thus we have, from JkS**

to learn, XfiU-i ; from Jt£&X to hear, i*.V*ftX
, etc. A care-

ful examination of the various uses of this derivative, which
will be explained in the Syntax, leads us to suppose that it

is properly the infinitive itself.

Note.—This form is evidently traceable to the ancient infinitive.

Sehultens and some other grammarians speak of the ancient infinitive

as taking this form (Hon% p. 1*72, foot-note 2), which, if true, may
throw light on the question. Moreover, this form is used in trans-

lating such expressions as
L I* mm t tt i it It

where t is of course the infinitive. The infinitive is used in a
i i*

way similar to the so-called verbal nouns in Turkish and Persian,

which languages may be supposed to have exerted some, though

perhaps slight, influence in moulding the Modern Syriac verb ; e. g.

*^bd2 y*£&&2 for drinking (Turkish); M for doing

business (Persian). This will be farther discussed in the Syntax.

From verbs of the second class, an abstract noun is formed,

which, when regular, takes — (or -f- when the root has -J-)

on the first radical, and -7- on the second radical (unless .» fol-

lows, when the vowel is -*-), with the termination 2X. The

derivative is of course feminine ; e. g. from to de-

stroy is formed JjyJbO^iL the act of destroying ; while, as above,

3frJB&X , from to perish, signifies the consequences of

the act, i. e. destruction. From dtixS to save, to complete, is

formed 2^Mlis the act of completing or saving; while %MX&j

from t0ix& to finish, denotes simply the end. From )&9&U1

we have' fanitotj ; from 2*oi^, from 9bX^,

2XX^£; fromlA», J^JSjB); from AA9^ to assemble (tr.),

3fr*£*o^; from 2itfi, fromJLji, 5^2*; from

2c&Sk>9 , J^cji^o . *!^SfOf* also, in this, conforms to verbs

of the second class, and makes %2b£H$+ .
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NOUNS FROM FOREIGN LANGUAGES.

So many words have been introduced into Modern Syriac

from the Turkish and Persian, the latter being often intro-

duced through the Koordish, that at least an allusion should

be made to them. Among these are nouns with the Turk-
ish termination ( denoting the agent or worker; e. g.

t*d36£B9l a blacksmith, from 3AM iron; tAmtfa a shoe-

maker, from hflbaxa a shoe; n^iXV a mediator, from

an interval; udwAX) a combatant, from i^O^fll a contest

So, too, with the Persian termination ; e. g. 3JVl\£Do2

an artificer, from a2KJBM2 a master workman ; 9yi90X a pen-

itent, from iSIOX. repentance; Xftejloi^ a criminal, from sUi'

a crime. Both these classes are employed as if genuine

Syriac nouns, and may form abstracts in %A . Thus, we

have ]*y*Ob*d&0&HI the business of a blacksmith ;
j^AldkSOX

repentance, etc.

We find also occasionally the Persian termination M (^b),

denoting the keeper or possessor ; e. g. &3 a treasurer,

from or treasure; ftgbSj&X a mse man. from

hJ*tlX wisdom ; wyftQVt a merciful man, from )tf3t£l mercy.

As in Persian and Turkish, the termination (qU**)

signifies joZace. Thus, »^JQril& Arabia; +kJDQ%lGI India

;

*^AC^&9lS Europe, or the place of the Franks.

So too we find the Persian termination
( lm^), signify-

mg a vessel; as ^>WVtf a pen-case, ^Jud a tea-pot, **%AGIM

a coffee-pot, etc.

There are other terminations more rarely heard, as in

SJkJlf a goldsmith; 9bi^9X^09» a ncA man; ^aka a garden-

er ; oJ>3bii (Turkish) a native, from 9b* a ^Zace.

Perhaps it is not strange that in some instances the pre-
ceding terminations should be connected with purely Syriac
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words, as they are sufficiently numerous in the spoken lan-

guage to create a habit of annexing them without discrim-

ination. The following is an example : tfc%v»»S^ a miller

instead of £V»» V^ .

The Persian words b not, and ^ without, when prefixed

to nouns and adjectives derived from that language, retain

their original signification; e.g. AA**%& not well, unwell;

a ©7 i53 boundless.
* i'

Note 1.—It will be seen that, in some of the preceding termina-

tions, 2 has been dropped, as not being sounded in Syriac. has

also generally been written rather than «a3 .

Note 2.—While many words taken from the Persian, Turkish,

and perhaps other languages, have been barbarously mangled, some
changes are made in them in accordance with the genius of the

Syriac. Such are : 1st. The lengthening of the penult, which has

always the accent
;
e.g. grace, Syriac bJBl&X. 2nd. The

adding of
2

' as a termination ; e. g. £&5o& a picture, from the Per-

sian AjC& . 3rd. The euphonic changes of a vowel in consequence

of this termination
;
e.g. a melon-field, instead of ^XCOO^J.

4th. The substitution of £ for the /- sound wherever it occurs.

Note 3.—Notwithstanding the multitude of foreign words intro-

duced into Modern Syriac (of wrhich many more are nouns than

verbs, as is the case in the ancient language, and as we should

naturally expect), it is worthy of remark that the language has pre-

served in a good degree its identity, and its own grammatical struc-

ture. There are indeed cases where, for instance, the Turkish per-

fect participle is dragged bodily into a Syriac sentence. Thus,

j\oC7 tXSflJ^lj he became injured. So, too, the Persian k^^u3

there is not, which the Nestorians use to express annihilation
; e. g.

l^OCf he became annihilated, or he vanished. These liber-
ie '

ties, however, are not very common ; and it may safely be affirmed

that the Modern Syriac has in this respect fared better than the An-

cient did at one period, from the influx of Greek idioms. We never

find such a mingling of languages, to take an example from Sir

William Jones, as " The true lex is recta ratio, conformable naturae,

which, by commanding, vocet ad officium, by forbidding, a fraud e

deterreat
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Note 4.—We have been obliged to introduce a number of words

from the English. We, however, first draw on the Modern Syriac,

so far as in the current meaning of its words, or by accommodation,

it will serve our purpose. In case we meet with difficulty there, we
go to the Ancient, which has been very useful in furnishing us with

scientific and other terms
;

next, to the Persian or Turkish, the

former having the preference, as being by far the more cultivated of

the two
;
and, last of all, to our own language. If this is not always

the rule, it always ought to be.

COMPOSITION OF NOUNS.

The Modern Syriac, like the Ancient and the Hebrew,
does not favor the extensive use of compound words. The
influence which the study of the Greek by the Nestorians

had on their language has long since passed away ; and
though some, of the compounds formed in imitation of the

Greek are still retained, there is no tendency to increase the

number. As examples of the compound nouns now in use

may be mentioned, l^fcAjaaJ^ ivory; Z&J&ikSI an echo, lit-

erally the daughter of the voice ; Z^i^XBwS a thimble, literally

the daughter of the finger ; f&A&feSt black-faced, i.e. guilty;

white-faced, i. e. innocent Compound nouns and

adjectives have also been introduced somewhat from other

languages ; e. g. bad color; a boundary; and

^dfft^f a cellar ; all of which are from the Persian.

ADJECTIVES.

Adjectives undergo a change of termination, correspond-
ing with the change of gender and number.

GENDER.

Adjectives which are purely Syriac, and indeed nearly all

which end in 2', form the feminine singular by changing this

termination into 2iv ; e. g. 2'9l*£lX beautiful, the feminine of

which is IXbu&X
;
230^9 small, feminine 2ivaaXf

.
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A few adjectives ending in 2* form their feminine by

changing 2' into 2^. Thus, we have 2ad, feminine i%3**f

2SO& blind, feminine 2iOA ; jikSA dumb, feminine jlkSA

;

2aa£0 bold, feminine 2&9£a
; j£Ou#f energetic, fern. .

' i« # # i« i

See what is said of l##i£ , etc.. where the gender of nouns

is treated of.

The masculine and feminine plural are the same.

NUMBER.

The plural of adjectives is generally formed, like that of
regular nouns, by changing the vowel — of the last syllable

into -7-, and writing the two dots called s'amee above the

word.
There are some adjectives which do not admit of varia-

tion, either as regards gender or number; such as wuJJ^

good, late, straight, £Uk& necessary or proper,

etc. These are usually borrowed from other languages, and

do not end in 2

CASE.

Adjectives in Modern Syriac undergo no change of case.

COMPARISON.

Adjectives are not compared by a change of termination,

as in English, Persian, and many other languages. To ex-

press in Modern Syriac the idea: "This is larger than that,"

we use the phrase 2^** 2'aoJk^ icf? ^ 20f2 this from that is

great. " That is smaller than this," is expressed by the words

laaX 92*723 k*D 0Cf , the literal translation of which is

that from this is small; being used like than in English,

as in other Shemitish languages.

A comparison is also frequently made by prefixing *2d

or AAS$ to the adjective, when the idea is that of excess ; as

I^T** ^iL* ill I am stronger than thou. So
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and b*>k!> in Anc. Syr., and *)p 5

)

,

i rarely in Hebrew.

The superlative degree is expressed in several different

methods

:

1. By the article prefixed, when the connection shows
what is intended. Thus, in speaking of a family, we may

say &BI 2aaXf OC7 he is the small one, i. e. the small-

est. Compare the Hebrew (Nordh. § 790). In the Ancient
Syriac, even the article or pronoun may be dispensed with.

See 1 Sam. 16 : 11, Gen. 42 : 13. So also rarely in the Mod-
ern, as Matt. 22 : 36.

2. By the use of , uikd , or ; e. g. OCf u&d ^9

imJ&£ he is the best of them, literally, from all of them he

is good. So for u&d we mav substitute , or for kkiLsk i£9 ,

t*i£0 • e. g. OOf from them he is good. This,

it will be seen, is properly the comparative form. See an-

cient usage in Matt. 13 : 32.

3. The superlative is sometimes formed, as in the cognate
languages, when a word is repeated and put into what we

mm I

may call the genitive plural ; e. g. XxpoJO iX6X0 Holy of

holies; £*MX i*£AX heaven of heavens ; fcdOA^M IX* (anc.

^»9AX 9A^) servant of servants ; ,? *fc>\ao (ancient

? *\S>ft» ^k£9) of kings.

4. A kind of superlative is formed by adding or 1»
to the positive ; e. g. JA-*? *£U* or l3i very minute.

Sometimes both are used together, to increase the intensity

;

e. g. loU!& )L33 ^3Ld exceedingly minute.

DEBIVATION OF ADJECTIVES.

1. Adjectives are formed by changing the final 2 'of nouns

into %%'
,

or, when they do not end in 2', by adding ji*;

e. g. Jii'eja bright, from 2»0jL3 light; I'lJ^O watery, from l*Si

water; powerful, from ZS**# power; mighty,

VOL. v. 17
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from tSAlf might; UfOX dusty, from dust. This class

of adjectives is very numerous.

2. They are formed by changing the termination 2 into

or 2*1 ; e. g. from li*X peace, %A*X peaceful; from J fcftXT

heaven, )V\m1k\X heavenly ; from j&32 ear^A, ?W\a2 earthly.

3. They are formed by changing the termination of

adjectives into %*i . Thus, from IflftfrMP red, we have

W.qoSam ruddy; from 2*>A& 6Zac&, lli»OJ* blackish.

4. Diminutives, which are often terms of endearment, are

formed from adjectives in the same way as from nouns ; e. g.

tfOddb^f, from IflioXy small; JaoSlSlX, used as a noun,

little beauty, from 2xJlx beautiful ; iiaJH+p, from lOU?

minute, etc.

5. A great number of perfect participles, belonging to

intransitive verbs of the first class, are used as adjectives in

both genders and numbers : JifcuAtt decayed, from itt^tt

to decay ; ;»VfVP sick, from t^a^SP to sicken, be sick; l*Xtt

#wc&, stubborn, from iXd to 2>e £A2C&
;
stubborn; pure, from

i^i to 2>e or become pure; swee£ from to be or

become sweet. So is it in Anc. Syr. to a more limited extent

(Hoff.§87, 10).

Sometimes the adjective is distinguished from the partici-

ple by taking over its first radical ; e. g. 2 9t*^9 lean,

from to be or become lean ; while the participle is 29u^9

;

liauftlSI pleasant, from ^BLtaS to pleasing to ; the parti-

ciple is ;
so/2, from to be or become soft;

participle idwAa
;
jV^^ idle or vain, from iV^ytf to &e

or become idle or ww; participle 3V>\yi*l. Compare, in

Anc. Syr., and .
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In both these classes of verbal adjectives, the signification

sometimes differs from that of the root ; e. g. ,
which

often means slow, from ***Ji to rest, be quiet

6. Adjectives denoting quality are formed from verbs,

just as one class of nouns denoting the agent, by inserting

O between the second and third radicals and giving -i- to

the first and last ; e. g. J^oJk^ apt to learn, from AS>.V to

learn; from »\ m3 to run ; Z909bd passion-

ate, from iffdbd to £e or become angry ; 2gO£0U# sour, from

^frflu* to 6e or become sour: 23004 skittish, from 304 to or

become skittish.

The same word is frequently used both as a noun and an
adjective ; but this gives rise to no new forms, and it is easy
to know in a particular case whether the word is used as an
adjective, by the connection.

NUMERALS.

1. Cardinals.—These are so nearly like the cardinals of
the ancient language, that they may be readily recognised.
A list of them is given below, as they are used in Oroo-
miah, and printed in our books.

h** one.
• ' *

ObOXX^ eleven. t*9Ltt£w twenty-one.

two.
m * m

9JQ^t9tX twelve.
i ii

mi

twenty-two.

three. bjk±Sl±K thirteen.
i i a

uu^X thirty.
i

iki->2 four. aJQ3L3k33bZ fourteen.
i i i

u&S*2 forty.
i i

jLXdflU* five.
t

m 9
L. '

'

1 1 1

iiJtfrflU* fifty.

%Xl six. 9JQ&xVlx2 sixteen.
i i a

i i

u*VtX2 sixty.

s »

2*AX seven.
m ' '

'

t »• 1

v^SLX seventy.
* • i

%hl$Q\ eight.
m * i

adtt^fc&dOA. eighteen.
i a

u£d9& eighty.

ZdfeX nine.
m ' ''

1 % II

ifr&fcSfc ninety.
1 % II

i'LODX ten. h»Tbfl8tV twenty. 2Jsb one hundred.
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22£dU3X two hundred. 2Vtt^5UC seven hundred.

2^D ? three hundred. 2jbO ^1&^9X eight hundred.

2?.^xV3a2 four hundred. 2]£D v nine hundred.

IJJSO %k*0»* five hundred. one thousand.

2>bo J^JC2 six hundred.

Note.—In the mountains of Koordistan the cardinals still more
closely resemble those anciently used. From one to ten inclusive

they have both the masculine and feminine genders ; and in some of

them, the same apparent anomaly exists as in the Ancient Syriac

and the Hebrew (Hoff. § 99, 1, and Nordh. § 611), of masculine

numerals joined with feminine nouns, and feminine numerals with

masculine nouns. A few are given as a specimen :

Fem. Masc. Fem. Masc.

2&*# %L <*\X2

wax
// //

A « " i

4*sa2
M 1 i

*MOU»

The expressions JStalL, ^V3 J^, etc.,

like wafriaaul, 5^Vl3aJ#, etc., in Anc. Syr., denote, re-

spectively, double, triple, quadruple, etc. So we have also

Ipuj yd\ twice as much; 2a Cf l^Sy three times as much.

wix ^9 J-m , iSJy ^9^ , i^ibl ^ 2J» . etc., denote the

fractions owe half, one third, onefourth, etc. The words J^i^OX

,

i^SOa, etc., seem to have become obsolete.

The Modern Syriac uses the Persian word lo&L\(*^) time,

to express once, twice, thrice, etc. Thus, 2<fli^2J#, 2cfvi^*-*2>X,

2c&, ,?S>Va,
,
just as we find in the Ancient Syriac.

Sometimes the word VmI a foot, is used ; e. g. iXMi >L#

,

UJSi So in Hebrew D^!H. So, too, aJSub (^)
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a journey; e.g. uuJ&^ aJijEP 2ct£ , #m time (lite-

rally journey) I slept well. The Persian word (^^) *s

sometimes used in the same way.

Note.—It has been supposed that the above mentioned use of the

word foot in these languages is derived from the beat of the foot in

music. This is probably a mistake. It is applied to travelling, and
not to other things. Thus, we may say " I came two feet," i. e. two
times; but not "I read two feet." So in the Turkish, they say "I

came two roads," with the same signification. aJSjQD, as noted

above, is used in a more extended sense.

The cardinals also take suffixes
;

as, for example, *03X
or ^tliOaX both of us; ^OAOobx, *OAO*Uaix both of

t n it m it m II ii
J

you; wbbx, u*n&03X both of them; JA&ftVV^, all three of

us; ^gbAOTUnW^, all three of you ; uM&ftS^, all three of

them. Similar forms are used up to 2:xA&X
,
inclusive, and

are nearly the same in Oroomiah and Koordistan. It may
be remarked here that all of us is expressed by ^» or

^CUoikA
; all of you, by ^aoikd

,
.^oVuaij* , etc.

Distributives, as in Anc. Syr., are formed by a repetition

of the cardinal numbers ; e. g. wi'x yft\ two by two, etc.,

though they are now often connected with a, as,

So in Hebrew (Nordh. § 947).

2. Ordinals.—The original termination, which, added to

the cardinal, made it an ordinal, has been lost in Oroomiah,

with a single exception. This is XmXXJB masc, j&*SBXJB fern.,

denoting first. Sometimes we use others, as in the gram,

term third person; but they are taken

from the ancient rather than from the current usage. The
other ordinals are formed by prefixing a to the cardinal.

Thus, the third village; 2adfe*t3 jHflli^the tenth"IT,
line. This was also used in the ancient language: Matt.

16:21.
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The names of the days of the week are as follows

:

X3LXaJ* Sunday. iksMtfn l* Thursday.

JAXMX Monday. ^909b^ Friday.
» •

XatXiiL^ Tuesday. %3LX Saturday.

(]AXaJk9*2) %&XJ*j£Mi Wednesday.
i ii »•

In Koordistan, Tuesday is lixaVlikiy . The names of

the other days are the same.

ADVERBS.

The ancient termination Vu2 of adverbs is still occasion-
*

ally retained in our books, and is heard more or less in

Koordistan, but is not at all used in common conversation

in Oroomiah. Many of the adverbs and adverbial expres-

sions given below are identical with those in the Ancient
Syriac, while many others are of more recent origin, or

borrowed from other languages. An attempt is made to

classify them ; but such an attempt must always be some-
what unsatisfactory, as the same adverb in one connection

may be an adverb of place, in another, of time, etc.

m. signifies that the adverb is used only in the mountains

;

p., that it is of Persian, T., that it is of Turkish, and K., that

it is of Koordish, origin
;

A., that it is from the Ancient Sy-
riac

;
Ar., that it is from the Arabic. As might be expected,

many of these have been modified and corrupted.

1. Adverbs of Place and Order.

m I

where? where.

a. whither ? whither,

whence? whence,

here.

-a. hither, here,

hence.

below, beneath.

downwards.

4X9tj*9 a. behind.

a. backwards.

tfetOJk^ a. within.
i

this way.
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]^2dU9 a. first

XkJ* | far.

^9 J
a. from afar.

^*mJ& Ixi a. headlong.

ihboJB a. near,

^3L0 a. before.

a. forwards.

there, thither-

a. thither,

yonder.

2. Adverbs of Time.

now. after.

until now. after.

henceforth, after.

henceforth. 2b Cf 9^9 afterwards.

before now. afterwards.

Ow&2 a. to-day. ^WO%3 last year, next year.

1
then. %X%tJsi in the evening.

1Vn.<Vp j from that time. 29^*^1 quickly.

^2
j(^e„,there-

2^^ long ag0.

a. to-night. uOu 621 behold me here.

^0u2
|

when? when. p.

how long ?

if?*

3la2 5BLO
# v -

ou2 Jicf I

A.

fc

1

late.

or U>X ui*2

(as vulgarly spoken)

* >a. at what time?

M p. immediately.

J^ASI m. now.

w3Cf k. m. slowly.
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^Of p. never, ever.

J^Oy a. until.

l&Gf pi now, while as

( yet

^AfclOCy first

'' '

jLX&CFf p. always.

*X0f a \
wn^e

»
w^ile

(as yet.

i»X Jof A.j
at^at time'

6 there he is.

a little (time).

7% »< aXUS
j

presently.

. & p. sometimes,

sometimes.

/&lk«ii9 a. at last

again.

A.

iX39h£0 again.

«^UC0 m. again.

a. suddenly.
I u ii

^Vkfiolt^Jk p. & t. suddenly.

a. slowly.

2cWk,i3a> a.&p.
( many times,

( often.

fcttOM a. i
to-morrow

>
yes-

,*
"

i *
(

terday.

j to-morrow

(
(morning).

a. before,

before,

before.

J^flUS a. at first
)ZZC „ jhowoflen?

-1 j when, while,

^7 A*( etc.
I at first

j > > s $ * f^*
m. a little (while). fcifcifrXtf 2cy2fr

^9J
before now.

at dawn. a i
yesterday>

.
* 1 to-morrow.

3. Adverbs of Manner and Quality.

%2b1&l a. especially. u*£m*2 only.

?A»mQ2 so much. 9b*#i p. finally, in a word.
%, i a

7,yno2 t. topsy-turvy. mXm^ |a. more, again.

d&Ol a. also. jia^2 m. more, again.

(handbyhand)quickly. «U*2 a. as, like as,
$ $ ^ i
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mtAhll t. only.

i

(when one is called)

here I am.

tg>tt^ j then, now then,
***7 p

*
( therefore.

*X9 , kXASS p. more.

^Xl3 p. doubtless.

scarcely.

Jni^Sfcg p. perhaps.

t*&9 K.M. freely.

$ #

}A9 p. enough.

• {,} f>

p. together.

' * v how ? like as.

f 091 t. evenly, correctly.
#
*

VviCDOM p. truly.

2Cf a. yes
( ).

dQ&SCf p. in vain.

OOQdSOf p. quietly, gently.

2acn
*****
2?©?JU

so, thus,

so much,

so, thus.

so much.

• certainly (vul-

^tfOf p. also.
#

29b&C? k.m. so many.

t*JuCD0f p. easily.
#

ZoSCf k.m. in vain, freely.

m i

a Of p. exactly,

so. thus.

2iOf p. more.

k.m. certainly.

ySLa^MkS a. at last
t

^&L*9u»2 a. at last.

2£x*t1 together.

I together.

T. freely, in vain,

a little,

a very little.%1

2j#]£L*# p. in short.

let it not be so.

XVftUjj let it not be so.

%11X++ a. badly.

lcfcaSs\ m. why?

(?) a. would that.

|
yes (to a question

$ t * $ ( certainly ^vui- ,i ( y***.

,

P
"

|
garly ^tlA^Of). ^JtiJt p. certainly,

put negatively),

truly.

p. at all, not at all. 7\SJt p. to wit, namely.

18
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ft?V% > k. quite, completely,

not.

^BLA quite, completely.

i
now mucn

?
how

A
-f many?

£jt a. no, not.
i'

let it be so.

frVfrS p. truly.

• a' *

%Vj9 f. unless.

k^0UOp9 a. verily.

m. how ? how.

A^r^vr r,°
gether (vulgar

quietly.

Ms '
A -

^nlOy**& very quietly.

>L9JCD a. badly, ill.

iMj&g* k. well.

Z-*OJ3 Ar. hard.

m. quite.

Ar. never, not at all.

i

j£DObd(to) peradventure.

a. much,

with ease,

perfectly.

icfr\ %L p. a. after a sort.

would that,

truly.

• K^foA£0&&3j in truth.

w£0U*&9 p. about, nearly.

Remarks.

The preceding list of adverbs and adverbial expressions might no
doubt be extended, especially by noting down adjectives used in an

adverbial sense, such as ?So\ifl lightly, 2frOJJL heavily, etc. On

the other hand, there are no doubt words in the preceding list which
are not adverbs, and which are classed here, partly for convenience,

and partly because other grammarians have placed them here. In-

deed, without a most careful attention to derivation, one can hardly

arrive at certainty on this point. We should not criticise a Latin

grammarian for calling utinam an adverb, but we should hardly

consider the corresponding would that as an adverb. The ancient

tJfeu* (o«i ft) is no doubt a verb, and yet, as at present used, partakes

more of the nature of an adverb. It is spoken, as given above,

>L^kiQ8Urf or libJQ3u*.
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As to the derivation of these adverbs, it is by no means certain

that they are all referred to the right source, and it would occupy
much space if each one were to be discussed individually ; a few
only will be alluded to.

In the modern lang., we find l&l , XStjlb ; in the ancient,
m / /

In Koordistan, we often hear %%Gf just here; with which com-

pare l&Uf OUf (is ipse), etc., in the ancient (Hoff. § 45, Annot. 5).

Again, in the modern, we find dXSL^ ; in the ancient, m
the modern, in the ancient, is m someii a i"

parts of Koordistan pronounced 2cp?2, which probably throws

light on its derivation. 0*32, &2 may be Jioal w&2, etc.,

u*?2 being used with masculine as well as feminine nouns, as stated

previously. 2^*2 is no doubt IfJ^Jvj , a mongrel word, although

2cjA^ is now pretty well naturalized in Syriac. In the modern, we

find t£X^2
; in the ancient, u+Vbd2 . In the modern we find iXaLa

;

in the ancient, >LXb93 XU9 . We also now hear occasionally

%^-*Oa and might perhaps better be classed with verbs

than adverbs. *^+0& is regularly inflected in all the persons

and in botn numbers, like *^b* I am. Thus, VlAjoa here thou

art; Zi*OS here they are. Sometimes is joined with it ; e. g.

here he is. l^«*b
,
referring always to distant ob-

jects, can be used only in the third person ; e. g. i^Lb there she is;

lL*b there they are. fp&Qf is probably a corruption of 2£cf , and

2pel in its turn of t-*32, 23CT this. >b&oJb is probably from

spjCkJO to happen. VtO
,
etymologically speaking, should be written

with ; but as the t is aspirated in some districts, it seems most

proper to use X

.

It will of course be understood that these adverbs may many of

them be combined to form a new adverbial expression. Thus,

until, and 1^*2 where, when combined (1^2 J^Of), denote until
i i i

where, i. e. how far ?
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The Nestorians have no adverbs for almost, too much, too far, etc.

Almost is expressed by a circumlocution. Thus, if we wish to say

" he almost died " we use the phrase %kct
s
T)dk% l&tfl lk*i , lit-

erally, a little remained that he should die. So if we wish to say

" too much," we say fc&Vjft 1^L*£ t£0 2aOf more than is necessary

ox proper. Next, whether an adjective or adverb, is expressed indi-

rectly, some additional words being supplied to give definiteness to

the meaning. In hearing a class recite, if we wish to call on the

next, we say ]l£u#2 OC7 that other. Next week is %*til* ^n&X

the coming week. Last week is 2aA&tA J^JUt the week that (just)

passed. In the same way we can express last month, last year, etc.

;

though for the latter there is the word l**Offii

.

Some of these adverbs in common conversation are abbreviated,

as is the case with words in all languages. Thus, 1^** l&fa*2 where

is he ? becomes l!L*li*. ZV^&I henceforth (literally

from now to after it) becomes IjNflTlS^bo . So too, ?^ >?frfl

2afrW3& thenceforth (literally, from then to after it). These might

with propriety be written with final Of

.

A word of explanation is necessary in regard to the adverbial ex-

pressions 3*UUt and "pJlS. and "pM are properly prepo-

sitions, and have the suffix-pronouns connected with them. Thus,

to express the idea "I am going backwards," we should say

k+hhX3& J-Sf13 ,
literally, / am going towards after me, i. e.

backwards. So we say l^tf13 / am going towards

after you. The usage is the same in regard to )BLB . It is only

when the nominative and the suffix-pronoun refer to the same per-

son, that the expression can be called adverbial. Compare the use

of ^rfxO and 3XX&3 in the ancient language. (See John 18 : 6,

Lam. 1:8, Jer. *7 : 24, etc.). Instead of using the suffixes, we have

sometimes written l*0J3L^t and 2afrtaS ; and these are heard more

or less among the people.

lalS sometimes takes suffixes, as in the phrase Acf l^&l

btGf&Al^ he got wet until his here, i. e. up to a place indicated by

the hand. So does 1A3 ; e. g. *0JQ&3 enoughfor you.
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PREPOSITIONS.

It will be sufficient in this sketch of Modern Syriac gram-
mar to give a list of the most common prepositions, and
expressions equivalent to the prepositions of other lan-

guages. They are as follows :

according to.

according to.

2 2^2 a ^
(equivalent to 9^20 9

" " ( not much used).

(ft)lv3L*fft2 a. around.

tS a. in, by means of, etc.

9m£J in, by, etc.

(ft) u£f 1*91 a. along by.

G^)2 cfpl2j m. along by.

%1S p. without

about, con-
' ^.a. cerning.

(ft) S \y i » AASfj for the sake of.

, r between, in the
Wk*9 a. 5 midst of, includ-

C ing.

(ft) J&lh \
in rc^ard to

'

v - ' ( concerning.

(ft) t. among.

^ObOks a. p. over against.

ftftSf*)!

ft^3 ^oj

fc&D ftik p. except.

OkJ^ a. inside of.

a. after.

(ft) ?A^s a. in the midst of.

(ft) ^SfLOiik^M. beside,

ft a. of.

j&ft a. without,

(ft) jk^ft beside, by the side of.

{%)JLwa a. p.
j lf™

st
<
°pp°s-

j from (pronounced

until.

(ft)A&OftX** a. around.

m. for.

«^ a. to.

& towards.

JQXft towards, up to, near.

towards, up to, near.

,f*>vV ^% i away from (French

„ i . ( cfavee).

a. under.
^ • it n

^3 ]*%\j*C^ a. to the other side.

^0 a. from (vulg. w$/i).

(ft) Asa* Ar. instead of.

Ev^N^S p. except
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near.
• V a. instead of. '

„

ZaV^O J "PL*! before.

(?) iJOUfP p. on account of. jSJB ^Oj away from.

on, upon, etc. (9) tXA a. about, in regard to.

t^*J
A

"

JftonT"
1
'^^ ****** except

)0^t a. with. ^9 3b»yC except.

AoAoX A. above. A. under.

(d)^ild(3j a. in the middle of.ViA^X ^0 a. away from under.

%k for.

Remarks.

9,3, and \ never, as in the ancient language (e. g. ISOlXJ

,

, etc.), take a vowel. Several prepositions are frequently

joined together, especially if one of them is ^9 . These prepositions,

in accordance with the analogy of the ancient language, receive

suffixes, and are also followed by the separable pronouns, as in the

expression OCT? k!B t+XdOhS I askedfrom (of) him.

A number of the prepositions, when joined with nouns, require d
9

^
?
or ^0 after them, and may be considered in such cases as hav-

ing a doubtful claim to a place among prepositions. When they

take suffixes, however, these are dispensed with ; e. g. ?VfrltB

k^Ob039^ he rose against us; ^dJk£AX3 tSobBftft jV^CLB he

rose against Simon. In the last example, & is required. Those

prepositions which occasionally thus employ ft , ^ , or ^0 , have

one of these placed after them in a parenthesis in the above list.

Va^J is connected with its suffix by as sliding letters ; e. g.

^Ift VlA? on our account. So JQXd and ifftftiV
,
by ^ ; e. g.

^0>S*JCfr%\ towards thee.

wb9, kSkX, etc., are often pronounced ullit, minit, etc. The

following is probably the explanation of it. The Ancient Syriac
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idiom has been retained in the spoken language, though not intro-

duced into our books, by which the preposition takes a suffix and

a also ; e. g. ^OJk,0 C-i^O quickly pronounced will be minit umma;

&JbJL>* CjH^vk will be barit eshoo, etc. These remarks apply to

quite a number of the prepositions.

»*S %*JS$ and CftS2 C^232 are no doubt reduplications of the pre-
i i // //

position kSJ. Thus, we have in the ancient language, e. g.,

Besides «*9 we have in the modern such expressions as

6lO*ZXSL along with her, iL^oX, i&l

wall, ]^t003 oA^ 7 V aZo/agr m tfAe valley. "With these compare
' '

'

the ancient J^uOtSL* ^9LX aZow^r mtfA Jesus ; and similar ex-

pressions. Compare also Hoff. § 123, 5, a, b.

VlASJ is possibly formed from 9 and 3 , as we still find in Koor-

distan an ancient form S^OiJXSI in regard to what he said, equiva-

lent to the form used in Oroomiah, 2 9^92 XCkS. If this supposi-

tion be correct, I\Af3 should be written 30£3

.

i '

in Ancient Syriac is ui&CJ , *ft&*9 , or
S
Xl*S . \ ft flV3

and iJtObSM , like l*-*2 , may be partly Syriac and partly Persian,

the prepositions 9b9 and ft? being prefixed to Z^30*fl of the An-II ml
cient Syriac.

%h takes its suffixes in so many ways, that they are worthy of

special notice. Thus, to express in Modern Syriac for me, we may

say w>Ltt , ufa*&JJ9
, , kJtiJO and . So, for thee,

i i i" i i i i

"

4*X& ,
<jOw? ua , ^o^.a , ^ • The same

peculiarity is found in all persons and both numbers. In Koor-

distan, the people say Hh^S>^
,
<^a^^k^ , etc. ; in Bootan,

fcj^kS
,
^pJk^ ; near Mosul, wVlX

,
^A\\

.
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CONJUNCTIONS,

p. if. Jctfl a. in that, because. or.

t£o2 a. also. nevertheless. either.

5fc^
A - as - p. then, therefore. J'Via.a P. because.7 > * ? ,^

1L*2 but. ^
[that, m order that;

. f yet, but
A. <( (sometimes because, *

,
'

(
. T , , r ( yet

_ . . [sls John 4 : 22).
J

»2 A. but(awu»). ^ ^ ' A. than#
a. that not, lest.

*i A * & • * , tSCXXD p. because.
" *» t. also.

a. although. ' * Ifl i
for that

>
*

6 a. and. " 1 order that

Ar.T.5
bu
>
but .

' ' (
vet- 2f k. also.

INTERJECTIONS.

It should be understood that these interjections are not
all classical, and that some of them may be called vulgar.

But they are most of them in every-day use, and it is well
to be acquainted with them.

%l why, pretty well! tX2 hush ! }tfC7 push on

!

Ujl not I ! Oh ! Gfi9 well done ! yOww tush

!

'•
( iy,wlldone!\ . f,

OLor
,4

!

-02 woe is me!
2

, push on! ^ AR.fe^e-
', f l

away ! up ! ' rious inter-

w02 alas ' $ »
^rogative).

2C? 2a awaywithyou! ^± we)J done ,

ut*#02 huzzah, hurrah

!

w2 O!

wCp' halloo

!

i^Jjj ah me ^

i&Ott silence

!

la wonderful! ^ poh!

2CT behold! , .

>U£) pshaw!
2 Oh strange! , *

, ,

i w2Cff ho!

m3jOu2 woe is me !

2&X woe I
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SYNTAX.
It 13 by no means proposed here to reduce to a complete

system the Syntax of the Modern Syriac ; but merely to

direct attention to some of its principal features. It may
be stated, in general, that the relations in which words stand

to each other are extremely simple, and present no serious

obstacle to the acquisition of the language. The Nestorians

rarely use long or involved sentences
;
and, indeed, the de-

ficiency of their language in particles, compared with our
own, almost precludes their doing so. While the structure

of the language is thus unfitted for philosophical or mathe-
matical precision, it is in many respects an excellent lan-

guage for the business of every-day life, and we have no
reason to complain that, as spoken by educated natives, it

greatly lacks either dignity or force. It may also be added,

that, considering the scantiness of its vocabulary, we are

obliged to use circumlocutions less than would be expected.

THE ARTICLE.

It should be understood, as has been already intimated,

that there is no emphatic state of nouns in the Modern
Syriac, supplying in some degree the place of a definite

article. Indeed, multitudes of nouns have taken the em-
phatic state as their ordinary form, and there is a strong

tendency to suffix 2
' to all nouns which are derived from

other languages ; e. g. Turkish [?] jy, Modern Syriac 2^£>

a buffalo ; Persian v^wlo
9
Modern Syriac curdled

milk ; Arabic ^yX*^ , Modern Syriac £i£j&£9 poor.

In general, the pronouns OC7 , i*C7 and uAi are used for

the definite article, but with far less latitude than n in He-

brew. They are also omitted in multitudes of cases where

the is employed in English ; e. g. i Jsoiv 5^D3 %Sil

were (the) men of (the) village there? ?*bft»3 yS\ two

times in (the) day ; wAjSaJ^ l^OM ^Ow2 when (the) world

VOL. V. 19
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tempt me ; i ^0^X2 ? ?k whence came you ? 5^A*5k!B

from (the) c% ; i JJCt)OJQE)^C\-Ou» t*C7ft^Sft4 Aave ?/ow brought

him out (the) horse?

Even in cases where the article in English denotes pre-

eminence, as the su?i
t

the sky, the world, etc., the Syriac
omits it.

The definite article may be prefixed to an adjective, when
separated in construction from its noun, or referring to a

noun understood. This is quite a common idiom. For

example, 0*>%l jAx2 2a OC7 the great (man) came to-day.

In such cases the adjective is really used as a noun. In the

ordinary construction of a qualifying adjective, it never
takes the article, whether the noun it qualifies has one or

not. Such expressions as in Hebrew {"Q'lIOn yi^n ?

rW»l could not be admitted.

Note.—It need hardly perhaps be remarked tKat an adjective

used as a predicate never takes the article. This is of course founded

on the general principles of language, the predicate adjective being

abstract and in some degree indefinite. Thus, in Hebrew, Greek and

English it does not take the article ; in Anc. Syriac it does not take

the emphatic state (Hoff. § 118, 2) ; in German, Greek, etc. it is not

necessarily inflected to agree with its noun. This is also true to some
extent in Modern Syriac. Thus, we may say, for " These men are

free," either %L> iSjl VSAl 1*2 or *L %Xli 1*2; in the latter
7' »• i> * * i

1 »• '

case the adjective being in the singular.

The suffix-pronoun sometimes in a manner supplies the

place of the definite article in English ; e. g. Cji»A all

of it (the) house, the whole house, while 5^*3 denotes any

house, every house. So in Anc. Syr. (Hoff. §123,4). See both

constructions in Rom. 3 : 19, 2**4^ and Ufl^ o£*& .

The indefinite article jJ* , 2 9t** is prefixed less frequently

than our indefinite article, but more frequently than in the

ancient language (Hoff. §109, 4). Take the following as an

example of its use : a man rose

in the meeting. In the following example it would naturally
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be omitted : i l*#iaJL3 <^O^JL* Jxl*2 did you see (a i. e. any)

man on the way f Sometimes the employment or omission

of it is optional ; e. g. 2i&Sf %k JAMJB %L J^iASo he

brought a horse to sell, literally, for selling, or X&QJD jjk-» 3L0^

Sometimes wSO^d a thing is annexed to another noun

with much the force of an indefinite article ; for example,

i <fp&^**# w3h*£9 ZS&A did you see a dogf We should sup-

pose this to mean did you see a dog or any thing of the hind ?

but the natives translate it as above.
In accordance with English usage, general nouns denot-

ing material, such as wood, silver, etc., abstract nouns, and

nouns with a suffix pronoun, as y^*9 my house, do not take

the indefinite article.

EEL ATION OF NOUNS TO NOUNS.

The usages of the Modern Syriac in regard to apposition,

the government of one noun by another, etc., are so simple
that it is unnecessary to dwell on them. Two or three pe-
culiarities only will be noticed.

The noun side sometimes follows another noun in

construction, to denote direction ; e. g. JaV, 5^w*aoiS to the

city-side, i. e. in the direction of the city ; so lXk^

from the vicinity of the city. The word is also used figura-

tively; e. g. lai^laouA in respect to bread.

There is an elliptical mode of speaking in common use,

which will be understood by one or two examples. Thus,

lki2 %»*3, literally, a house, a man went, i. e. one

from each house ; 3,&jikBf liL a boy, a pen he has,

i. e. each one has one.

It has been already mentioned that the construct state is

still employed to some extent, though the tendency is to
dispense with it altogether, and use 3 in its stead, as we use
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the preposition of in English. This a is omitted in expres-

sions such as J3U2 acfX wdO^O what hind (of) man, not only

ftOfX
j but the general form, corresponding with the idiom

of the Persian and Turkish. Though educated Nestorians

generally speak with grammatical correctness, it may be

worth while to note as an exception the almost universal

use of as if it were the singular and not the plural

;

e. g. MiliS OCJ he is a son (i. e. inhabitant) of

Degala.

Nouns, as well as other words, are often repeated : (a.) to

denote distribution or variety; e. g. iSofX l"&CfX kinds,

lands, i. e. different kinds ; ZVaS colors, colors, i. e. dif-

ferent colors ; so with numerals : 20^ M* XL one, one time,

i. e. now and then ; so adverbs: Ml slowly, slowly, i. e.

little by little
;

(b.) to give intensity ; e. g. ,?S
j

y\ft

fragments, fragments, i. e., as we should say, a thousand frag-

ments ;
MS* W2> exceedingly, ?"k»i 7% »> very little indeed; (c.)

to supply the place of each, each one ; e. g. £X&2 %X*1 man,

man, i. e. each man. This last usage is rather borrowed
from the ancient language than commonly heard, but we
allow it a place in our books. In regard to the general

idiom, compare the Ancient Syriac (Hoff. §112, 2), and the

Hebrew (Nordh. § 823).

There is also a curious, though perhaps vulgar, repetition

of nouns, which is common to the Persian, Turkish, Arme-
nian, and perhaps other languages of the East. In the

repetition is substituted for the first letter of the word,

if it begin with a consonant, or S» is prefixed, if it begin

with a vowel. The idea is thus generalized ; e. g. from

1n—JS dirt we have 5^-* dirt and every thing of that

sort: from J-flL*? minute, 2LtiU20 JJtiLA every little thing,

e. g. %iLto jiLi ikbL 3ik\ Wteo j£ do not

esteem, (literally, put a price on) the trifles of the world.
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ADJECTIVES.

A qualifying adjective in Modern Syriac, in the great ma-

jority of instances, as in Ancient Syriac (Hoff. §118, 1), and

in Hebrew (Nordh. § 770), follows its noun ; e. g. %SUd> XxLl

old man, /&9ui&X ]^i»*9b&0 beautiful city. The same rule

holds where two or more epithets are joined to one noun

:

>boVo ZaoJkt V*-* 1** a large and high house. Also when the

noun has a suffix, as fc>.»0^g ^CfaftVxt his firm law. So

in the ancient language (Hoff. § 122, 3).

A few adjectives more naturally precede their nouns;

e. g. lai ,
wuJig , fc^A

, etc., the latter being called an ad-

jective, though in reality a noun (Kord. § 725, 1). Thus,

^jJXSQOM Xs& many horses, ZiiL*2 uuJlg a good tree. In

these cases iSfa JpMJ&OM and wnJlg ZiiL*2 would be also

allowable.

An adjective may be placed before its noun to give in-

creased emphasis ; e. g. l»Ji* 2 aai^ l3ft a very great stone.

Another mode of giving emphasis, is to place the adjective

at the head of the clause, and, after a brief pause, to repeat

it; e. g. 2^ iaua :ix*3lL2 z1±*> iMoJk^ z)&&Lquick
to learn, he is quick to learn; but wicked, he is wicked.

A qualifying adjective in the modern language cannot be

separated, as in the ancient (Hoff. § 118, Annot. 2), from its

noun by words such as JLfc&ef
, , etc.

An adjective used as a predicate is also almost always

placed after the noun or pronoun to which it refers ; e. g.

iSw 9b&a>Vl£» %xLl OCT thatman is rich, 2~a!»u* X*X+S
the bread is sour. The ancient language generally places the

adjective before its substantive in such a case (Hoff. §118, 2).

So the Hebrew (Nordh. § 772). An inversion of the ordinary
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construction may, however, be employed for emphasis ; e. g.

O0]f lS** 1&*A9 13 very agreeable is he, <j©fc*2J ilk* ?4i

blessed is your house.

In regard to the demonstrative adjective pronouns, when

used to qualify nouns, they are always placed before their

nouns; e. g. lAikA ltfl'1 this dog, 23Ld0u# 1*2 these donkeys,

19US 1X42 2ofl2^ to this wicked man. When the construction

is different, we have followed the idiom of the Ancient
Syriac or the Hebrew (Hoff. § 118, and Nordh. § 884).

Cardinals also uniformly precede their nouns ; in which
respect the Modern Syriac is unlike the Ancient (Hoff. § 117,

1). In the latter language they sometimes precede, some-

times follow. The Modern resembles more the Hebrew
(Nordh. § 935) and English. In this also we have at times

changed the idiom, as Gen. 11 : 1. Such expressions as

fi** u£S in the ancient language would not now

be at all allowable.

SUBJECT NOMINATIVE AND VEEB.

In general, the verb agrees with its subject nominative in

number and person. There are, however, constructions ad
sensum, as in the Ancient Syriac and most other languages,

the mere grammatical form being neglected (Hoff. § 137).

When the subject nominative is of different persons, the

rule found in Latin, Greek, and other languages, has place,

that the first person is preferred to the second, and the sec-

ond to the third. Thus, 4^92 1*1^
4

h*2 you and I will

no, »A.flfcO>>X2 OOfO JUl you and he came.

Verbs are often used impersonally, and then the feminine

gender is employed, as a representative of the neuter gender

in other languages; e. g. l iVxxV 2&ktt yi\ it drew (i. e.

it occupied) two hours, IS** l2Hk*# it is bad, i. e. a bad thing,

Afr^ iMtAf 1& it is a fear to you, i. e. you are afraid (note,

that is a vulgar and anomalous form of l*^»f ),
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kVj&Xaf it was a fear to us, i. e. we were afraid. If the

origin of the preterite tense has been correctly explained in

the Etymology, we have in this example a curious redupli-

cation, as will be seen by spelling likXjf with final Cf

,

The feminine is in such cases always preferred ; and yet,

when translating from Anc. Syr., which uses the mascu-
line as well as the feminine verb impersonally (Hoff. § 138,

3), we have sometimes followed that, rather than the spoken
language ; e. g. Matt. 13 : 40. See the same use of the fem-

inine verb as an impersonal in Hebrew (Nordh. § 737, 2).

Indeed, this disrespectful use of the feminine gender for an
indefinite thing, results from the ideas of Orientals.

Note.— al0C7 >L^t, in which case the verb is used impersonally

and in the masculine, is hardly an exception to the general rule, as

it has almost lost its power as a verb, like if=gif=give, in English.

In this connection may be mentioned such expressions

as there became to me a heart,

t*C70££L»0£9 there came on us his pity, i. e. pity for him;

where the verb seems first to be used impersonally, and
then a masculine nominative to come in as an after-thought.

This change of construction is not without its force, and
may be at times preferable to the regular form.

The nominative absolute is very common in Modern
Syriac, sometimes used emphatically, and sometimes without

any such design ; e. g. JlS** Xi&+*+ OCf : Christ, he is

mighty, 2'ibSJ^X wCfOa^2 : ^OSUS your father, his

hand will guide you, <ij'l Vl3 OCT *4o2 : >3a.tiuL 2cf2 this
" " .' . " '

Jacob, he also will go. In these cases, it is emphatic ; but it

can hardly be considered so in the following example

:

2b6? AShufcT uJ**Ol Z %J>VcV& the rivers, their course would

change, which is simply saying, 'the course of the rivers

would change.' See the same idiom in Anc. Syr. (Hoff. § 119),
in Hebrew (Nordh. § 866, 1, b.), and in other languages.
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On the other hand, the nominative is omitted altogether,

when regarded as indefinite
;

as, for example, when liil or

%Xil might be supplied. This usage, not uncommon in the

Ancient Syriac (Hoff. § 138, 4), is far more common in the

Modern, and is a substitute, as mentioned in the Etymology,

for the passive verb ; e. g. ^ ut&&Sf men oppress us,

i. e. we are oppressed.

PREDICATE NOMINATIVE.

The proper place for the predicate nominative, with its

qualifying words, is between the subject nominative and its

verb ; e. g. ^ftaoJk J^AaijX &«A*oi' drunkenness is

great folly. The rule, however, is variable. We may say,

with a kind of emphasis, /SiioJ^ J^-OaiiX J^-T J^QwOa ;

the change of the usual construction, as in other cases, giv-

ing more force to the words.

VERB %AGf TO BE.

This is rarely omitted, the Modern Syriac differing in this

respect from the Ancient Syriac (Hoff. § 146, 3), and the
Hebrew (Nordh. § 701, 1, b.). Yet we at times find such ex-
amples as the following, some of them perhaps transferred

by us from the ancient language, and others in universal

use : l**XX3i? pUJ our father that in heaven, X**&X ^ClA**£SA

that under heaven, Eph. 6 : 12, 2<#j*JJk fe i<aax\ (let there

be) glory to God, ^A*9&9 OCf he (is) calling you, 2x0 Jk^Jk*

(it is) necessary to read,

Note.—The verb of existence is not omitted with the correspond-

ing words and t&s* , nor always with tXatV . A Berson.

in assenting to a remark, often says 4p09C3U# your word, for
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OBJECT OF THE VEBB,

The objective is often denoted, as in the Anc. Syr., by ^
prefixed (vulgarly ^^), and especially when intended to

be definite ; e. g. lXi2 o'cfaA iA|m / saw (to) that man.

But in a sentence like the following; : <*aS*i*£fca£9 l^ftXft 2**

cfoH you find a purse ? it is neither needed nor allowed. In

common conversation it is also often dropped, for the sake

of brevity, where we should expect to hear it. Like in

Hebrew (Nordh. § 835), ^ does not seem to be so much a

sign of the accusative, as to be used for directing special

attention to any subject.

^ may also denote, as in Anc. Syr. (Hoff. § 114, 1),

the same relation as the dative in Western languages

;

e. g. VlmSw i*^9b3l^ I did service to the Khan;

lXA£U* OCT J^SCf give to him that apple. In this last

example, **C!fofc\JSfor him would be perhaps more common.

The idea may also be expressed without any preposition, as

in Anc. Syr. (Hoff. §122, 1) : %L U**tO*> he gave me

a watch.

Some verbs, as e. g. those of naming, clothing, anoint-

ing, asking, commanding, feeding, teaching, telling, filling,

etc., are often followed by two objects, of which one gene-

rally, though not always, signifies a person. The noun denot-

ing a person may have ^ prefixed, but the other noun very

rarely takes it, if at all ; e. g. llxxioto

he put clothes on that boy; W&Ji Vl3 uAO&bS this

my son I will call him David; iSLdUl

the field toe will make it a vineyard. The ancient language

has very nearly the same usage (Hoff. § 141, 4, 5).

It may be well to remark that in many cases, where in

English and other Western languages an object is viewed
as direct, in Syriac it is regarded as indirect, and vice versa.

VOL. v. 20
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This leads to the employment or omission of prepositions, in

a way very different from the usages of our own language

;

e. g. Win <*oJka£a you filled the vessel (with) water;

where the Syriac also admits of 9 or ^» ; la*ax ^So 2ao2

he enteredfrom (by) the door; i*C70fc4Sl ^L&OX we toldfor him;

k*9 2X03 he touched on us; ^U&s£9 2o£i if Godv
// l» // ft l» I I tt

show favor from (to) you; they will ascend

(above) us; kJX*l l^kflUta he hissedfrom my hand, i. e. he

kissed my hand. The modern language is, however, no

more unlike the English in these respects than the ancient.

PRONOUNS.

The nominatives 1*2, ttel, etc., are not generally ex-

pressed before the verb, unless for the sake of specification

or emphasis, as the terminations of the verb prevent all

ambiguity in regard to number and person. When empha-
sis is required, these pronouns are oftener placed after the

verb than before it ; e. g. t I'll « gv3AC u»30to what am I to

do
}
If i X*2 ^AmOX didyou tell

}
you? Sometimes the pro-

noun both precedes and follows : ^u#2 hSd2 ^Uf2 ^s*#2

we will go, we too.

The pronoun, used as a subject nominative, and indeed

any nominative, is occasionally separated by an intermediate

clause from its verb ; e. g. *j£lJijW : <*oAx2a ^Ld £3 : u&i

they, before you came, saw. The Modern Syriac, however,
generally favors the simplest construction.

The pronoun is often employed as an absolute nomina-
tive, in the same manner as nouns ; e. g., with the imper-

sonal verb of existence, "A jkl or Za2 foA- L there

is not to me, i. e. I have not
;

<^oA llocjf :Vla2 you,

s ', m', mm* •

there will not be to you opportunity ; %%* l9d t*Cfd£au#a : OCT
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he, his mercies are many ; ^ uMu2i jLd : ^&**2 but we,

they blame us. See Matt. 26 : 11, and compare the ancient

version. See also Hoff. § 121, 1.

It is to be noted that the very common idiom of the an-

cient language and the Hebrew, by which the pronoun takes

the place of the substantive verb, finds no favor in the Mod-
ern Syr., in Oroomiah at least, though it is said to be heard

sometimes in Koordistan (Hoff. § 121, 2). Nor is ftOf used

pleonastically in the modern as in the ancient language

(Hoff. § 123, 1) ; e. g. VlACf °^3^f >
1 Tim - 5 : 9 -

The governing noun in the modern as well as in the an-

cient language (Hoff. § 122, 2), may take the suffix which

seems more properly to belong to the noun which it gov-

erns
;
e.g. Jj^AXfcSa ^Ot*#ao2 your way of evil, or J-*#io2

^£frlAX*93
; 2 a^^id ^xitlAZo your death of the body, or

5&>A*9 • The latter forms are the more common.

It is a universal practice to use pleonastically the suffix

pronoun, followed immediately by the noun to which it

refers. Thus, >»S*»jb» / saw her, the woman;

%xil u&2
^
V t&oaa we drove them away, the men. Com-

pare the ancient CfA?2 op*&& , and many similar expres-

sions (Hoff. § 123, 3). The idea seems to be the same,
whether the pronoun is used or not. In Hebrew, this ha^
been considered an emphatic suffix (Nordh. § 866, 2, a), but
we do not so regard it as used by the Nestorians.

On the other hand, the suffix is entirely omitted when

the meaning is sufficiently plain without it ; e. g.

he came and told (it) for me.

The suffixes are in some cases used as reflexives ; e. g.

I will go and ash for me (for

myself) a booh. See an example in both Ancient and Mod-
ern Syriac, John 4 : 8.
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As the relative particle 3 undergoes no inflection, many
ideas, which we express directly in English, must in Mod-
ern Syriac be expressed by a circumlocution. A few exam-

Eles will be given below. Examples of the same kind may
e found in Hoff. § 125, Nordh. Chap. ix. and Kosen. Arab.
Gramm. Syntax, xcviii.

1. Whom.-J± J*\*lhf *pjk* Jx*0*&*A AjCDOw bdO^ jll

"/ am Joseph your brother, that ye sold me,
77

Gen. 45 : 4;

u,C70JCDl3 kA^9fb90CTA JLXif J^J lh\l this is the man that I
spoke about him.

2. Which.—laof cyaSI m* a garden that he

had planted it ; u*C70y£l uJ^wnikda fij^O the spade that I

worked with it.

8. Whose.—Z&JB uiAjB jiaaJL* %J*O.XO the Nes-

torians of the mountains, that (men) plunder their cattle.

4. Place where.—VJQgAL w^SbXft J^O a village that I un-

packed (encamped or halted) in it; ibbx JjOCP? &£*oa I**

a place that he was there.

5. Whither.—wCfOoik^ >L!B9bfii the vineyard that

you went into it.

6. Hither.—jAl^ kS^jAtoa 2*» an ox that we

brought hither.

7. Whence.— u*0701*3 Ai^ 4a ?Uft,B a weK *Aa*
l n t

* i ii I

they were drawnfrom it.

8. When.—%*&1 H*^ wCfOu^ft 1*>(L J-L a day

that in it I was lord of business, i. e. busy.

In some of the preceding cases, a may express the idea

without the pronoun or adverb following. Thus, for "a

day," etc., we may say 1**1 ^A* J&OX 29£oft I**,

there being an ellipsis of *C0Oyi2l

.
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As in the ancient language (Hoff. § 125, 1, Annot.), it may-

denote the objective case of the relative. For instance,

2fU»a wfrvftl every thing that he may see.

The relative a may often be rendered definite, as in

Ancient Syriac (Hoff. § 125, 3) and Hebrew, by w>i^d a.4 It' » I II

thing, ^BfttoGf a word, )All a man, OC7 he, etc., prefixed

:

ll&b ^UWto ]J£ do not forget the thing that he tells

;

vou do not know him
.

' * a i*

who is coming.

In Hebrew (Nordh. § 907), as in English, and in Ancient
Syriac to a very limited extent (Hoff. § 125, 4), the relative

may be omitted ; e. g. a house (which) he built two years ago.

But a seems to be never omitted in Modern Syriac, except
when used as a conjunction.

It may be well to give a few examples to illustrate the
use of the interrogative and indefinite pronouns, and the
position they occupy in the sentence. We may say either

f iiJ w?a* ibfl , or i Z^J waoto , what is this ?
i i i' i

m
i

itiL J&A3 2cf2, or i ikl 2& u4to, who is this
' ml ^ m I I

1

woman? i^XdOu ma£oVl&2, or, instead. fVvil VuOu m£*o, or
a i i i i, i

simply !*fcLOu uXo, who art thou? I u*toa 2 aok Iql,
» i i« i

or < 2ofl uAtoa lidX, or < ifoox 2©# ji^ u&doa
,

i* i t* i
m

whose ox is this ?

The interrogative pronouns may be used, as in Ancient
Syriac (Hoff. §45, 2, Annot. 4) and Hebrew (Nordh. § 921),
as indefinite pronouns. For example, in the expressions :

jik* uhl^9 2*^9u9 bdOu* 2^ 2" do not know who he is%
t* i it a |t

*

i*&^9 >V \*o V\SI OCf he will inform you who went,

%£kUJ u&*2 2^9u# i^k he did not see which (of the two) it was.

Very often jJtkl without the article is used where we
should use, in English, any one, as in the Anc. Syr. (Hoff.
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§ 127, 4) : i J^io OkSk^ 2Xi2 X*2 & $ere any one m village?

Sometimes ikii may be omitted, and yet the idea be clearly

and idiomatically expressed ; as OCfa ^»2 IXdHx^o ai^

in the school there is not like him (his like), ikil is also now

and then used to denote each one; as,

wCfO&icx^ they scattered, man (each man) to his village. So

in the ancient language (Hoff. § 127, 3). But generally,

when thus used, it is repeated, as already mentioned.

MOODS AND TENSES OF VERBS.

Though the ordinary signification of the different moods
and tenses was given in the Etymology, some additional

remarks are necessary to illustrate their use.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.—This is sometimes used : 1. As a perfect;

is readina here three

years. 2. As a future ; e. g. J-L HfiS ^Du jJSf13 we

are going after a month. So in Gen. 6 : 17, where, in the
modern language, we have the present tense, and in the

ancient the active participle.

Imperfect Tense.—This is sometimes used: 1. As a present;

e. g. iocf 9t£ktea tbcf utSw >3COJJ $ was (is) tf/*a£
II II I

'
l ± I

', I ', ,
you should preach. 2. As a future; e.g. fcfrpab*.B X&VI l^flS

was going (intending to go) in the morning; the implication

being that he is now prevented. 3. As an imperfect sub-

junc. ; e. g. %&Cf VlA^ ,7> >Vl : X&C1 VlACT iX*2 uJ&g ^ ?/

you should be a good man, you were (would be) blessed. 4. As a

pluperf. subjunc. ; e. g. ZX**» %avi*t)J*V1^ IdCf tdL&S

t£ was (would have been) better, ifyou had gone.

Preterite Tense.—1. Used as a present ; e. g., a man in dis-

tress says i*S&*9 I died, i. e. I am dead; *Aj1vm I choked,
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1. e. I am choked, or I am drowned. A boy in recitation, if

confused, will say it lost on me, i. e. I have

lost it. Ask a man how his business is to-day, and he may

reply )Xx& %sitl9! a Of it remained (remains) just so. Persons

coming to make a petition will tell us <jOJkX i*9C7

we poured (i. e. we now place) our hope on you. Compare

Anc. Syr. (Hoff. § 129, 4, b, c). Compare also Ps. 1 : 1, in the

Ancient and the Modern. The expression in the Ancient,

loc7 %2>%
, Matt. 12 : 30, may be considered equiva-

lent either to a present indicative or to a present subjunctive.

So Deut. 1 : 39, iliooJ oXfJ^ that did not (do not) know.

2. Used as a perfect; e. g. i-*?2 H\l he came now, i. e. he has

just arrived. This is the common mode of speaking. So too,

l^WttX JL^ OCf Z^-* )\ i
>VJ blessed is he that never

heard (meaning, that has never heard). 3. Used as a pluper-

fect ; e. g. iZoaVtoCI $a ZWx4a ^au2 when he (had) finish-

edfrom speaking (Hoff. § 129, 3). 4. Used as a future ; e. g.

<^oJ^QAx : i*%OA *>oA*Vo ^2 ifyou died to-morrow, you

perished (compare with the "use of the first verb Hoff. § 129,

8, c, and of the second verb, same section, 7) ; :Vkii901f ^2
L * t ' i ' t

II II I II

qjJMkXfl }pM X»a2 aoy ^ifcJCV) if you believe, Christjust now,

i. e. at this moment, received (will receive) you. This is no

doubt an emphatic future. Compare Nordh. § 966, 1, c. 5.

Used as a subjunctive present; e. g. ji>0©7 Hi ^2 if it did

not become, i. e. if it does not meet the case, equivalent to

%!>OG1 ^ (see the ancient usage, Mark 12 : 25, as follows

:

3^*5» ^9 OMM% bJb^lio , in which case the translation might

have been literal) ;

'****** 1^-* 1*?^ ^flV\V^ ^2

if you went out (set out) now, perhaps you will reach

;

^2 : 2c£: hfak^ IXAMMO lam qrop-
I %H I I II I II ,1 I I

O J.
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ing after God, ifperhaps Ifound (him). Compare the ancient

usage in Ecc. 6 : 6, 2|L*#
, where l%» expresses

the idea of contingency. 6. Used as a subjunctive imper-

fect ; e. g. £>f
2 **US : iktttoOX j£ l£*X although

the business did not finish (should not end), I shall go ;

JLftCf VlA* dOtfj ^J&AMmkQX ^ if you destroyed (should

destroy) us, you were (would be) just

The preterite seems never to be used in the modern lan-

guage for an imperative, as in the ancient (Hoff. § 129, 6). It

will not be thought strange that it is employed in such a
variety of ways in the spoken Syriac, when we consider what
an important tense it was in the structure of the old verb.

Many of the idioms mentioned above give force and vivacity

to the language. We are thus allowed to speak of events

and actions which are present or future though definite, or

future and contingent, as if they had actually transpired and
were recorded in the past. On this account the preterite is

often used in Hebrew in the language of prophecy. See also

examples of its use in conditional clauses (Nordh. § 991, 1).

The other forms of the preterite given in the Etymology,

^MiM "pM , 2*-0a&£ , etc., have substantially the same

meaning as the regular preterite, and may be used in the

same way. The first named of these is ordinarily employed
only when euphony requires it. See Etymology.

Perfect Tense.—This is used: 1. for the present; e. g.

he has sat, i. e. is sitting ; he has wept,

i. e. (often) is weeping. This usage seems to be confined to a

small number of verbs. 2. for the preterite ; e. g.

2aJW\^9 we have come (we came) long ago. This is the

usual mode of speaking. Compare what is said of the pre-

terite No. 2. 3. for the perfect passive. See Etymology,
Passive Voice. Ambiguity may sometimes arise, as to the

question whether the verb is used in an active or passive

sive sense ; but the context generally determines. We may

translate, e. g., Z^* either he is asleep, he has slept, or

he has been asleep; they have sown, or they are sown.
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Pluperfect Tense.—This is sometimes used : 1. for the im-

perfect ; e. g. %&&f JjAS he was weeping, %AVf VL*!b+ he was

sitting. 2. for the passive imperfect. This is very common.
See Etymology.

Future Tense.
—

"Whatever is peculiar in the use of this tense

will be noticed under the Present Subjunctive. The second

future is not very much used, a form of expression being

chosen which renders it unnecessary ; e. g., where in English

we might say " before you come, I shall have arrived," a

Nestorian would be likely to say *PJA ^T**
1 shall arrive before you.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.—It should be distinctly borne in mind that

what has been called in the Etymology the present subjunc-

tive, is nothing more nor less than the ancient present par-

ticiple, with fragmentary pronouns suffixed. The old future

having disappeared, this present participle, with *>C\3 pre-

fixed, becomes a future in Mod. Syr. ; with 1^ prefixed,

it becomes a future, or a generic present, expressed nega-

tively; with (ancient prefixed, it becomes a

preterite; with or wi prefixed, it becomes a generic

present ; and without a prefix, it inclines to retain its

original present signification. Eemembering these facts,

and the further fact that both in Ancient Syriac and in

Hebrew, the future was much used as a subjunctive or
conditional (Hoff. §130, 4; Nordh. §993), we shall not be
surprised to find these different meanings shading into each
other in the Modern Syriac. The following examples will

illustrate the very different uses of this tense. Question,

2 ^92 am Igoing? or may Igo? Answer,
s
tiii§2 : 2C7 yes,

you are to go, or you may go. The question may thus be
either a simple interrogatory, or a permission asked ; and the
answer is to be understood accordingly. If the answer is

"you are to go," it is really a mild imperative. Compare
our English "you may go and do so and so;

7
' when we

mean "you must go." This mode of speaking is very com-
VOL. V. 21
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mon, and in prayer is often interchanged with the imperative

in the same sentence ; e. g. 2x : ic&l X*

Lord, come and abide with us ! Compare in Anc. Syr.

1 Kings 8 : 30. Comp. also the interchange of the future

and imperative in Hebrew.

u»^b let him find, i. e. allow him to find, or he is to find.

In this case, and very often to the third person, singular and

plural, *2LOu# or wOQJtX may be prefixed ; e. g. >3LOm

let them read
)
where as above we may have the idea of per-

mitting them to read, or of directing them, the circumstances

and the connection determining what is intended. ^OA*X

let me tell you; j^OAX OJtt what can we

M-* may I die a youth, it is true (may I die young,

if it be not true)—compare the Latin "ne sim salvus," may
I perish

!

The present subjunctive may be used to express a suppo-

sition, particularly if ^ftbb a parable, a supposition, is pre-

fixed ; e. g. wCyObSaX *p&0X : ^m^9 supposition: he fin-

ishes his business, or let him finish, or grant that he finish, or

if he finish. Compare the Latin "vendat aedes vir bonus, 5 '

suppose, etc. So, too, without the word ^UEBdb ; e. g.

suppose you do not learn

your lesson, you will not go out We may in this case say, if

we choose, that ^ is omitted, as in Hebrew (Nordh. § 991,

3, a). The imperfect subjunctive allows the same idiom.

The present subjunctive is used in prohibition, where the

Ancient Syriac, the Hebrew, and the English would naturally

use the future : e. g. aISUa. %2k thou shalt not steal;

thou shalt not lie. *13U^ would mean thou wilt not steal,

or you are not in the habit qfstealing
%
and ^Ittli^^Si t& would

be an emphatic way of saying the same thing. See in Ety-
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mology a notice of this last form. This distinction it is im-
ortant to observe ; otherwise we may be led into ludicrous

lunders. Thus, a man speaking to me about his son in

my employ, says ^Lft let him not be hungry ; to whom I

reply, jL^t he will not be hungry (I will do well for him)

or he does not go hungry.

Note.—With the use of 1^ and in this tense compare fcib

and btt of the Hebrew, otf and fi^ of the Greek, and non and ne of

the Latin. It is evident, however, that the resemblance is only a
general one, and in the indicative does not hold at all.

It is to be remarked that we are not limited to the sub-
junctive present for expressing prohibitions, as those using
the Ancient Syriac (Hoff. § 130, 4, c.) and Hebrew (Nordh.

§ 1006) were limited to the future. The imperative may be

freely employed for that purpose, as do not steal,

do not go down, etc.

The present subjunctive may be used also in entreaty;

e. g. "ilHi I beg you not to lie;
S
t\ASf I beg you not

to sell, etc. Sometimes it is difficult to tell whether it is a

command or an entreaty, as, e. g., if I call to a man pursued

by a bull, ^Cl^i do not stop.

In familiar conversation the Vl3 of the future is often

omitted, and then the form becomes that of the present sub-

junctive; e. g. ^#2 : ^f2 **V»^!S if you wwh (that) I go, I

(will) go. So Gen. 42 : 36, I jfaXtok t*aflu*A^o and (will)

you take Benjamin ? So, too, Id or w2 is often omitted

;

e. g. jJocp jJL >L^ 3L2 :^ ^3 I wish (that) Imay
read, but it is not happening (coming about). Here a general
desire is expressed to learn. With this we may compare
the ancient present participle, which is also used for a ge-
neric present (Hoff. § 135, 3), as in Ecc. 2 : 14, where we must

translate the ancient w^fI by I 1& . So Is. 3 : 2 •

and many other cases. Moreover, the anc. present participle
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is used for the future (Hoff. § 135, 3), which will account for

such, cases as that given above, viz.

and perhaps some other verbs, in their ordinary use,

retain the force of the ancient participle ; e. g. ^.Vg aof

exactly now I wish, where the idea is limited to the present
moment.
The present subjunctive is occasionally used for a preter-

ite indicative, as was the present participle (Hoff. § 135, 3, b)
mi '

from which it sprung ; e. g. 9£d2 JbyQJLiO and Jesus saying
m & mi

(said) ; wOJttl they said. In these cases, the modern usage is

almost a transcript of the ancient, 3^92 being written for

9£oi, and uWl for
' ' 1

It is not strange that these different idioms lead to ambi-

guity, which no acquaintance with the language will fully

remove ; e. g. <^tt\firt ^k0 may be translated

"our sweet voices let us all raise," or a we do all raise," or

"we will all raise." The perplexity thus caused, however,
is as nothing, compared with the puzzling expressions we
often find in Hebrew.
The usages are so simple in regard to what has been

called the second present subjunctive, that no remarks need
be made about them.

In a multitude of instances, the indicative or subjunctive

may either of them be used to express an idea ; but the

subjunctive will express it as more contingent, as is true of

the German and other languages ; e. g. %&4f* m9o£0

every thing that there may be, for which we may substitute

»9*do or *XUi* . So %*k
i" I it I I II i*

m t it

or X&£> if he be here, or if he is here.

Imperfect Tense.—This is often used as an imperfect in-

dicative, in accordance with the use of the ancient present

participle, joined with ikcf , from which it took its origin

;

e. g. fibfi^BO tfttAX >6 and Jesus was walk-
° II I ** *

ing about and 'preaching.
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It is also used, as the imperfect subjunctive in Latin, for

the pluperfect ; and this is the common idiom in regard to

a verb which follows a conditional clause, and which, in

our language, would be in the pluperfect. We thus may say

JjOOy hfrxa ]\ : u*&cfrl Xaifl *fc\AC7 if you had told me, I

should not he (have been) angry ; z ]IiOAX ^2

JjOOT y&i fcXk^i if he had heard, certainly he would (would

have) come ; implying that he did not hear nor come.

This tense is also used with a negative, to imply what ought

not to be : e. g. 2awAX 1oC7 Xabf i^? w9a^9 JL#VloJ 2>*5l^
I m |» |* I II II t m

you have done a thing that should not be done. See Lev. 4 : 13,

27, and compare the Ancient Syriac.

Perfect and Pluperfect Tenses.—It is unnecessary to say any
thing further of these tenses than that they are not much
used in common conversation, the Nestorians preferring to

state their idea in another and more simple form, which they
can in most cases readily do. When they are used, they
correspond in general to the same tenses in the Latin.

Via has sometimes been prefixed to the tenses of the sub-

junctive in our books ; but this is not in accordance with
general usage in Oroomiah, and has of late been nearly or

quite dropped.

SUBJUNCTIVE AFTER PARTICLES.

Much that might be said under this head has been virtu-

ally anticipated in the numerous examples given in the pre-

ceding pages. The principal particles which may take the

subjunctive are : *J , , aX.2 , ? , J^? , ? %h , 3 ^ou2,

*a , * ^2 , a xLxd , * %ho\ , a , a ±ci , etc.

So that is expressed by ? XsttLUI
;
when, by ? U>X u*C7

,

as well as by ^flu2
;

lest, by a JLftOJ >ut , i. e. let it not be that.

As to the use of *^2 and 5*ik2 , the question whether they

are to be followed by the subjunctive or indicative present,

depends on the degree of contingency in each individual case,
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in the speaker or writer's mind; e. g. jb&ftAA jL+SLttLil uftGf ^2,

or, instead, jbOft&A k4k# iflam reading to-morrow.

*^2, with the imperfect and pluperfect subjunctive, implies

the non-existence of the action or state of the verb; e. g.

JjftCJ VlXat&l ^ if you should sicken (implying that you are

not sick now), 3AnIP %ACJ IVocf m l if you had come up (as

you have not).

As to the use of ft , it is important to observe that, like

ut in Latin, it is employed in a multitude of cases to denote
the purpose, object, or result of the preceding clause, where
in English and Hebrew (Nordh. § 1030) we should have the

infinitive : t*&jv tellfor him that he

water the horse ; jJft07 2JU»ft )^*X++ he went that he might see;

MhMhd^ba *ta9C7f »jj\x&A^ they drew trouble that they
' * * '. ' " ... .

might find him (tried to find). Observe that it is immaterial,

in this last, and many similar cases, whether we use the pres-

ent or the imperfect subjunctive, each "being alike contin-

gent. The present would, however, be generally preferred as

briefer and equally expressive, ft is very often omitted after

fi i* i ii ii i i« i ii i ti%,

tS^aikt, etc. For example, i^ClA^L* AifcVfl do you wish (th^t)

you may learn ? laJ^^^uVu* >C?i& it is necessary (that)

you write quickly, uy£J he will beg on (of)

them (that) they flee. Compare the omission of ft in the an-

cient language (Hoff. §130, 4, y; §149, 3, 5; §134, 3, a),

and also of ut in the Latin. The correspondence between the

signification of verbs in that language which dispense with

ut
f
and those in the Modern Syriac which are not followed

by ft , is quite striking.

Sometimes a clause is interposed between ft and the verb

to which it refers ; e. g.

:

oiL J-ftft uJLJA : mJQ>£9 kA- 2*)»*ac0ft : %Sj1 ***2a »is$
*

,> "i t
v « a i »• i

Kn *

J \ m which literally reads I wish that those men that I

have spoken about them be poured into prison.
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for that (tva) is in general used like J, but can only

denote the purpose or object, not the result, It is not com-

monly used in Koordistan, where 3 supplies its place.

There is the same distinction between the words

t^ig? ^flu2 and ^oJ jAoVg3 ^&flu2 that there is in Eng-

lish between the expressions " when I pray" and "when I

am praying.""

The remaining particles need no illustration. £9oJ^ and

are identical in meaning, the former being used more

in Koordistan, and the latter in Oroomiah. They corres-

pond to the ancient and , as used with the

future.

Where several tenses of the same kind are connected by

the conjunction o, if the first is preceded by^fcVS, the oth-

ers may omit it. So if la is prefixed to the first, it is un-

derstood with all. The same is often, but not always, true

in regard to those tenses which terminate in JjftCf ; e. g.

f9bd£0O fc^#2 %S he was in the habit of going and preach-hi
I y " m '

ing, where ZoCf need not be repeated after faAto . So in

the ancient language. So in the English "I will go, and

(will) call them, and (will) have a talk."

INFINITIVE,

The absolute infinitive, joined with the finite verb, is used

in the Modern as well as in the Ancient Syriac (Hoff. § 133),

and the Hebrew (Nordh. § 1017), to give intensity to the

idea ; e. g. John 9 : 9, where the ancient is lii >w9£9 , and

the modern 1^ l*»3b3 %£o Q̂ he is very much like, he
,t II II

'

strongly resembles. Sometimes the infinitive is used in a man-

ner different from the preceding. For example, S3S»V*ftX liL

did he not hear f To this, the answer may be as follows

:
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2^X2 j£ Xlkl U+l Z )WxkX hearing he heard,

6w£ coming he did not come. We Lave often prefixed to to

this infinitive, in accordance with early usage, and indeed
present usage among the mountains ; but it is not heard in

Oroomiah.

The infinitive with ^ is occasionally employed in the

Mod. Syr., though the subjunctive with a and a Id is gene-

rally preferred. The following are examples of its use

:

Z&Ctil& VlA there is nothing to sell: 1^ lL*l
,t I I* I ° '

|« I
V

I |»

we poured hand to go, i. e. we set out ; i ? »i^llS ^oJbtX2

did you come to hear ? In these examples, a with the sub-

junctive may also be employed, according to usage in Oroo-

miah. In some parts of Koordistan, however, S is used
much more than here in Oroomiah, and especially when,
as in these cases, it has no object expressed after it. Thus,

they say i jlVfrittS ^oJ^X2 , but, with an object following,

i /Sfcf9bd£9 ^ClikMXft 5jja\x2, did you come to hearpreaching?

In Oroomiah, in many cases, where we should expect ^

,

some other preposition is used with the infinitive. For ex-

ample, in the sentences above we may substitute %fa with

equal propriety.

As in the ancient lang., ^9 may be used before the infini-

tive for the purpose of comparison (Hoff. § 134, 2) ; but in the

common usage without any ^ . Thus, for VlSiflD jkl

jbaiL± %6Cp*±? & , in Euth 1 : 12, we may translate

J-*OCf ^tt, or use, if we prefer, the subjunctive

ths^b ^OCja . So too, for the clause in Gen. 11 : 8,

iL&A TL%3M^k tto we may write
m I m II I

V • I
V «

So we say %s»<&g jjftttJ^g ^0 ^SAjC they ceasedfrompray-

ing; jLXaL^^XtoOlff ^9 ^*0x£ we finishedfrom trouble-draw-

ing, i. e. from being in trouble, or from taking pains

;
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iAOAX y\ 4\^>J» Nj^O you cannot hinder mefrom

telling.

The infinitive is used in other connections without a pre-

position ; e. g. JjftlSD jikx,— went to bring, where in Koor-

distan they would say lalaoL^

.

Here may properly be classed such cases as the following:

while not yet arriving, i. e. while the person

had not yet arrived; lli-* 4>CT not at all seeing, the con-

text determining who did not see. So also with suffixes

:

vjhile not seeing him. The place of these

may of course always be filled by the finite verb.

uJSL^X t^tCf fcAXjhStt uJ09O9bVt Ml they will increase in

wickedness until their perishing (Nordheimer, § 1030, 3) ;

2x3f9bS& >U^3f ^ before the sowing of the seed (Nordh.

§1030, 4, a); < jL lL 2*90**C*0 9»£4 lksU>> are making
I Allium "

thought (thinking) and speaking one (the same) ? (Nordh.

§ 1013, I. 1). So j\ lA0bX** £bJL~ digging and

watering (fields) I do not understand (Nordh. § 1013, 11. 1);

UOZf ^00^? at the time of sun-rising (Nordh. § 1030,

2, a); Jjif <^-»2 29&*»
t^*^?

^lere ™ nothing (so) bad as

committing adultery (K § 1030, 2, b); l^o'sk ?%i>^5b^ **IA3
t'% 1 1 1

for the purpose ofmaking bricks (Nordh. § 1030, 6, a).

Some of the above may perhaps be regarded by others as
participles, the 9 of verbs of the first class being dropped

;

or simply as nouns. But it seems preferable, if etymology
alone, or the analogy of the Turkish and Persian, as previ-
ously noticed, is taken into account, to call them infinitives.

However, it matters little ; for what is the infinitive but a
noun, expressing the abstract idea of the verb, without ref-
erence to tense or number or person? The references above
show that there is a striking similarity between these ex-
amples and those adduced by Nordheimer to show the use of
the infinitive in Hebrew. They might be farther multiplied.
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PARTICIPLE.

A participle, when repeated, sometimes denotes the repeti-
m I m I

tion of the action, or its continuance; e. g. 2*OijaA 2309b&&

rolling, rolling, i. e. continuing to roll. Participles are often

thus used adverbially, to qualify a verb which follows ; e. g.

*XA** jS^ntitSI ;l^*»Vfl running, running, go, i. e. as fast as

you can ; iSx2 3.an»^f ?Sh»^n!F laughing, laughing, he came,

i. e. full of glee.

Participles are sometimes used in the place of the infini-

tive, as in the ancient language (Hoff. § 134, 3, b), after verbs

denoting to begin; e. g. j^XX3 ^^S^ObX they began plucking.

is not commonly prefixed to the participle in the

Modern as in the Ancient Syriac (HofF. § 135, 5), and indeed

never in Oroomiah, although we occasionally employ it thus

in our books.

For such expressions as l&JUSI b+9bfi££ , 2c£l3 J"ftA£

,

• i> it
etc., the Mod. Syr. uses the nouns terminating in 2a; e. g.

J^aUfl? , 2q£lS XiZ&£> . We retain, however,

Jifta AXoi and its plural, for want of any suitable term in

the modern for hypocrite.

VERB OF EXISTEHCE.

&*2 and fc*^ are both used, as in the Anc. Syr., to express

the idea of possession, and that constantly ; e. g. X*2 I

have, X*2 thou hast, etc., literally, there is to me, "est

mihi." When we refer to indefinite past time, locf is to be

inserted ; as &*S there was not to us. In order to
7 v

i i

express future possession, we employ the future of the verb

loC7 ; e. £. «toJ^ k*0©7^CUI 2fOf %S& much money will be to
,1

7 ° I H t* I
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thee. So it is used for the conditional: J-^GCf ^ if there

be to her, i. e. if she have.

It may be mentioned in this connection that such forms

as the ancient **9s+l I am, it is not he, are not at

all allowable in the modern language. Nor are *U2 and

joined with participles; as ^->X*2 lAX.

ADVERBS.

Adverbs in the Mod. Syr., as in the Ancient (Hoff. § 147,

2), are often repeated, like other parts of speech, to denote
intensity. Examples have already been given.

Care should be taken not to confound Jix*#2 , used as an

adjective, with the same word used as an adverb. Thus,

y&lX*»2 ^ft&J b*OV^ means bring the other girl, while

the expression 2i£t*#2 ^as£a u*e^ means bring the girl

again.

Two negatives are very often used in Modern Syriac to

increase the force of the negative ; e. g. jJ^ u*9t&2o <*CT
$ t ^ ^ * '

#///«
we saw nothing ; %^%aSA }± <%Of I do not at all know :

^Of ^ere none a£ all. This differs from ancient

usage (Hoff. § 147, 4), but corresponds to that of the Turk-

ish and the Persian. As an example of the latter take

tNJ-o j^>- he sees nothing.

When there are several negative propositions in the same
sentence, each verb should properly have its own negative

;

e. g. »j>V\yV^ JL^O *O^n*0L& l$L they did not rise and go

out Still, if the second verb be not at all emphatic, the

second JL^ may be omitted.

PREPOSITIONS.

The most important peculiarities of these have been noted
in the Etymology. They are used very much like the cor-
responding prepositions in the ancient language.
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The phrases t»\^\ yJ^*9
,
^ftlS^S ^jfkVhfl

, etc., which

are in common use, deserve notice. We may literally trans-

late them : between me to myself, between thee to thyself, i. e. with-

out any advice or help from others. Compare the ancient

OfrsAvS fa+eyoiifcg . The modern also conforms in

other respects to the ancient u&*9; e. g. ancient CV-^O ^3,
modern 0^2o ri.oA^3 between thee and him, &m£A. how-

ever, in the modern lang. is more usually repeated
;
thus,

< o\»SO uhik*9 between me and thee. See both construc-

tions with *p3 in Hebrew (Nordh. § 1041, 1, a, b). It may
also be remarked that sometimes means including; e. g.

u&ft including all of them; /SlXflkflO %£il >^*3 includ-

ing men and women.

CONJUNCTIONS.

In the Modern Syriac h is often omitted : e. g.

2JL&2 ?>yi

wiTl focw (or) tfAree men. So in Anc. Syr. (Hoff.

§ 149, 1, b). So in the Turkish. On the other hand, it is often

repeated at the head of successive clauses ; e. g. 1*2 ^»^1*2 ^
either I or you. Compare ol o2 in Ancient Syriac.

In the same way we repeat *iio2. fiufO i£o2 lifcSi& J&02
t lit

t
t i

both the king and vizir (Hoff. § 149, 2). So with "pVf , which

corresponds to *Ao2 , and is more used by the people.

Sometimes O is omitted
;
very often, indeed, in common

conversation, a is also vulgarly substituted for O in such

expressions as t**2a fO*X Iwaz and they, i. e. Iwaz and his

companions.

PHEASES.

It will be useful to learners, and not without interest to

those who would compare the Modern Syriac with its cog-

nate dialects, to give a small collection of the peculiar
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idioms and phrases with which the language abounds.

Many have indeed already been given in the examples used

to illustrate the Syntax. Those which follow are noted

down as they occur, without any attempt at system.

}J»ao)«l *^9<2 wCtfoAoX his business will go upon the

road, i. e. will prosper ; ****ao2 OOC7 JJEJOJU^ they were

looking on my road, i. e. awaiting my arrival ; wVuj}U JSLscfmt

we gave heartfor them, i. e. comforted them ; X&*JQ Vl3 OCfl

he will eat sticks, i. e. be beaten ;
^BL# *JkA2 late care, i. e. took

i i a

pains, or had trouble; ii^OJC o'cP 2 9b^2 2^a>9 lam
pouring (putting) hand to that business, i. e. I am beginning.

This idiom is even used as follows : JtoOJboofJi 2at*2

he poured hand to speak. 2au>2 Vl2J he will throw off

liand from us, i. e. will withdraw countenance or support

;

%UB 3 JXft the head of the nest, applied to the oldest child
;

]J»3d]£l ^O^Al they fell to the road, i. e. they set out;

every sheep on his own legs,

i. e. every man on his own responsibility; u*C703^1^ ?VV^M»

it arrived to his hand, i. e. it reached him ; u*C70X*l3 iikiia

it fell to his hand, at times used for what comes accidentally.

Sometimes we sav »?N it will not fall to my
hand, i. e. I cannot (do so and so). jikXaJ^ 13a it drew

much, i. e. it took much time; jifcJ he is blackfaced,

i. e. he is guilty or disgraced; he is white-faced,

L e. he is innocent ; liJ lloJO wOfdOJCft his head is hard,

i. e. he is obstinate; l^OX OCT? *0JQ Jja2 lean-

not enter before that business, i. e. I cannot undertake it
•

^^rH? ^am d°in9 hopefrom you, i. e. I ex-

ercise hope in regard to you; OOfa ^9 iV,,VH i\ wOfoxa
?Nftt his head does not go outfrom that business, i. e. he does
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not understand it, is unable to accomplish it ; **VIO»£3 ly^So j\

Icannot with him, i. e. cope with ; X^*# Z*i^9 tauaflu thefruit

has arrived, i. e. is ripe ; wOyoVlia 2xdLX ?Sl>ll„K %ab\Vf

he did thus from the root of his ear, i. e. from necessity

;

ytfaJl 1^ wOyoaOOf Aw understanding does not cut, i. e. he

does not understand ; Vt&l Jffift^t pour peace on

that man, i. e. salute him kindly ; iloa jVVV^ w>en£

i. e. he turned out, a drunkard ; ,1*1***013 2j*^ ^CUI J
urcK stfn&e Sae& on Christ, i. e. I will take refuge in, I will go to

for support
;

^ikdua your pleasure it is, i. e. let it be

as you please
;
2skOXf Act 2doi^ ^o from great to small,

i. e. all ; 2auX j i ^fttlS to strike flattery, i. e. to flatter

;

qjAMfrg you rose in his face, i. e. rose against,

were opposed to him
;

t fcliyb ? ViiSy>l it reached my soul, i. e. I

was driven to extremity ; l^L* ^&U**S& ^SlitA the cold has

smitten you, i. e. you have taken cold
; ^ u^j^O sweeten us,

i. a forgive us; JXa2 O0f3 ^0 ^VyMlt %!k I do not breakfrom

that man, i. e. I do not cower before him ; J^kJfcUl our

heart opened, i. e. we became happy ; ^Sa1& ^OOlS your

heart remained, i. e. you were not hearty (in the business),

or you were displeased ; 2a^2 )BLO it is before the hand,

i. e. at hand
;

J^SUdi wCfOJB&i his breath is ridden,

i. e. is quick, as of a dying man ; ?V\hf> t*C7&JxS his heart

burned, often in the sense of compassionating another, as,

my heart burned for him. So the Nestorians speak of the

heart as boiling, cooling, freezing, etc. The meaning of

these figures is obvious. J** luikS* nCfflAasCa his knees

are stopped, i. e* he ia wearied out; >S»0bttL# ifaikMl
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her foot is heavy, i. e. slie is pregnant ; miaiftS I^Ai itfell to

my understanding, i. e. I comprehended
;

q^ftlib%tiU1Vt^JL3

cook your words, i. e. speak with, deliberation : & &2S 2JQMJQ0
' '*

'

the horse is cooked, i. e. lie is hardened to heat and cold, etc.

;

»» f >

)aX l*a& %ll these how many years, i. e. these many years

;

JLiSdfe* 2&AX %L a ten days, i. e. ten days
; ^ttAjLfl

on your neck, i. e. the responsibility is on yon. So the phrase
a on your head." a seer of face, i. e. a time-

server
; J^k* 2x»02 he has entered upon years, i. e. he is

growing or has grown old ; ?A#»iCP %%* they are strik-

ing swimming, L e. they are swimming; 2sL&0£ Z^ sane-

tify the table, i. e. ask a blessing; ^fc*0©jf ^9 T\jL>

you have gone outfrom your mind, i. e. as we say, you are out

of your head
;
u*C?04OC7^ £fcua ^JXAOCI your under-

standing do notput on his understanding, i. e. do not compare
yours with his.

SALUTATIONS.

A few of the more common will be given below. It will
be seen j;hat some of them are rather Oriental than peculiar
to the Nestorians.

One who first speaks to another says j^kSLt peace

to thee, to which the reply is qg&SYU XLJLS inpeace thou hast

come, or, simply, Zi*X3. On taking leave, one says

3fr*ft*toa (of uncertain derivation), equivalent to

good-bye. Instead of this, we also hear 2v*XS *XA& remain

in peace. At evening, a common salutation is ^OJt^b
(may) your evening (be) 5fc?sed After a death or some
calamity has befallen a house, a visitor says to the inmate

Z^o? ^|AX) may head be comfortable, or com-

forted. When a man puts on a new coat, his friend says to
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him /SLa**aS llooy may it be blessed. On receiving a favor,

one replies ?frfluftt*1 *taC7, where seems to be

nearly equivalent to )y »Vl may you be happy or blessed.

After dinner, the guest says to his host la&i

may God increase you. If one enters a field, he says to the

laborer may God give you strength.

At the commencement of a feast or a wedding, the invited

person says %£k*foS iacj may yowr /eastf (or wed-

ding) 5e blessed. If a host wishes to be specially polite, he

says to his guest ^ttAVvZ tX3 £Ae Aeac? 0/ my eyes,

yow Aave come. If one inquires about another's circumstan-

ces, the reply often is uui&g uAoc?2 ^ifrl^oa ^0from

your wealth (or bounty) my condition is good. Sometimes he

says "from the bounty of God and yours." An inferior,

when asked by a superior about his health, often gives no

reply except ^ffcV» your servant. A person wishing to

abase himself before another, says qjjfr iTBa 1KB may I

be your sacrifice. One, on seeing something wonderful, often

exclaims 2cj&2\ ^UOAX^V glory to God! When he wishes

to commend another, he says may your soul

be sound, equivalent to bravo.

POETRY.

We have made some attempts, and, as we think, not un-

successfully, to introduce sacred poetry into the Modern
Syriac. The language is sufficiently flexible and sufficiently

imaginative, and we have already quite a collection of

hymns, both original and translated. The following is a

translation of Cowper's beautiful hymn, u There is a foun-

tain filled with blood," which seems to have lost none of its

beauty in this strange dress.
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2

: I^Aso Hop p» *ku2 iLx

:ffi»V i. £a ilaa Z*W asa

w

: (m&L &2 *do2 wero^a ^»2

^0 ^fllaJl Via

a

23
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m

II I m "

u * a i i»

o

# > « « »

.T&k Z^o :&s2 Aer

John Chapter VII.

As some who may read the preceding grammar will have
no access to our books, it is not out of place to transcribe a

few verses from the seventh Chapter of John. They are a
simple and familiar translation of the corresponding verses

in the Ancient Syriac.

&km *K ****** iac? t*k**a Ul* 2
i i ti » #*

m it a ii ,»

^aa&l* .x£2of** ikiX lk%\ lis&QJtt* f
2#o : %a*i* **&x : iVftt^S

,t m , / $ i i t

*/
* m ft

"
,1 it ^t III II

tt* I a » i
* *

2»&ka 1*2 *J J*ik*23 l*m% c&
, t a • a i« # « # #* i*
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ooer& uoroVuoao*.! ida2» aaJa *o*£, or

uw^ jisf : it.<k* I y&2 9J»^ .dukx*9 Jatoaor A
til ml I II II I t

» It I

l&ibX AdLs ^99 £*2 sfrjyn l^J 1^2

1A2 ik-2 : »r^aa/a\ JlkV^k 2*20 2^ 2aaacj 9
I II I m II »• »• #

II K ti m 1 ,* ,»

* i* 1 1 » it"

ASUB : IfJX ikii± JAXtti 1± J*2 -2aZX2cr2aA JL

*i&4A 2&*2 JaI .iaa*>o*ft ik; ]A j£w

Jfttypj 4^2#2 :ft*X29 :&tt» ocr ***2

wk*lo : 2|^ks ^cros&ia oocr u>±X 2~»*ejU ZL2 J*

«»&r? OOC7 ^**2?Vu2? jttJP : ^^SiAalit^
' f I I I I II

tit 11 1 1 tt ^ »

• l' I I I m " I ,t" ,

»• « » a 1
1*

,« ,» # ,
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s " #• » # # ^ • ^ # i» #
v • //

* II II I I I " II ^ m " ^

: OCT? 2
?

xflU 2*±£J3 o'or lL2 : J*

ixi£ ^oi^o : iLLiA %L : u£2 29£»;la
« t 11 11 Hi* 11

v • // i» # ^ • *
i« > i i

lb : J^axa lio*a Vuojo 2au3X *&J& 2x&&a *Za
# II I m II 1 ^ 11

ItooJLaJL uSjL z)xa&% ihoMx ilaoc ixJ& 2J£a
i> 1 * r 1 1 i> 1 ' 11 11

"

li> f J&ixxa i*>o*a Aaourpaa 2x&a ofk&a
1
m

* 1 a 1 1 ii

user t*u& 2L2 :i3ia rtftmn &»a ^oVuocr
# ^ / * i» # fit a 1

m



APPENDIX.

It is stated on page 45 of this Grammar, that some effort

had been made to note down as many verbal roots in com-
mon use as possible, but that most, if not every one, of the

lists of verbs given were probably still incomplete. Daring

collected, which will be found classified below. Many of

these verbs we have hitherto been unacquainted with, and
every succeeding year will of course add to their number.
We may thus hope to approximate in time to a complete
catalogue of the verbal roots in the Modern Syriac.

It would be a very interesting and profitable study to

trace the roots already written down to their primitive

source, so far as it can be ascertained, and I had intended
to make such an examination. But want of leisure com-
pels me to relinquish the idea. This I regret the less, as

every oriental scholar has the means of making the examin-
ation for himself. No doubt many of these roots have been
employed in daily intercourse from remote antiquity, and
yet, as intimated on page 8, may perhaps now be written
down for the first time.

An opportunity has been afforded me of reading eighty-

eight printed pages of the Grammar and furnishing for them
a table of errata. The printing is beautiful, and much ad-

mired by us, as well as by the Nestorians, and the errors of
the press are in general unimportant. The wonder is that,

under the circumstances, they are not of a more serious
character.

It should have been stated in the "Introductory Ee-
marks," that the matrices for the Syriac types with which
the Grammar is printed were prepared by Mr. Breath, one
of my missionary associates, who has from the first superin-
tended our press, and cut with great taste and skill all our
fonts of Syriac type, except in a single instance.*

the past year more new verbs have been

D. T. Stoddard.
Oroomiah, Persia, May, 1855.

* See note at the end of this Appendix.

vol. v. 23 a

COMM. OF PUBL.
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VERBS INFLECTED LIKE bD&J^, 1ST CLASS.

x ^ C to come to nought, fade ^« 5

J
to reduce to ruins, to be-

fc^3k3 2 away (as stars before the
wD™#

^ come a ruin.

C sun
)- j Cto reduce to pulp. See

2 5 to reduce to pulp, become i^V < 2
pulp. " CXT^'

3*9 to abrade. fr*^ j

tobe courageous, to as-

^ 5 to cave m
>
as a ro0^ °f 4*

earth (also causative). to be quietj to be

k^ij^to split (tr. and intr.). ftStd to prick, to pierce.

OaJ^ to starve (intr.). to make to squint, to squint.

mSA' $ to stop one's mouth (intr.),
-J'

C to slip out of place, to dis-

^Tv to become silent. T7 ( charge a gun, to tear.

^93 to cement(cracked vessels). jg£o& to suck in (as a leech).

to floor (an antagonist). ^Tf*\ to blow,

il*'' 5 equivalent to k£f9b**. ^4
i See p. 81. "

'
ka\s t0 sPht (

tr
*
and intr')-

AXtiU> to invert.
^

w3lO to fade, bleach (intr.).

Vd S
equivalent to iSAn^lfl . ' (to stick, adhere. Like

- i Seep - 82
- " '

U?*) *k )P.71.
V //

VERBS INFLECTED LIKE UB&J4, 2ND CLASS.
u

tjfc^OtVto hiccup. tX&D to touch, feel of.

IV '

J
equivalent to >\%>S . < equivalent to .

^7?* See p. 80. " "
I See p. 82. " '

*Vcr to be stiii. $
t0 make dam

?'
be damP-

See^DUAaa.
fvAS^, to incite (to a contest). m

"
, t i d wkJ3tflB to saddle.
'

j equivalent to %2±%5k. See \,

1 P* 01,
to go on foot.^ t0 rePr0Ve ' ^£ J
to forsake (as a bird for-

• V i // ) sakes her nest).im to be courageous. . , } , , ,
'

\ „ , *\ )
ma^e clean, become

« , I clean.
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VERBS INFLECTED LIKE tXjM
, p. 64.

j & to fill to the brim. to dissolve (tr.).

to perceive (by the eye).
//

V |jjL
J
to snap, make to roll (as

a % \ a marble).

JD%2> <
to tnrust- See tJQ9U#iV

,

" * C p. 51.

*J-0> to stand on end (as the hair).

*JUB to be or become green.

t^^Sfc to roost.

$ to repent. See i90X,
^T1

! p. 59.

LIKE p. 66.

to go out, be extinguished.

VERBS INFLECTED LIKE )M, p. 69.

i^toi„de„t, makeadepression. Ul>
f^^M? °f

to castrate. {9bX to bound back (as a ball).

2*1 to groan. ItiLX to stray, run away.
* i> »

VERBS INFLECTED LIKE "pt&U!
, p. 80.

h^&J*2 to benumb, be benumbed. *^)LiC7 to be pleased or gratified.

JASfoVf to button, be buttoned.to chew.

// JT"T 5 nail), to be fixed.
^XdCf tomakeorbecome muddy.

O a ) equivalent to JtDOJCOO.x « ^ C to make small, to make
round, to become small 5*5^ I See p. 81.

" ' ( or round. *

^jV S tQ cause to cave in (as ^OOuOO to bark, to croak,
' ?^) a mine), to cave in. " '

kXXXp to trample.

&Cj\6l 5 t0 m
.

cite
5 to mortify (as

// f j a diseased part).

faSt&lCT S to make to hesitate, to

Z , \ hesitate.

^
W^f to embolden, be bold.

fc^ft&f 5 t0 tear
(
cl°th) (tr. and

// , \ intr.).

fc0&0f to laugh immoderately.
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JB±JB, to dazzle.
\

to

d
™
p

ke damP' become

• M to put out (leaves); to wtvk S to graft, to be or become
;? , I break out (as sores). ^„ \, ( grafted.

?f»f to spill (tr. and intr.).

\

t°

w^>

UP^ SWe11 ^
M _ ^ / < to dig into, to pick the ^gj ^jj S to breathe hard (through

5wT~V I
teeth. Si7H? I

the nose )-

iXaauL
I

t0

b^ "
e
P
d>

in COnfusion
' to wedge in

?
be wedged.

. . . i ( to tick (as a clock), to ring jl v Ai. '& *„

^VlV j
(as metals). Also used

9** to snort

u
' ( in a causative sense. » A ( to be or 1

-to mix up, etc., as
j dated.
j to be or become consoli-

t , ( dated.

^TbS to pave (with stone, etc.).

. / / C to beat with a switch, to . , , „ . * Al

y»Aifl 5 smart (as if from such a \
t(
?
cause fair weather, to

" ( blow). " > * become fair.

\gfc\% to pant from heat, to sob. "^"S to have darting pains.

L l '
, to place upright, to stand

AS^XA to be curved or bent. j £j upright.

a^AA to clank (as chains). vrifttfiMifl to cackle.

• ^ *
mt m j to arch, bow down (with

to make a hedge. *ir^7 ( age) (tr. and intr.j.

, 7
t ^ J to reduce to powder, be

MfrgbS to tickle, be tickled.
Vh

„ , ( reduced to powder.
" "

! 4 •
'

. 4\y $ to interweave, be inter- iV,V)Xfl to have colic.

,% l
woven. "

\Sn\\ to lick up. ***** t0 heaVG With em0ti0n•

t.tfiV ftS' \
to l°osen (

as a Pm m ^ts to shiver with cold.

// , ) socket) (tr. and intr.).
-V'-V

x x# ^4 j to make musty, become
to trample down. ^ , ( musty.

"
! r j to beautify, become

to make firm, confirm.
/ \ beautiful.

to gather (as pus). 'V?** to beat with a switch>

w . S to reconcile, unite in Afla^X to crack (as an egg) (intr.).

i \ friendship. "
/

tV»&* to be a wanderer. \^ t0 sa2' hang down *

m
'

\ *° snrm^ UP> wrinkle

^9k&& to prick up (the ears).
1

„ , \ (tr. and intr.)

'

to make to pant, to pant. **T™^ k**lP*'
See P' 84 '

S^lSi S to be boiled to pieces,

fall to pieces.
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VERBS INFLECTED LIKE 2*9aJ&
, p. 86.

to be bold, to dare. ?VMI^ to soil, be soiled.

Z99b9 \
t0 advance

(
in aSe and

t C t0 snaP (
as a board when

*

m
:<>

statu
f)-

broken> See

£fl*Sk= oEki^ to starve.
* '

p. 86. '*
'

- - ' _ . ?\iVX to run mad.
+f3f to be affected or moved. i

VERBS INFLECTED LIKE JiOi
, p. 86.

ifjoJ^= , See p. 86. %JBQA to howl, as Of , p. 86.

[JVbfe.—To Mr. Stoddard's acknowledgments to Mr. Breath, with

which we are happy to unite our own, it is proper to add a word of re-

cognition of the labor and skill bestowed by Mr. S. S. Kilburn, type-

cutter attached to the Type and Stereotype Foundry of Messrs. J. K.
Rogers & Co., Boston, in recutting several of the letters and points, and
making some important additions to the font.

COMM. OF PUBL.]
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CORRECTIONS.

Page 5, lines 21-22,for modern language, read written character.

7, " 6, for Scripture Tracts " Scripture Facts.

12, " 15, pp. 10, 11 "
p. lo, XNote o.

66 66 1 7If
,

66

* mm' 1

" last line, 66

13, line 1,
66

17, « 9,
66

" " 13,
66

18, « 8,
it

" " 15,
66

m H m //

21, « 1,
66 xL «

23, " 14,
66 i66*i «

24, lines 20-21, for what to me, " what may be, etc.

" line 23, place a period after what.

a a
28, for that may, read that may be.

25,
66

6, « ^ « ^.
66 66 io, « cr « cf

.

27, 66
11, " J*Uik> " Jft^,.

29,
it 24, « J^xja « J-*xl».

32,
66 12, " weta " weta.

35,
66

3, 4, << ^d^flA , )Mx£a read 2if9&S.

39,
16 17, " t*&2 read u^2.

* The Towel— should never be placed on final 2 , and wherever printed

thus in the Grammar, it must be understood to be a slip, and the _i_ must be

placed on the preceding consonant.
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Page 39, line 22, for coming before read coming upon.

#9bS " jbJl*

*XlM,p.63, « p. 66.

to string, as peppers, read to sting (e

does the mouth),

may replied, read may be replied.

se the comma after as well as ~ .

if" " 2f
."

>m, a/?er , mser£ i92^L to be m
II m II

read

48,
U

19,

49, U 20,

50,
u

5,

54,
u

25,

55, u
16,

« u
22,

58, u
15,

Ol, ii
15,

uo, u
20,

64, u
19,

near the

67, line 1,

75, a
7,

« u
16,

76, near the

78, line 3,

a u
7,

79, u
26,

81, u
18,

read J-*JJ^

.

mi mi

- ' - - '

" last line but one, /or ^OAA read .

82, line 16, for g+\tlo " ^AjD.

83, « 3, « li-SibX « tV£l9tX.

« « 20, « &sujq> « aduj».

* In a number of cases 3 appears without its point, it having been broken
off, probably, in printing. This, however, is of little consequence, unless it

lead to a confusion of Si and 9 . The former seems always to have its point.
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Page 84, line 6, for 5aVA read aSiik.
II t il $

" 85, " 22, « ^M^9b^ « ^ftVlTkH.

" 86, " 4, " JJttOdB " ZJQDOJ©.

i> n, t it i, i

" " last line, " dk&CUO " Jk*0&*>.

" " at the bottom, add to the list of verbs :

IfOf to howl.

( to howl
;
also, as used in Koordistan,

to glitter.

" 88, first line, for ^9 read ^V9.
" " line 17, " The future, " The 1st pers. future.


